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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Your generous support
1S directly responsible
for the enriching experiences
that take place daily at
Connecticut College
Ial.11thankful every day for the J.]Umni, parents, friendsand corporate and foundation donors who support thework of the college through their generous gifts. Theannual Honor Roll of Giving grves me an opportunity
to reAect on how we, as a college, have met your expectations
and how close we have come to meeting the standards we
have set for ourselves.
A Time To Lead: The Campaign for Connecticut College,
a $125 million initiative with the triple thrusts of increasing
Annual Fund giving, raising endowment and funding signifi-
cant capital projects, is critical to the college's financial
well-being - but its progress is also a good indicator of alumni
and community support for the direction the college is taking.
I am greatly pleased that this year's report shows impressive
support: $13 Bullion in commitments raised during the 1995-
96 fiscal year, bringing the campaign total to $75.7 million by
June 30, 1996.
Last year, in this space, r noted that our efforts to give high
visibility to important issues of civil society - on campus,
nationally and internationally - had met with success by
bringing these issues to the forefront in many arenas.
Increasingly, Connecticut College is becoming a focus for such
discussions, with some of the most highly respected writers,
scientists, artists and thinkers exchanging ideas with our stu-
dents on campus. As the college has set itself to become a
model or laboratory for life in a modern democratic society,
the unparalleled opportunity to have personal conversations
with experts in these fields is influencing the lives of promising
young students at Connecticut College.
In the past year, Pulitzer Prize-winning psychiatrist Robert
Coles, civil rights pioneer Ruby Bridges Hall, sociologist
Robert Putnam, artists Christo and Jeanne Claude, and presi-
dential historian Doris Kearns Goodwin have enriched the




academic year began with Harold Shapiro
a stirring convocation honoring Miep Gies, the protector of
Anne Frank, and we expect campus visits from other interna-
tionalJy known scholars, including Nobel Prize-winning
author Toni Morrison, photographer Jill Krementz, author
Kurt Vonnegut, scientist Robert Pollack and 1980 Nobel
Peace Prize winner Adolfo Perez Esquivel.
Your gifts are directly responsible for these enriching experi-
ences, just as they help us with bricks and mortar and other
aspects of building a highly respected community of scholars.
The Lyn and David Silfen Track and Field and the Joanne Toor
Cummings '50 Art Gallery were completed and dedicated this
fall. Hale Laboratory is being renovated to serve as an upper-
level laboratory and student/faculty research center. The
campus conununity is watching with fascination as the North
Dormitory Complex (known for several decades as The Plex)
is transformed into a modern student residence and meeting
area.
Your giving has built the college's endowment to an
impressive $87 million; however, this is still much less than the
endowments at many of our peer schools. These gifts assist, for
example, with scholarships and distinguished professorships and
give donors the satisfaction of knowing that their gifts will be
invested and continue to benefit the college for many years.
With your help, I expect that Connecticut College will have
tripled its endowment in 10 years, from $35 million in 1989 to
more than $105 million by the end of the campaign in 1999.
Fiscal 1995-96 was a record-breaking year for the Annual
Fund at $2.9 million. It is important to note that this impres-
sive total was made up of gifts of all sizes, large and small.
Achieving 50 percent alumni participation is something we, as
a college, have set our sights on during this, the largest devel-
opment campaign in the college's history. This goal is now
within our reach and will further secure our place among the
leading colleges in this country.
You honor the college with your gifts and the examples you
set for others in your communities around the world. With
this document we honor you for your commitment to liberal
arts education and your enthusiasm for Connecticut College.
Claire L. Gaudiani '66
President of the College
October 1996
ConnecticutCollegeMagazine
Honor Roll of Giving
2 Full Speed Ahead
One year after its official announcement, the campaign
continues to build momentum - a wrap-up of the year's
accomplishments.
6 Honor Roll









The new Ad Astra Society and The Century Council
Volunteers:1,700 people who make things happen
Summary: The giving year, graphically illustrated
SpecialGift Clubs: The 1911 Society, Laurels and Thames
Giving by Closs: with reunion photos and
Talesof Reunion Giving
Senior Pledge Program: Yet another record
A familiar ring: thanks to our dedicated phonathon volunteers
The Heritage Society: The increasingpopularity of
life incomegifts and bequests
79 Class Notes
The usual roundup of life's happenings in the the most frequently
read section of Connecticut College Magazine.
ON THE"COVER: Professor Emeritus 01 Chinese Charles Chu created this
winsome dromedary especially for this Honor Roll of Giving issue. The





• A record-breaking $2.9 million Annual Fund
• 43 percent alumni participation
• 63 new members of the 1911 Society
• A new record for the Senior Pledge Program
• Honor Roll if Giving October 1996







$125 million campaign to
build a stronger financial
foundation for the college




Noting that during the
"silent phase" of the
campaign the college had
progressed nearly halfway
to its goal with $62.2
million in hand, Chair of
the Board of Trustees Jack
Evans said, "We have
come very far, very fast.
Tonight we celebrate that
momentum." Since that
public announcement, the
pace has not slowed.
During the past 12







The Annual Fundcontinued aConnecticut
College tradition by
surpassing its goal, raising
$2,894,114 (107 percent
of goal) from loyal alumni,
parents and friends.
THE PARTY ISN'T OVER; IT'S JUST GETIING STARTED A cascade of college-blue and while balloons culminated the on-
campus launch of the Time to lead campaign September 29, 1995. In the year since, the college pulled $13.4 million
closer to the campaign's $125 million goal - total commitments now stand at $75.7 million.
Trustees led the way by
giving 13 percent of the
total. Annual Fund gifts
are available for immediate
use and affect almost every
aspect of campus life.
Giving societies showed
a strong increase in
membership: The 1911
Society gained 63
members and gave 58
percent of the Annual
Fund total. The Laurels
gained 15 members and
gave 12 percent of the
Annual Fund total.
Calls from a record
number of Annual Fund
volunteers - 437 -
resulted in 43 percent
alumni participation. The
campaign goal of 50
percent alumni
participation drew within
reach as classes such as
1926, 1934, 1946 and 1951
surpassed 80 percent
participation, following the
exam-ple of the earliest
classes, 1919, 1921, 1923
and 1925, which maintain a
100 percent giving record.
Volunteers in all classes will
be pursuing their more
elusive classmates with
phone calls and letters to
meet the 50 percent
participation goal by 1999.
Reunion classes topped
records again this year
with the classes of 1941,
1946,1951 and 1966
setting new standards for
reunion Annual Fund
gifts, and the classes of
1956 and 1981 setting
records for overalJ reunion
giving. Reunion classes
also raised an impressive
36 percent of the Annual
Fund dollars in 1995-96.
Graduating seniors
pledged $21,200 in gifts,





THE GIVING YEAR IN REVIEW
this year, Planned and
Major Gifts reached $29
million of its $57 million
goal for the campaign.
These commitments were
in addition to $4.6 million
received through bequests
to the college. Some
significant commitments
in 1995-96 include: $1
million for unrestricted
endowment, $1 million in
trust to fund the CISLA
director position,






additional $1.1 million in
trusts. The donors of
these gifts responded
handsomely to the
campaign and the clearly










alumna who offered a 2-
to-1 match, and the Class
of 1996 responded
magnificently to this
challenge, setting a new
record for dollars pledged.
Parents gave 9 percent
more than last year and
Friends gave 45 percent
more, helping boost totals
and giving important
endorsement to programs




programs, bringing in an
additional $194,989 from
their employers.
Anne and Fred Stratton (Fred is a college trustee), here with daughter Diane





college and offers alumni.
parents and friends of the
college a wide variety of
ways to make gifts to
Connecticut College. One
form of planned giving
involves adding a bequest to
a will, but there are many
other types of trusts and
annuities that benefit the
college and the donor as
well. The Heritage Society,
established in 1989,
recognizes people who have
chosen to include
Connecticut College in
their estate plans. The
Heritage Society now has
more than 650 members
whose gifts will help the
college in the future. A
recent $4 million bequest
from the late Joanne Toor
Cummings '50 will endow
the Toor Cummings Center
for International Studies
and the Liberal Arts and
fund renovations to the
Cummings Arts Center.
PLANNED AND
MAJOR GIFTS Grants toConnecticutCollege in 1995-
96 helped the college turn
dreams into reality. Campus
projects last year ranged
from a fundamental study
of the roles and
responsibilities of faculty,




and the Pew Charitable
Trusts, to funding for
conferences and musical
events on campus. A fine
example of a partnership
that is changing the face of
the campus developed
when Pfizer, Inc. came
forward to match an NSF














The college also completed
a 2-to-1 match for a
$250,000 grant from The
Louis Calder Foundation
for a scholarship fund for
disadvantaged students
from metropolitan New
York. Gifis and pledges
from alumni and trustees







BIG CHECKS AT REUNION: The Class of '51 (above) and the Class of '46 were
among several reuning class that successfully met challenges from their class-
mates. See page 18 for a class-by-class summary.
From a grateful campaign chair ...
Dear Friends,
As national chair for the "A Time
to Lead" campaign, it is a pleasure
to add my voice of thanks to each
and everyone of you for your
extraordinary generosity this past
year. What a year to celebrate!
The Campaign for
Connecticut College is steadily climbing toward its $125
million goal. To date, we have raised nearly $76 million in
trustee, alurnni, parent, friend, faculty, staff and corporate
gifts, which puts us at 61 percent of our goal. New
records were set by trustees, alumni, parents and friends,
who all exceeded their dollar goals. In addition, the
newest members of our alumni fam.ily,the Class of '96,
set a new record in giving through the Senior Pledge
Program. It was a truly outstanding year, and I am deeply
indebted for your continued loyalty and support.
The financial challenges of providing a first-class
college education are never-ending. Each year we ask
alumni and friends to renew their conunitment to our
mission, and each year you respond generously.
Your support has staggering effects on the lives of the
young people who walk our campus today, and it will
continue to make a difference in future years. Your gifts
have built buildings, bought books, subsidized faculty and
staff salaries, and provided financial aid.
Throughout its history, the Connecticut College
community has responded to the immediate needs of our
existing programs and new initiatives. Many of us have
personally benefitted from the quality education provided
by our college, and now we have an opportunity to invest
in its future through this campaign.
Over the next three years we will be striving to
reach and exceed a goal designed to build a financial
foundation that will strengthen this noble institution and
the liberal arts tradition it upholds. Everyone of your
gifts makes a difference.
To those who have already stepped forward, heartfelt
thanks. And to those whose names do not appear in this
special Honor Roll of Giving issue, I invite you to join
me in helping to keep our college a leader in liberal arts
education.
~
Susan Eckert Lynch '62
National Campaign Chair
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Honor Roll Ad Astra Society and Century Council
•Ad AstraSocietyAd Astra, to the stars, is the ,wille
oj a sculpture by Professor oj An
David Smalley thiu stands outside
the college athletic eellter. It is also
the /lanle of a /lew g!/t dub that
recognizes alllllll/i, parents and
friends whose lifetime connniuncin /0
Conneaiau College is $1 million or
more. Their vision, leadership and
commitment allow the college to
sustain its traditions and create the
educctionat innovations that llefp
stlIdents reach lor the sial'S.
Anonvmous-Z
Judith Ammerman '60
Sarah Pithouse Becker '27
Helen Lehman Buttenwieser* '27
Nathan Cummings*
Joanne Toor Cummings* '50
Kenneth & Julia Winton Dayton
'49 & P'8D &'81
Duncan N. Dayton '81
Barbara Hcgaee Ferrin '43
Winifred Tilden Gelinas' 41
Lucy Marsh Haskell" '19
Muriel WhiteheadJarvis* '29
Elizabeth Stuart Kruidenier '48
Harriet Buescher Lawrence* '34
Ronald P, & Susan Eckert
Lynch '62
Lucy C. McDannel* '22
Jo Ann Hess Morrison '67
Margaret Abell Powell '39
Morton F. Plant*
May Buckley Sadowski* '19
Lyn Gordon SiJfen '67






The Cel/wry COl/lldl {rOllors
all/mlli, parellts mid jrimds whose
lifetime wmlllitll1ellts to the college
total $1DO, 000 or more. F01111ded
ill 1988, tile wl/lldl was established
to recognize these exceptiollal
supporters alld to die!" rheir example
• HOllor Roll of GilJing Oclo/Jer1996
I
L
as inspiration to others illfilrthering
the strategic objectives of the college.
Anonymous-Ix
Lucretia L. Allyn*
Dr. & Mrs. Oakes Ames
Allen Anderson
Elizabeth Rie1ey Armington* '31
Raymond Q. Armington*
Elizabeth Parcells Arms '39 & P'67
Beatrice Fox Auerbach*
Lois Weyand Bachman' 42
Lydia S. Baratz*
Thistle McKee Bennett '27
Helen Hemingway Benton* '23
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic Bill*
Cynthia Eaton Bing '65
Mary Adams Bitzer '59
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis Blake P'70
Bessie Blaskin*
Dr. & Mrs. Barry M. Bloom P'85
Katharine Blunt*
Francine J. Bovich '73 & Garritt A.
Kono
Catherine Rich Brayton '40
Ruth Hale Buchanan '39 & P'65
Patricia Grable Burke '50
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Burke P'66
Catherine Myers Buscher '55 &
P'83, '84 &'87
Margaret Baxter Butler* '22
Miriam Brooks Butterworth '40
Virginia Carman* '44
Muriel Harrison Castle* '39 & P'73
Ethel Chappelle '38
Katherine Wenk
Christoffers '45 & P'74
Drs. Charles & Margaret Aymar
Clark* '37
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas Clifford P'80
& '88
Arlene Hochman Cohen '52
Ferdinand W. Couderr
Marylouise Oak Tandy Cowan '44
Cynthia Fuller Davis '66
Mr. & Mrs. Judson M. Dayton '80
Mr. & Mrs, William
DeWitt, Jr. P'88
Elsie Van Dyck Dewiu*
Gertrude Allen Dinsmore* '36
Michael J. Dubilier '77
Victoria Stearns Eldridge* '33
Anthony & Elizabeth McGuire
Enders '62 & P'87
Daniel Ettlinger*
Mr. & Mrs. John C.
Evans P'83 & '86
David Hale Fanning*
Katherine Finney*
Esther Coyne Flanagan '49
Susan E. Fleisher* '41
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison B. Freeman*
Mr. & Mrs. Henry
Gardiner P'80 &'83
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Goodwin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Gordon
Phyllis Smith Gotschall' 44
Harriet CM. Granger*
Eugene E. Griese, Jr.
Jane Murchison Hamilton '52
Margaret Patton Hannah* '41
Marguerite Hanson*
Edward S. Harkness*
Polly Maddux Harlow '54
Hiram D. Harris*
Karla Heurich Harrison '28 & P'54
Carolyn McGonigle Holleran '60
Gilbert H. Hood,Jr.* P'60
Carolyn Pfeifer Horchow '56
Aileen L Hostinsky*
Jean F Howard '27*
Lenore Tingle Howard '42
Janet S. Humphrey* '47
Lucie Hoblitzelle
Iannotti '57 & P'83
Jane Bertschy Jackson '30
Frances Freedman
Jacobson '56 & P'82
Marion Lowell Jenkins* '25
Nancy Johanson P'92
Margaret Werner Johnson '68
Hazel A. Johnson*
Dr. & Mrs. Jasper H. Kane P'50
Margaret Kelly*
Ruth Kellogg Kent '39*
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Klagsbrun P'86
Eleanor Harriman KoW* '25
Jean Rath Kopp '74
Joan]acobson Kronick '46 & P'73
Betsy Larrabee*
Virginia Newberry
Leach* '41 & P'65
William '80 & Kate Peakes Lee '79
Marianne Edwards Lewis '51
J. Norman Lewis*
Jane Long* P'56
Jane Cadwell Lott '36
Cora E. Lutz* '27
Elizabeth Douglass Manross* '28
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Oscar & Rosalie Harrison Mayer '41
Elizabeth Hood McAfoose '60
Edmea da Silveira McCarty '59
Julia McGovern*
Noreen McKeen
Shirley Armstrong Meneice ' 45
Sue Bernstein Mercy '63 & P'91
Elizabeth Leeds Merrill '27
Judith Mapes Metz '61
Mary Nelson P'78




Janet Carpenter Peterson* '35
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Pforaheimer, Jr.
Harvey Picker
Dorothy Wheeler Pietrallo* '22
Marlis Bluman
Powell '50 & P'74 &'78
Frances Gillmore Pratt '60 & P'89
Dorothy M. Pryde* '21
Mr. & Mrs. John M.
Regan, Jr. P'78
Douglas C. & Jean
Renfield-Miller '75
Arthur & Elizabeth Blaustein
Roswell '52 & P'84
Sarah Brown Schoenhut '28
Howard & Catherine Flickinger
Schweitzer '75
Rose Lazarus Shinbacb* '39
Mary Ann Garvin Siegel '66 &
P'92 &'97
Ellen Lougee Simmons '69
Grace M. Smitb*
Gretchen Diefendorf
Smith '58 & P'96
Hamilton Smyser*
Helen Frey Sorenson* '34
E. Elizabeth Speirs* '29
David F. & Patricia Roth Squire '51
Victoria E. Stearns* '33
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick
Stratton P'91 &'96
Anna Lord Strauss*
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet '47
Mrs. Elisha Swift*
Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill '64
Mr. & Mrs. William O. Taylor P'84
Jean Curtin Tempel '65
Harold 0. Toor* P'50 &'53
Hans & Ella McCollum
Vahlteich* '21 & P'57
Harriett Ernst Veale '39
Frances Wells Vroom* '29
Mariana Parcells Wagoner '44
Thyrza Magnus Weatherly '42
Katharine L Weed* '23
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Weissman P'87
Cynthia Terry White '46
Allayne Ernst Wick* '41 & P'70
Frazar B. Wilde* P'42 &'49
Diane y. Williams '59
Diane Buchanan Wilsey '65 & P'91
Rufus R. Winton '82
Charles G. Woodward
Melvin H. Young* P'61
Lois Schwartz Zenkel '58
* Deceased
Honor Roll Volunteers
A dedicated corps of volunteers
Olga Wester Russell '34 CF
Sabrina Burr Sanders '35 CC CB
Virginia DieW Moorhead '35 CP
Merion Ferris Ritter '35 & 1"72 CF
Virginia Golden Kent '35 CT
Marjorie Wolfe Hogan '35 CJ
Ruth Chinim Eufemia '36 ReM
Elizabeth Davis Pierson '36 ReM
Allena Deming Crane '36 CJ Cf>
Alys Griswold Haman '36 CT
Elizabeth Adams Lane '37 eN
Edith Burnham Carlough '37 CC
Bmroy Carlough Roehrs '37 CP
Mary Corrigan Daniels '37 CB
Virginia Deuel '37 CF
Ruth Earle Brittan '38 CF
Mary Jenks Sweet '38 CU CC
Anne Oppenheim Freed '38 CB
Jeannette Rothensies Johns '38 eN
Frances Walker Chase '38 & 1"66 CP BM
Kathryn L. Ekirch '39 CP
Doris Houghton Ott '39 CC
Elizabeth P Jordan '39 CB
Janet Mead Szaniawski '39 CF
Elizabeth Parcells Arms '39 & 1"67 eN CU
Sybil Bindloss Sim '40 CT
Miriam Brooks Butterworth '40 CB
One measure of the strength of a college is in the alumni who continue to give time and energy to their alma mater.
A heartfelt thanks to the Connecticut College volunteer corps listed here, some 1,700 strong.
Admiral William J. Crowe CIA
Phyllis Cummings- Texeira CR.M
Mr. Norman L. Greenman FRM
Ms. Grace Mirabella CIA
Mr. A. Theodore Mollegen, Jr. FRM
Mr. William Sarti TR.U
Kenneth Snelson FRM
Robert H. Sorensen FRM
Sadie Coir Benjamin '19 & P'49 CS CB
Kathryn Hulbert Hall '20 CJ CC
Margaret Dunham Cornwell '24 CP
Katherine G. Hamblet '24 CB
A. Parks McCombs '25 CB
Emily Warner '25 CS CP CC
Katharine Bailey Mann '26 CB
Grace Parker Schumpert '26 CJ
Edna Smith Thistle '26 HCr HCF
Madelyn C!ish Wankmiller '27 CB
Sarah Pirhouse Becker '27 HCP
Gretchen Snyder Francis '27 C]
Roberta Bitgood Wiersma '28 CF CP
Adelaide King Quebman '28 CB
Hilda Van Horn Rickenbaugh '28 BV
Margaret Burroughs Kohr '29 & 1"56 CS
Verne M. Hall '29 CC
Helen Benson Mann '30 CS
Mary DeGange Palmer '30 CF
Maijorie L. Ritchie '30 CB
Dorothy Birdsey Manning '31 CS
Mary Holley Spangler '31 CU
Jane Moore Warner '31 CP
Caroline B. Rice '31 CF
Dorothy Rose Griswold '31 CB
Gertrude Smith Cook '31 CC
Beatrice Whitcomb '31 CC
Mabel Barnes Knauff'32 & 1"92 CC
Kathryne Cooksey Simons '32 CB
Marion Nichols Arnold '32 CP CU CF
Mildred Solomon Savin '32 & 1"59 CN
Cecilia Standish Richardson '32 CT
Ruth Ferree Wessels '33 CP
Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer '33 CF
Helen Peasley Comber '33 CF
Jane Wertheimer Morgenthau '33 CN
Marion Bogart Holtzman '34 CA
Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 CC CF
Emily Daggy Vogel '34 CA
Eleanor Hine Kranz '34 CB
Harriet Isherwood Power '34 CA
Helen Lavietes Krosnick '34 & 1"67 CT
Dorothy Merrill Dorman '34 CN
Gladys Russell Munroe '34 CA
Emily D. Smith '34 CA
Jane Trace Spragg '34 CA CP
Key to alumni volunteer codes
AAR Alumni Admission Representative CB Planned Giving Agent JIC January Intern Coordinator
AFC Annual Fund Chair CBS Corporate Advisory Board of JUD Judaic Studies Advisor
AX]) Alumni Executive Board Director Science LSB Lead Stewardship Board
AXG Alumni Executive Board Annual CC Class Correspondent NSC 1911 Society Chair
Fund Chair CF Class Agent Chair NSO 1911 Society Conunittee
AXN Alumni Executive Board CIA ClSLA Advisory Council NSV 1911 Society Vice Chair
Nominating Chair CIS CISLA Program Council PA Planned Giving Advisor
AXP Alumni Executive Board President CJ Class Vice-President PFC Parents Fund ChairAXS Alumni Executive Board Secretary CLC Club Career Coordinator PFU Parents Fund Committee
AXT Alumni Executive Board Treasurer CM Class Leader RCC Regional Career Coordinator
AXU Alumni Executive Board Trustee CN Class Nominating Chair ReM Reunion Committee Member
AXV Alumni Executive Board Vice- COF Corporate and Foundation RGC Reunion Gift Chait
President Advisory Committee TRU Trustee
BH Club Program Chair CON Conn Men UAC Unity Alumni Council
BM Club Leader CP Class President USA Unity Scholarship Agent
BN Club Nominating Chair CRM Crossroads Mentor ZAF Annual Fund Committee
BP Club President CS Class Secretary ZAI Alumni Identification Committee
BS Club Secretary CT Class Treasurer ZOC On-Campus Programming
BT Club Treasurer CU Reunion Chair Committee
BV Club Vice-President EDB Alumni Editorial Board ZOS Outreach Strategies Committee
CA Class Agent FFC Friends Fund Chair ZRP Regional ProgrammingConunittee
CAB Campaign Cabinet FRM Forum Member ZUA Friend of Unity Alumni Council
CAT Center for Arts and Technology HCF Honorary Class Agent Chair ZYA Young Alumni/Undergraduate
Advisory Council Committee HCP Honorary Class President Committee
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Catherine Rich Brayton '40 eN
Frances Sears Bararz '40 cu zoe
Renee Sloan Linton '40 BM
Elizabeth Thompson Dodge '40 CC
Barbara Wynne Secor '40 CP
Elizabeth Brick Collier '41 CA
Carol L. Chappell '41 CB CU
Mary L. Cutts '41 CT
Thea Dutcher Coburn '41 CA
Priscilla Duxbury Wescott' 41 & P'74 &'77 CF
ZRP PA
Helen Henderson Tuttle '41 eN
Jane Kennedy Newman '41 & P'82 CC
Elizabeth Main Chandler '41 CA
Elizabeth Morgan Keil '41 CA
Edith Patton Cranshaw '41 CA
Louise Stevenson Andersen '41 CU
Edythe Van Rees Conlon '41 & P'73 CP ZRP
Frances Hyde Forde '42 & P'76 CT
Audrey Nordquist Curtis '42 eN
June Perry Mack '42 CP CS
Lydia Phippen Ogilby '42 CB
Ann Shattuck Smith '42 AAR
LillyWeseloh Maxwell '42 CU zoe
Jane Worley Peak '42 & P'75 CC
Janet Corey Hampton '43 CF
Alicia Henderson Speaker '43 CJ CU
Barbara Hogare Ferrin '43 CB
Charlotte Hosfeld Tarpy '43 CC
Barbara Murphy Brewster '43 CN
Wilma Parker Redman '43 BM
Louise Reichgott Endel '43 & P'67 AAR
Phyllis Schiff Imber '43 CF FRM PA
Janet Sessions Beach '43 & P'72 CT
Constance Smith Hall '43 & P'66 CP
Jane Storms Wenneis '43 CC
Elise Abrahams Josephson '44 & P'75 CC
Marjorie Alexander Harrison '44 CF ZAI
Alice Carey Weller' 44 CC
Jane Day Hooker '44 CU ZOS
Lois Hanlon Ward '44 CT
Marion Kane Witter '44 CU
Stratton Nicolson McKillop '44 & P'81 &'82 CP
Mariana Parcells Wagoner '44 CN
Phyllis Smith Gotschall '44 CIS FRM
Lois Webster Ricklin '44 FRM
Shirley Armstrong Meneice '45 CB FRM
Constance Barnes Mermann '45 CU
Beverly Bonfig Cody '45 & P'76 CC
Patricia Feldman Whitestone '45 & P'74 &'80
CPZRP
Patricia Hancock Blackall '45 FRM BP
Ethelyn Heinrich Miner '45 BM
Edna Hill Du Brul '45 & P'72 CU
Marjorie Lawrence Weidig '45 BP ZOS CC
Florence Murphy Gorman '45 CN
Louise Parker James '45 BN
Elizabeth Payne Shannon '45 BM
Carol Schaefer Wynne '45 CT
Patricia Turchan Peters '45 & P'71 CS
Lois Andrews Yearick '46 CA
Evelyn Black Weibel '46 CA
Marie Bloomer Patterson '46 RCM
Barbara Caplan Somers '46 CA RCM
o Honor Roll rifGilJillg Oacber 1996
Marilyn Coughlin Rudolph '46 & P'72 CC
Muriel Duenewald Lloyd '46 CA
Muriel Evans Shaw '46 CA
Joanne Ferry Gates '46 FRM CAT CA
Berry Finn Perlman '46 CA
Barbeur Grimes Wise' 46 CA
June Hawthorne Sadowski' 46 CA
Joan Jacobson Kronick '46 & P'73 CF FRM
Janet Kennedy Murdock '46 CP ZOC
Patricia Kreutzer Heath '46 RCM
Suzanne Levin Steinberg '46 CA
Jessie MacFadyen Olcott '46 & P'71 CA
Lois Marshall Clark' 46 CA
Barbara Miller Gustafson '46 RCM
Mary Minter Goode' 46 CA RCM
Sarah Nichols Herrick '46 CA RCM
Kate Niedecken Pieper '46 CT
Ginger Niles Delong '46 RCM
Nancy Platt Sands '46 & P'80 CA
Jane Seaver Coddington '46 RCM
Miriam Steinberg Edlin '46 CA BP
Bernice Teitgen Stowe '46 CN
Cynthia Terry White '46 CB CA
Joan Weissman Burness' 46 CA
Shirley Wilson Keller '46 CF
Anne Woodman Stalter '46 CU
Priscilla Baird Hinckley '47 CU
Eleanor Farnsworth Slimmon '47 CT
Muriel Hart '47 CB
Grace Hickey Wallace' 47 AAR
Lorraine Pimm Simpson '47 CF
Joan Rosen Kemler '47 CF
Ann Wetherald Graff'47 CP CC
Emily Estes Whalen '48 CB
Mary Flanagan Coffin '48 AAR
Barbara Gantz Gray' 48 CN
Jean M. Handley '48 FRM
Shirley Nicholson Roos '48 CU
Dorothy Quinlan McDonald '48 CP
Margaret Reynolds Rist '48 CC
Elizabeth Stuart Kruidenier '48 TRU
Enid Williford Waldron '48 CT
Margaret Ashton Biggs '49 CA
Barbara Ayers Herbst '49 & P'82 CA
Marilyn]. Boylan '49 CC CA
Elizabeth Bragg Bronner '49 CA
Janice Braley Maynard '49 CA
Lois Braun Kennedy '49 & P'8S AAR CA
Mabel Brennan Fisher '49 CF
Gale Craigie Chidlaw '49 BS
Geraldine Dana Tisdall '49 CA
Ruth Fanjoy King '49 CN
Naomi Gaberman Vogel '49 AAR CA
Ann W. Grayson '49 CP
Phyllis Hammer Duin '49 CC
Mimi Haskell McDowell' 49 CA
JoanJossen Bivin '49 & P'85 AXD CA ZOC
Jennifer Judge Howes '49 CU
Joanne Lambert McPhee '49 CA
Ruth Linkletter jaczinski '49 CA
Marian Markle Pool '49 & P'71 CA
Jean Pierce Tayerle '49 CA
Janice Roberts Wilford '49 CA
Helen Robinson Cavanagh '49 CA
Louise Rothe Roberts '49 CA
Gretchen Schafer Skelley '49 CA
Ellen Schock Gilbertson '49 CA
Victoria Simes Poole '49 CA
Jane Smith Moody '49 CB CA BM
Mary Stecher Douthit '49 & P'78 CA
Mary E. Stone '49 CF
Mary Lou Strassburger Treat' 49 CU CA ZOC
Gretchen Van Syckle Whalen '49 CT
Virginia R. Amburn '50 CF
Artemis Blessis Ramaker '50 CA
Marlis Bluman Powell '50 & P'74 &'78 AAR
PA
Joann Cohan Robin '50 CA
Geraldine Foote Dolliver '50 & P'73 &'77 CA
Virginia Hargrove Okell '50 CA
Barbara Harvey Butler '50 CU ZOC CA
Alice Hess Crowell '50 CA
Christine Holt Kurtz-White '50 CA
Ruth L. Kaplan 'SO CC CA
Julia W Linsley '50 PA CB FRM CA
Margaret MacDermid Davis '50 CT CA
Jean McClure Blanning '50 CA
Nancy T. Munger '50 CS
Mary Oellers Rubenstein '50 CN CA
Janet Surgenor Hill '50 CA
Elaine Title Lowengard '50 CP CA
Marie Woodbridge Thompson '50 AAR
Joan Andrew White '51 RCM CA
Joann Appleyard Schelpert '51 & P'76 &'86
RCMCA
Susan Askin Wolman '51 CC CA
Iris Bain Hutchinson '51 CC CA
Annabel Beam Custer '51 CA
Mary Beck Barrett '51 & P'78 &'83 AAR CA
Sara Buck Thompson '51 CA
Virginia Callaghan Miller '51 CA
Nancy Clapp Miller '51 CA
Joanne Dings Haeckel ' 51 CA
Virginia Eason Weinmann '51 TRU
Alice Haines Bates '51 & P'81 CN RCM CP
HelenJohnson Haberstroh '51 ReM
Ann Jones Logan '51 CA
Jane E. Keltie '51 CB CA RCM
Phyllis McCarthy Crosby '51 CF
Paula Meltzer Nelson '51 CA
Roldah Northup Cameron '51 & P'75 CU CA
Helen Pavlovich Twomey '51 & P'81 RCM
Amiry Pierce Buxton '51 RCM
Justine Shepherd Freud '51 CA
Leda Treskunoff Hirsch '51 RCM
Jeanne Tucker Zenker '51 CF
Nancy Vail Wilson '51 & P'80 &'83 CT CA
Barbara Wiegand Piliote '51 CA
Ronica Williams Watlington '51 & P'77 AAR
Janet Young Witter '51 CA
Barbara Ackroyd Elder' 52 AAR
Nancy Alderman Kramer '52 & P'83 AAR
Louise Durfee '52 CB
Julia Enyart Bain '52 & P'93 AAR
Cordelia Ett! Clement '52 CU
Corinne Fisher Smythe '52 FRM
Anne Flemming Lessels '52 CU
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52 eN TRU
* Deceased
Arlene Hochman Cohen '52 CP
Catherine Kirch Dietrich '52 CC
Elizabeth McLane McKinney '52 PA
Beverly Quinn O'Connell '52 CT
Dorothy Bomer Fahland '53 CA
Nancy H. Camp '53 CF ZOC
Nina Davis Jackson '53 CP ZOC
Eugenia Eacker Olson '53 CB CA
Katharine Gardner Bryant '53 & P'87 CA
Jeanne Garrett Miller '53 & P'84 CT CA
Ann Gordon Steele '53 CA
Jocelyn Haven Mickle '53 & P'89 CU AAR
Elvira Martinez Schrader '53 AAR
Judith Morse Littlefield '53 CC
Jane Muddle Funkhouser '53 & P'85 FRM
Barbara Painton Doyle '53 & P'85 CU
Lydia Richards Boyer '53 & P'78 CA
Janet Roesch Prauenfelder '53 CA
Audrey Watkins Garbisch '53 CN
Mary Lou Weppner '53 CA
Evelyn Ball Barrack '54 & P'81 &'85 CB
Mildred Catledge Sampson '54 CC
Cynthia Penning Rehm '54 TRU
Norma Hamady Richards '54 CU
Ann Heagney Weimer '54 CU
Lois Keating Learned '54 CC
Lydia Simpson Matthews '54 AAR
Gretchen Taylor Kingman '54 CT
Janet Weiss Donnelly '54 CN
Joanne Williams Hartley '54 & P'87 CP
Adrienne Audette Feige '55 CS
Edith Brown Hart '55 CC
Margot Colwin Kramer '55 CP ZAI
Jane Dornan Smith '55 & P'84 CN
Julia Evans Doering '55 CT
Jane Lyon LeRoy '55 AAR
Adele Mushkin Stroh '55 AAR
Catherine Myers Buscher '55 & P'83,'84 &'87
CF
Barbara Schutt Howell '55 & P'84 AAR
Constance Weymouth Wagnon '55 AAR
Martha Williamson Barhydt '55 CU
Janet Ahlborn Roberts '56 CC
Joyce Bagley Rheingold '56 COF CF
Anne E. Browning '56 & P'81 CU BV
Helen Cary Whitney '56 RCM
Florence Cohen Gerber '56 CA
Constance Crosier Gibson '56 AAR
Eleanor Erickson Ford '56 CC RCM
Frances Freedman Jacobson '56 & P'82 PA TRU
CAB
Joan Gaddy Ahrens '56 CT
Marie L Garibaldi '56 PLA RCM
Anne Godsey Stinnett '56 CB BP
Deborah Gutman Cornelius '56 CU
Jill Long Leinbach '56 FRM CF
Anne Mahoney Makin '56 RCM
Suzanna Martin Reardon '56 & P'86 CF
Elaine Nelson Stone '56 CN CA
Judith Rosoff Shore '56 & P'86 8M
Betty Smith Tylaska '56 CA
Nancy Teese Mouget '56 & P'81 &'82 CP
Marna Wagner Fullerton '56 & P'91 TRU CA
BM
Ellen Wineman Jacobs '56 AAR
Sarah]. Bloomer '57 CA
Anne Derarando Hartman '57 CC
Joan Gilbert Segall '57 CA
Nancy Grondona Richards '57 CA
Sarah Hargrove Harris '57 & P'77 CA
Judith Hartt Acker '57 CU CA ZOC
Joan Heller Winokur '57 CA
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti '57 & P'83 CB AAR
Sandra Horn Elsrein '57 & P'80 CA
Sandra Jellinghaus McClellan '57 CA
Suzanne Krim Greene '57 & P'85 CT
Caroline Myers Baillon '57 CA
Sylvia Pasternack Marx '57 FRM
Lynn Post Northrop '57 CA
Betty Weldon Schneider '57 CP CA
Sandra Weldon Johnson '57 CN CA
Diana Witherspoon Mann-Schnake '57 CA
Helene Zimmer-Loew '57 CF
Charlotte Bancheri Milligan '58 CP
Lucia Beadel Whisenand '58 & P'85 AAR
Barbara Bearce 'Iuneski '58 CU ZAl
Jean Cattanach Sziklas '58 CN
Gretchen Diefendorf Smith '58 & P'96 TRU
Susan Miller Deutsch '58 & P'91 CA
Margaret Morss Stokes '58 CC
Mildred Schmidtman Kendall '58 AAR
Cassandra Sturman Harris '58 AAR
Jean Tierney Taub '58 CT
Atheline Wilbur Nixon '58 CU
Betsy Wolfe Biddle '58 CB
Fern Alexander Denney '59 & P'89 AAR
Lucy Allen Separk '59 CT
Carol Bayfield Garbutt '59 & P'91 &'93 AAR
Mary Benedict Monteith '59 CA
Jeanette Bremer Sturgis '59 CA
Marcia Corbett Perry '59 CA
Catherine Curtice Horner '59 CB
Edmea da Silveira McCarty '59 CA
Phyllis Ehrhardt Heilborn '59 CA
Judith Eichelberger Gruner '59 CA
Carlotta Espy Barton '59 CU
Marcia Fortin Sherman '59 CA
Torrey Gamage Fenton '59 & P'85 &'87 CF
Carolyn Graves Mitchell '59 CA
Patricia Kaffeman Reische '59 AAR
Carolyn Keefe Oakes '59 CA
Diane Miller Bessell '59 CA
Virginia Reed Levick '59 CC
Nancy R. Savin '59 CA
Margaret Sebring Southerland '59 & P'87 CA
Juliane Solmssen Steedman '59 CA
Jane Starrett Swotes '59 CC
Andrea Thelin Parker '59 CA
Kay Wieland Brown '59 AAR CP
Diane Y. Williams '59 COF FRM
Judith Anunerman '60 CA
Nancy Bald Ripley '60 CU
Muriel Benhaim Saunders '60 & P'88 CA
Carol Broggini Maiden '60 & P'84 &'90 CA
Jean S. Chappell '60 & CP
Bonnie Davis Hall '60 CA
Mary Dawes Armknecht '60 BP
Shirley A. Devitt '60 CA
Barbara Drake Holland '60 AAR BP
Barbara Eaton Neilson '60 & P'83 CA
Thalia Geetter Price '60 CT
Susan Green Foote '60 CU CF ZOS
Elizabeth Hood McAfoose '60 FRM
Mary Lane Talbot '60 CN CF
Carolyn McGonigle Holleran '60 TRU CA
Ann Milner Willner '60 & CB
Mary Hope Missimer Mcquiston '60 & P'87
BM
Emily Montgomery Lynch '60 & P'93 CA
Joan Murray Webster '60 CA
Mildred Price Nygren '60 CA
Maxine Rabin Kahn '60 AAR CA
Camilla Richards Larrey '60 CA
Eleanor J. Saunders '60 CA
Jane Silverstein Root '60 & P'85 &'91 PA CA
AAR
Marilyn Skorupski Allen '60 CA
Betty Spaulding Gladfelter '60 CA
Deborah A. Stern '60 CA
Anne F. Sweazey '60 CA
Judith Van Law Blakey '60 & P'88 CF
Nancy L. Waddell '60 CC
Katherine Young Downes '60 AAR
Karin Amport Peterson '61 CU
Gail Avakian Van Der Feltz '61 AAR
Abigail Clement Le Page '61 & P'93 AAR
Nancy Cozier Whitcomb '61 CN CA
Leigh Davidson Sherrill '61 CA
Ann Decker Erda '61 & P'95 AAR CU
Colleen Dougherty Lund '61 RCM
Elizabeth Earle Hudacko '61 CA
Julia Emerson Pew '61 13S
Marjorie Fisher Howard '61 CA RCM
Robin Foster Spaulding '61 CA
Martha Guida Young '61 CA
Carole Janowski Cushman '61 CF
Joan Karslake Beauchamp '61 CT RCM
Elizabeth Kestner Jones '61 CA
Nancy Larson Huff'61 CA
Jill Manes Rosen '61 CA
Judith Mapes Metz '61 CF TRU CAB ZAF
AXD AFC
Anne Moriarty Nichols '61 CA ReM
Margaret Moyer Bennett '61 RCM
Judith Novik Lyons '61 & P'85 CA
Paula Parker Raye '61 & P'93 CA RCM
Eileen Rem Chalfoun '61 CC
Linda Schlereth Lieber '61 & P'85 CA
Margaret Scott Black '61 CA
Susan Snyder Johnson '61 AAR RCM
Joan Sumner Oster '61 CC
Ellin Taylor Black '61 CA
Barbara Thomas Yeomans '61 CA
Susan Troast Winiarski '61 CA
Lee White Brown '61 CP
Linn Whitelaw Ong '61 & P'88 RCM
Carol Bankart Gilmore '62 AAR
Judith Bassewitz Theran '62 AAR
Chrisryna Bodnar Sheldon '62 CN
Camilla Boiiel Burgess '62 AAR
Marcia Brazina Littenberg '62 CU
Louise Brickley Phippen '62 CC AAR
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Alice R. Dawn '62 AAR
Joan Dickinson Karter '62 & P'88 CU
Susan Eckert Lynch '62 CP FRM CAB TRU
Margery Flocks Masinter '62 & P'SS CB FRM
Norma Gilcrest Adams '62 & P'92 AAR
Joanne Levitt VanderKloot '62 & P'SS &'88
FRM
Carol A. Martin '62 CU
Ann Morris Loring '62 CT
Louise Rosenthal Glasser '62 FRM
Bonnie Ross Fine '62 & P'91 ZRP CA AAR
Barbara Stone Aschheim '62 AAR
Heather Turner Frazer '62 & P'90 AAR
Sue Bernstein Mercy '63 & P'91 CC CAB
TRU
Susan Bohman Paigle '63 & P'93 AAR ZRP
BM
Jeanette Cannon Ruffle '63 AAR
Constance A. Cross '63 CB
Susan Hall Veccia '63 eN
Nancy Holbrook Ayers '63 CU ZOS
Roberta Levy Belin '63 AAR
Nancy M. MacLeod '63 CT
Caroline H Osborne '63 AAR
Ruth Roney McMullin '63 COF PA CF
Nancy Schneider Scbachnovsky '63 CP
Roberta Slone Smith '63 cu zoe
Frederick L. Allen '64 CON
Greer Andrews MacReady '64 CA
Sandra Bannister Dolan '64 & P'97 CC
Hinda Bookstaber Simon '64 AAR
Barbara Brachman Fried '64 CA
Judith E Campbell '64 CA
Judith Canciani Cullison '64 CA
Ellen Corroon Petersen '64 & P'90 CU
Marilyn Ellman Bud '64 & p'n ZOS
Mary T. Emeny '64 CA
Jeanette A. Gross '64 CT CA
Dianne Hyde Russell '64 FRM
Helen Jinks Richards '64 BT
Jean A. Klingensrein '64 CF
Elizabeth Kramer Buddy '64 CA
Wendy Lehman Lash '64 FRM
Cynthia Lynch Fedder '64 CA
Lucy Massie Phenix '64 CA
Carol A. McNeary '64 CA
Darcy Miller Austin '64 CA
Susan Moatz Borton '64 CA
Michelle RiefI Grant '64 CA
Sara Schlapp Tyler '64 CA
Dhuanne Schmitz Tamil! '64 TRU CAB CA
Wendy Shamberg Rosen '64 AAR
Judith Sheldon Carberg '64 CA
Ann Staples Dixon '64 CA
Marjorie Tobin Davidson '64 & P'92 CN
Susan Weingarten Cooper '64 CA
Judith Wisbach Curtis '64 CP CA
Diane Buchanan Wilsey '65 & P'91 TRU
Jean Curtin Tempel '65 COF CAT TRU
Cynthia Eaton Bing '65 FRM TRU CAB NSC
ZAF
Joan c. Havens '65 AAR ZRP
Helenann Kane Wright '65 AAR
Lois Larkey Reiser '65 CP
Carole Lebert Taylor '65 AAR
Joan Lebow Wheeler '65 AAR
Carole McNamara Malcolmson '65 AAR
Elizabeth Murphy Whelan '65 COF
Rodna Pass Hurewirz '65 AAR
Susan Peck Repass '65 CC
Lucia Pellecchia Correll '65 AAR
Victoria M. Posner '65 CT
Judith Reich Grand '65 AAR
Anne Roessner Atherton '65 CN
Leslie Setterholm Fox '65 CC CU ZOC
Alice Towill Petizon '65 PLA
Ruth Walley Edmonds '65 & P'92 AAR
Diane Willen '65 AAR
Cheryl Arthur Scheiner '66 BP
Carol Basile Kreirchet '66 CA
Sheila Berke Shapiro '66 AAR
Bonnie Burke Hirnmelman '66 COF
Katherine Curtis Donahue '66 CA
Danielle Dana Strickman '66 CA
Jane Davison Peake '66 CU
Elizabeth Dawe Piebenga '66 AAR
Bridget Donahue Healy '66 AAR CF BS
Louise Fay Despres '66 AAR CA
Claire L. Gaudiani '66 TRU EDB
Marcia L. Geyer '66 CA
Betsy Greenberg Feinberg '66 CC
Ann Gulliver Flinn '66 & P'94 &'96 CIS FRM
Ellen B. Kagan '66 BM
Elizabeth Leach Welch '66 & P'95 CA
Joan Lockhart Gardner '66 & P'89 CN RGC
Susan C. Martin '66 CA
Pamela Mendelsohn '66 CC
Susan Mikkelsen Curtis '66 FRM
Leila Mittelman Shepard '66 CT
Marny Morris Krause '66 AXP CAB EDB ZAF
CATRU
Nancy Newell jones '66JIC
Carol Potter Day '66 CP
Jackie Rustigian '66 CF
Janet Sandberg Horwitz '66 AAR CA
Deanna Stein McMahon '66 & P'93 CA
Judith Stickel Peterson '66 AAR
Anne White Swingle '66 AAR
AnJ,1eWood Birgbauer '66 AAR
Nancy Blumberg Austin '67 CU
Susan Cohn Doran '67 CT PA
Rae Downes Koshetz '67 CF
Susan Ender Kerner '67 CN AAR
Lyn Gordon Silfen '67 CAB TRU
Deborah Greenstein '67 BM
Nancy A. Grosselflnger '67 AAR
Jane Harman Brewer '67 AAR
Marcia Hunter Matthews '67 CU ZRP
Margaret Keenan Sheridan '67 CP
Martha Kidd Cyr '67 AAR
Jacqueline King Donnelly '67 AAR
Susan Leahy Eldert '67 AAR CC
Susan Melinette Haerle '67 AAR
Deborah Murray Sloan '67 BP CF
Joan Redmund Platt '67 CB FRM
Judith Rosman Hahn '67 AAR
Mary Tierney Beck '67 AAR
Elayne Zweifler Gardstein '67 & P'92 AAR
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Phyllis Benson Beighley '68 AAR
Suzanne Gehrig Kranz '68 AAR ZOC
Kathleen Guenther Tiews '68 & AAR
Dorcas R. Hardy '68 CB PA
Jane Hartwig Mandel '68 AAR
ShirJeyanne Hee Chew '68 AAR
Ellen Hirsch Shapin '68 AAR
Brooke Johnson Suiter '68 AAR
Kay Lane Leaird '68 CP
Ellen Leader Pike '68 AAR
Susan Mabrey Gaud '68 CN PEA
Margaret Oyaas Naumes '68 AAR
Terry Reimers Byrnes '68 AAR
Patricia Reinfeld Kolodny '68 AAR
Katherine Susman Howe '68 CT
Charlotte Todd O'Connor '68 CU
Gail Weintraub Stern '68 CC
Margaret Werner Johnson '68 CF FRM ZAI
Linda Abel Fosseen '69 AAR
Judith Bamberg Mariggio '69 CU
Mary Barlow Mueller '69 CC
Evelyn Cooper Sitton '69 & P'96 CP ZOS
Judith Defsroff Schoonmake- '69 & P'95 CN
Judith Golub Wiener '69 AAR
Jane Hanser Matthews '69 AAR
Constance A. Hassell '69 AAR
Janice C. Lane '69 BP
Ellen Lougee Simmons '69 TRU
Rita J. Miller '69 PLA
Sara Rowe Heckscher '69 CB
Christina Rydsrrorn Staudt '69 AAR
Susan Sigal Denison '69 COF
Melissa Upp Macdonald '69 BM
Ann Weinberg Duvall '69 CT
Sally L. Appenzellar '70 CA
Mary Jane Atwater '70 CA
Deborah Beaumont Schmidt '70 AAR
Virginia Bergquist Landry '70 CB BM CA
Karen Blickwede Knowlton '70 AAR
Judith Bricker Bricker Flanagan '70 CA
Pamela Brooks Perraud '70 AAR
Johanna Browne Bartlett '70 AAR
Myrna Chandler Goldstein '70 & P'96 CC
Susan Clash MacFarlane '70 CN
Alana Flamer Podeman '70 AAR EM
Della Joy Haig '70 AAR
Margaret Larkins Sweeting '70 CP ZRP
Susan E. Lee '70 CT CA
Barbara McCann Butterfield '70 & P'99 CA
Deborah McKay Rossi '70 CS
Mildred Moody Carlson '70 BM
Marcia C. Morris '70 AXS ZOS
Patricia L. Murray '70 CRM
Regina O'Brien Thomas '70 FRM
Barbara M. Sagan '70 AAR
Emily Sagan Culley '70 AAR
Heidi SchiffTuby '70 AAR
Celia Simon Holbrook '70 AAR BM
Christine Slye Koch '70 CA
Ann Sze Chee '70 AAR
Lucy L. Thomson '70 CF
Diane Wassman Darst '70 FRM
Rosemary Bonser Johnson '71 RCM
Nancy E. Bowen '71 AAR CA
Susan Chadwick Pokress '71 & AAR CP ZRP
Dale Chakarian Turza '71 CF
Carmelina Como Kanzler '71 ACR
Daryl Davies Davis '71 CA
Judith H. Dern '71 AAR CA
Janet Dreyfus Gray '71 RCC
Deborah Gordon Mullaney '71 AAR CA
Susan W. Greeley '71 RCM
Judy Heldman Oxman '71 AAR
Frances Howland Gammell '71 CT AAR CA
Ann Huckle Mallek '71 AAR
Nancy P. King '71 CB
Anne Linas jacobs '71 AAR
Nan Lowlicht Hall '71 MR
Cinda Luse Walsh '71 AAR
Glenna Mathes Moalli '71 CU
Anne Maxwell Livingston '71 CA
Marcia Newmaker Damon '71 RCM
Charlotte Parker Vincent '71 CC
Cynthia M. Parker '71 AAR
Catherine A. Phinizy '71 RCM
Alice Ramo McKeown '71 AAR
Leslie Richmond Simmons '71 RCM
Michele Schiavone DeCruz-Saenz '71 AAR
Linda Simsarian-Dola» '71 CA
Terry Swayne Brooks '71 AAR
Lucy B. Van Voorhees '71 AAR CA
Eleanor Werbe Krauss '71 BP
Anne Willis Peck '71 AAR
Christine Wilson Chapin '71 RCM
Barbara Baker Humphrey'72 AAR
Carol Blake Boyd '72 CA
Nancy L. Close '72 CP
Deborah Garber King '72 CC
Peggy Geiger Ellis '72 CB
Janice Gieparda Davey '72 CA
Sherryl H. Goodman '72 AAR BM
Nancy Hewes Tommaso '72 CA
Martha Kessler Huckins '72 CU
Danna E. Mauch '72 CT
Patricia O'Brien Longabaugh '72 AAR
Elizabeth G. Riggs '72 CA
Ruth Ritter Ladd '72 CA
Deirdre D. Russell '72 CC BM
Karen J. Sinclair '72 AAR
Gale Slepchuk Fitzgerald '72 CF
Judith Tindal Opatrny '72 FRM
Barbara White Morse '72 CN
Wendy Winnick Wheat '72 8M
Barbara Zaccheo Dubow '72 COF CF ZRP
Jane Barbo Gabriel '73 AAR
Linda). Be1ba '73 AAR
Francine J. Bovich '73 TRU
Mary Brady Cornell '73 CC AAR
Katheryne Brown Roy '73 CU
Margaret Burrows Martin '73 AAR
Allen T. Carroll '73 EDS
Elizabeth Castle Halsey '73 AAR
Diane Cetrulo Savage '73 AAR
David C. Clark '73 CP ZAI BM
Trinkett Clark '73 AAR FRM
Nina M. Davit '73 CB ZAI
Valerie J. Fletcher '73 FRM
Joan Fuller Celestino '73 AAR
Martha E. Gifford '73 AAR CF
Robin Goldband Willcox '73 PLA
Harold P Goldfield '73 CIS FRM
Nancy Jensen Devin '73 & P'97 CT
Hester Kinnicutr Jacobs '73 AAR
Susan D. Krebs '73 CF
Susan D. Kronick '73 COF
Jay B. Levin '73 PLA
Paula Rubino Roeder '73 AAR BM
Thomas E. Schacht '73 AAR
Mary Sill Sircely '73 CC
Chrisceen C. Tuttle '73 BP
Nancy S. Voye '73 PBA
Christine E. Wakefield '73 CU
Harry D. Williams '73 AAR
Frances Wojcicki Edgerton '73 CN AAR
Karen Zukunfi McGuiness '73 AAR.
George R. Aelion '74 AAR
Lynn M. Aschenbrenner '74 AAR
Holly Babbitt Cobb '74 AAR
Cynthia Caravan Holden '74 CU
Irene Chang Fan '74 AAR
Karl K. Christoffers '74 CN
Amy B. Cohen '74 PLA
Janice L. Curran '74 CC
Norma K. Darragh '74 CF
Anita L. DeFrantz '74 TRU
Paula Dzenis Healey '74 CT
Warren T. Erickson '74 AAR TRU 2M
Cheryl F. Freedman '74 AAR
Leslie A. Goulet '74 AAR
H. James Hamill '74 CP ZOS
Cynthia Howard Payne '74 CRM
Dena Kirkbride Bellows '74 AAR
Paula Marcus Platz '74 CC
Linda L. Mariani '74 CB
Catherine Menges Zagunis '74 AAR
Marion Miller Vokey '74 AAR
Elaine Parker Edlind '74 AAR
Carol]. Ramsey '74 TRU AAR
Barry C. Steinberg '74 CA
Shannon Stock Herzfeld '74 CIS FRM
Roy D. Taylor '74 AAR
Judith C. Viadella '74 BM
Susan Weig Hendricks '74 BM
Patricia Whittaker Bullock '74 AAR
Linda Wittmershaus Macik '74 AAR
Matthew S. Brown '75 PLA
Sarah Carleton Wechsler '75 AAR
Alexander T. Farley '75 CP
Catherine Flickinger Schweitzer '75 FRM
Nancy E. Gruver '75 CC
Anita Guerrini '75 AAR
Charlotte Hundley Nelsen '75 BM
Mark M. Iger '75 AAR
Estella Johnson '75 AAR
Miriam Josephson Whitehouse '75 CC
Paul D. Lantz '75 CT AAR
Lindsey C. Miller '75 AAR
Martha H. Peak '75 CB
Benjamin L. Polan '75 AAR
James L. Priest '75 AAR
Douglas C. Renfield-Miller '75 CIS
Susan A. Rotenberg '75 AAR
Kathryn Stud well Sabino '75 AAR
William B. Thomson '75 AAR
Mark L. Warren '75 CU AXV ZRP ZYA
Dena WolfYeskoo '75 CF ZOS AAR
Catherine L. Young '75 UAC AXC ZAF ZUA
CR.M AAR.
David N. Alden '76 PBA
Richard 1. Allen '76 CA
Nancy I. Bellantone '76 AAR
Faith Blersch Zwick '76 CB CA
Kevan Copeland '76 AAR AXU UAC TRU
ZOS ZUA
Ina S. Cushman '76 AAR
Patricia A. Dingle '76 CRM
Nancy Forde Lewandowski '76 AAR
Laurene Giovannelli Palmer '76 CC
Susan Hazlehurst Milbrath '76 AAR
Nancy J. Hershatter '76 CC
Earl R. Holman '76 CRM
Elizabeth Hopkins Blackstone '76 CP ZRP
Robert K. Huebscher '76 PA AAR CA
Susan Jacobs Reidy '76 CA
Kenneth R. Kabel '76 BP
Bernard J. McMullan '76 CN CA
Jeffrey S. Oshen '76 AAR BP
Theodore M. Romanow '76 CA
Frances Sanderson Smith '76 AAR
Eleanor Seeley Trimble '76 AAR
Dana A. Sochacki '76 CU
Marcia D. Sullivan '76 CT
George A. Wheeler '76 AAR
Elizabeth A. Widdicombe '76 CF
Mary Yoshimura Elkin '76 AAR
Wendy H. Crandall '77 CC
Ken A. Crerar '77 BT ZAI CF
Michael J. Dubilier '77 CIS AAR FRM
Amy Friedlander Gorin '77 CU
Constance Kiachif Helms '77 CT
Alexander K. Leith '77 CB CA
Kimberly-Toy Reynolds Huh '77 AAR
David R. Sargent '77 CU
Sheila A. Saunders '77 CC AAR BV
Louise Sharp Hulme '77 AAR CN
Kenneth R. Tobler '77 AAR BP
Scott R. Vokey '77 CP BM
Gilda L. Walker '77 CRM
Thomas X. Bell '78 CRM
David M. Bohannon '78 CB CA
Isabel M. Borras '78 AAR CU ZRP CRM
Susan Calef Tobiason '78 CC AAR
Steven A. Cenilman '78 AAR
Mary E. Driscoll '78 FRM
Elizabeth W. Easton '78 FRM
Susan Greenberg Gold '78 AAR CA
Peter S. Hallarrnan '78 CF
Nancy Heaton Lonstein '78 CU
Tamara Kagan Levine '78 AXC
David B. Keep '78 AAR
Thomas M. Kobak '78 CC
Clifford W. Kozemchak '78 AAR
Mark C. McCrystal '78 PLA
Anne Morrison Danaher '78 AAR
Carolyn Nalbandian Frzop '78 AAR EM
Carmen Perez-Dickson '78 ZUA
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Michael J. Reardon '78 AAR PA CA
Prudence Regan Hallarman '78 AAR EM
Cynthia Roehr Anthony '78 CT
David S. Rosenthal '78 AAR zoe
Marjorie Rotkin Gold '78 eN
Leigh Semonite Palmer '78 CP BS ZRP AAR
Eugene Tarlton '78 ACR
Susan Avtges Kayeum '79 AAR
Amy J. Biderman '79 EM
Jerrold B. Carrington '79 RCC FRM CRM
AARBM
Kevin L. Clifton '79 CA
Christine D. Fairchild '79 CC
Michael B. Fishman '79 CF
Patrick J. Gallagher '79 CA
James C. Garvey '79 CA
Barry E. Gold '79 CA
Christine Gould Reardon '79 AAR CA
Lucinda Gray Carey '79 eB
Paul D. Greeley '79 CA CU
Steven M. Gutman '79 PEA
Daniel B. Hirschhorn '79 CF ZYA AXU TRU
AXT
Alison Holland Thompson '79 CA
Mark M. Jones '79 AAR CA
Beth Kukla Hamilton '79 AAR
Daniel N. Levy '79 CA
Barbara L. Lynch '79 CA
Christine D. Martire '79 CC
Marcia A. McLean '79 CA
F. Wisner Murray '79 CA
Lynda Plavin Fitzgerald '79 CA
Alexander D. Richardson '79 FRM CAT
Linnaea M. Richardson '79 CA CP CT ZAF
TSC
Lisa Rinaldi Brown '79 AAR
David J Rosenberg '79 CA
Stephanie G. Russell '79 AAK
Lucy C. Sloman '79 CA
Noah D. Sorkin '79 CA PLA
David B. Stern '79 AAR
Katherine Sullivan Lindseth '79 CA
William C. Sullivan '79 CA
Constance Whitehead Hanks '79 CA AAR
Eleanor C. Babbitt '80 CA
Holly E. Burnet '80 CA
David G. Butterworth '80 PLA
Peter M. Capalbo '80 CA
Timothy D. Dempsey '80 CU CA
Jill Eisner '80 AAR
Janet L Foster '80 AAR UAC AXD ZUA
Prescott W Hafner '80 CP CA
Nancy E. Hagan '80 AAR
Sheila Hagan Meyer '80 AAR
Ellen Harris Knoblock '80 AAR CC RCC
EDB ZOSBM
Walter H. Hauser '80 CN
Helene S. Imber '80 CA
Lawrence B. Kaplan '80 CA
Herbert F. Kenny '80 AAR
Celestine Knizeski Devine '80 BT
Amy Kohen Cohn '80 AAR CT
Elizabeth Kohler Kane '80 CA
William W Lee '80 CA
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Paul A. Littlefield '80 CC BM
Judith Marks Cohen '80 AAR
John A. Martinez '80 AAR
Lois Mendez Catlin '80 CRM AAR
Beth Michelman Gross '80 CB
Stephen G, Murphy '80 AAR
David C. Nightingale '80 CA
Colleen Priester-Vieux '80 CRM
Donna Reid Holdman '80 AAR
Paul J. Sabatino '80 CA
Thomas G. Speers '80 AAR
Marcia Spiller Fowler '80 CA
Lawrence C. Strauss '80 JIC
Susan Taylor Farnsworth '80 CA
Anne A. Verplanck '80 CF
Laura]. Allen '81 CU COF ZYA CA
Susan Barker Winslow '81 CA
William P. Barrack '81 CA
Todd C. Berner '81 AAR
Paul T. Costa '81 CB
Linda Courtiss Rheingold '81 AAR
Duncan N. Dayton '81 CAB CAT TRU
Louise Draper Gaumond '81 CA
Paul C. Escoll '81 AAR BT CP
David B. Geller '81 CF
Kenneth M. Goldstein '81 CC
Judith Harteis Brennan '81 AAR
Jeffrey S. Hefter '81 CN
Janet Hinkle Wilcox '81 CA
Norman K. Livingston '81 CU
Rebecca I. Lockwood '81 AAR
Julia G. Mack '81 CT
Ellen McCausland Lord '81 AAR
Leslie S. Rogers '81 BM
Christine Saxe Easton '81 CC CA
Thomas A. Seclow '81 CF AAR
Robert W Spears '81 AAR
Phuong 1. Tran '81 AAR
Michael E. Wilbur '81 AAR BP ZRP
Marsha E. Williams '81 CRM
Jacqueline Zuckerman Tynan '81 AAR
Joanne Baltz '82 CT
Patricia A. Bernard '82 AAR
Andrew H. Chait '82 AAR BT
Jill Crossman Stone '82 BT AAR
Judith Duker Rosenberg '82 AAR
David W. Elliot '82 AAR
James K. Evans '82 CU
Marie Fishbone Spellman '82 BM AAR
Defred G. Folts '82 RCC BM
Patricia Green Vancil '82 AAR
Eliza Helman Quigley '82 AAR
Tozia W Hinkel '82 AAR
Allison D. Ijams '82 RCM
Amy Kasimer Scher '82 AAR
Kimberly A. Knox '82 JIC
Dale Leslie Leslie Gentili '82 CP
Amy Mazur Feldstein '82 RCC CA BM
Allen Moore '82 CA
Thomas R. Proulx '82 CN
David A. Rabbino '82 AAR
Patrice Rausch Milley '82 RCM
Robert A. Richter '82 AAR
N. Stewart Salronstall '82 CB CA
Thomas A. Sargent '82 CF
Linda Schaefer Shields '82 AAR
Ann C. Semonire '82 BM
David M. Spivack '82 CU
Seth 1. Stone '82 EM
Grace Sweet Bitter '82 CC
Nathaniel W. Turner '82 UAC ZUA
Rufus R. Winton '82 FRM
Timothy M, Bishop '83 CT AAR
Monica S. Crothers '83 CA
Greta Davenport Rutstein '83 CC
Leslie]. Doppler '83 AAR
Robert 1. Gibb '83 CB
Claudia M. Gould '83 CC
Elizabeth Greene Roos '83 AAR
Glenn P, Harris '83 AAR EM
Katherine Hartman Bolton '83 CN
Rayanne Johnson Chambers '83 BM
Nancy Maxwell Matthews '83 AAR
Stephen S. O'Leary '83 AAR
Anne Schulson Young '83 AAR
Loren J Shapiro '83 AAR
James E. Stiles '83 CU
Oren S. Tasini '83 CP
Daniel C. Wistman '83 CF
Maria 1. Zanfini '83 AAR
Suzanne]. Bohan '84 AAR EM
Katharine A, Canfield '84 RCC BM
Martha Clampitt Merrill '84 UAC AXC ZUA
ZAI
Lisa DeCesare Curry '84 CP
Sheryl Edwards Rajpolt '84 CC
Ann Gwiazdowski Considine '84 AAR
Gretchen Jacobs Quinlevan '84 AAR
William P Kane '84 CF
Shana R. Kaplow '84 BM
Zachary]. Karas '84 AAR
Elizabeth A. Kolber '84 CC
Christine A. Lord '84 AAR
Barbara A. Lupucy '84 AAR
Lucy Marshall Sandor '84 AAR CC
Dorothy]. McCoy '84 CRM
Jane E. McEneaney '84 AAR EM
Kam-Lung Ng '84 AAR
Charles E. Orcutt '84 AAR
Robin A. Patch '84 AAR
Julie 1. Perlman '84 CU
Rachel Perry Welty '84 AAR
Andrew]. Pinkes '84 PLA
Cynthia Poulos Anderson '84 CT
Steven R. Saunders '84 AAR CB
Annie M. Scott '84 CN AAR
Julia Seigel Slam '84 CU
Elizabeth T Speers '84 AAR
Lynn Tupay Stagon '84 AAR
Esperanza Anderson '85 CRM
Laurence]. Bazer '85 AAR
Robert E. Berg '85 AAR
Gregg M, Breen '858M
Sonia Caus Gleason '85 ZUA
Sharon L. Ephraim '85 CA CP
Laurie Fleishman Walowitz '85 AAR CT
Mary-Ann Giordano '85 CC
Daniel M. Gluck '85 EM
Stephen N. Hamson '85 BM
Suzanne Hanny Russell '85 CU ZOC
Wendy Hermann Hushak '85 AAR
Eric J. Kaplan '85 AAR
Amy Kiernan Lewis '85 CU
Lisa Levaggi Borter '85 AAR BM CC
Paula McDonald Fischetti '85 AAR.
Anne-Marie Parsons '85 BM
Theodore B. Root '85 AAR CN
Matthew M. Scudder '858M
Ilisa J. Sohmer '85 AAR BM
Becrianne Spirito Smith '85 AAR
Lee Starchen Gluck '85 BM
jonathan S. Sravin '85 AAR CB
Michael J. Akerson '86 AAR
Shans Arnold Pozen '86 AAR
Grissel Benitez Hodge '86 UAC ZUA CRM
Nina Calace-Motrola Kiess '86 CT
janet Chrisrofano '86 CA
jonathan T. Clymer '86 BM
Daniel J. Collins '86 AAR EM
Pamela A. DiBona '86 AAR
john L. Evans '86 COF
Kathryn Fiene W ray '86 AAR
Hilary W. Gans '86 AAR
Gerda Gomez Pasquarello '86 AAR
Gretchen Hess Tafe '86 RCC BM
julie jacobsen Simon '86 BM AAR
Bente jones Starble '86 CU
johanna Kaufinan '86 AAR
Thomas G. Liptack '86 CN CA
Laura Maguire Hoke '86 AAR
Mark A. Margolis '86 AAR
judy Martin Dickson '86 CU
Kevin J. McGann '86 CP
Suzanne Muri Bright '86 CC
Lisa Newman '86 AAR
Kimberly Niles Sutton '86 AAR
Lisa Pierce Collins '86 AAR BM
jeffrey J. Previdi '86 CA
Michael R. Reder '86 AAR
Kirstie Rice Piora '86 RCCJIC CA BM
Renee Rougeot Pease '86 CF
John G. Rudd '86 AAR BP
Robin M. Ruhlin '86 AAR
Elizabeth Schelperr Potter '86 AAR
John H. Sharon '86 AXC ZOC
Tracy C. Shipman '86 BM
David A. Shore '86 BV
Donna Spencer Pudlinski '86 AAR
Susan Spencer Cramer '86 AAR ZRP BM
Michael S. Stryker '86 ACRJIC BV
Susan Sullivan Singer '86 CA AAR
Angela Thompson Thompson-Busch '86 AAR
Athena R. Tsakanikas '86 AAR
William M. Ultan '86 CA
Veronica A. Venture '86 AAR BM CA
Kristin Wooten Walker '86 AAR
Anne E. Young '86 AAR RCC
Jill Zawacki Long '86 CB
Susan Zuckerman Broude '86 BM
Hayley Altman Gans '87 AAR
Richard G. Arms '87 BP
Michele M. Austin '87 CC
Michelle Berube Proulx '87 AAR
Elaine S. Brenner '87 RCCJIC ZOS BM
Karl W. Bryning '87 AAR
Mary Burke Tobias '87 AAR
Eduardo Castell '87 AAR
Maureen Conlin Rudd '87 AAR BM
Pamela J. Degaetano '87 AAR
Martha Denial Kendler '87 CC
Bradley J. Dinerman '87 AAR
Gregg W. Eaton '87 AAR
Joan M. Edwards '87 AAR CRM
Dawn Ellingboe Carleton '87 AAR
Cecilia M. Fernandez-Carol '87 ZUA
Karen Frey Jacobs '87 RCC
Priscilla E. Geigis '87 CP ZYA
Patrick J. Gibbons '87 BP
Lisey B. Good '87 BM BV
Richard C. Greenwald '87 ZUA
Barbara R. Greppin '87 AAR
Amy Higgins Donovan '87 RCC
Mary Landis Ferguson '87 AAR
Stephen B. Lane '87 PBA
Scott A. Lowell '87 AAR
Marc S. Martin '87 MR
Eric J. Mathre '87 AAR
Reed Montague Cligorovic '87 AAR
Julia M. Marcon '87 ZUA
Helen C. Murdoch '87 AAR
Nancy A. Northrop '87 CT ZRP AAR
Tad Oliva '87 CB
Jill R. Perlman '87 AAR ZRP BM
Robert W. Pistey '87 AAR
Flora Pizzoferraro '87 AAR
Karen D. Quint '87 CF AAR
Thomas R. Reiling '87 AAR
Anne M. Roesser '87 AAR
Caroline Samsen Mueller '87 AAR
Stephanie J. Schacher '87 AAR
Daryl E. Smith '87 AAR BM
Paul J. Smith '87 PBA
Susan Stavin Schultheis '87 AAR
Barbara A. Strother '87 PA
Maureen Tiernan Tiernan-Meech '87 CU
Joseph S. Trapasso '87 CN
Matthew M. Tuck '87 AAR
Franklin A. Tuite '87 UAC ZUA
Debrah A. Tullo '87 CU AAR ZRP
Elizabeth Twomey Moreshead '87 BM
Katherine Ward Eaddy '87 AAR
Rena A. Whitehouse '87 BP
Katherine Winton Poley '87 BM
David M. Wittenberg '87 AAR
Gillian Allman Najarian '88 AAR RCC BM
William G. Barrel '88 AAR BM
Nancy M. Beaney '88 BM
Brinton M. Brosius '88 BM BV
Samantha P. Capen '88 AAR CF
Giridhar R. Clark '88 AAR CA
Amy Crutchfield-Meye '88 AAR
Jennifer R. Cullis '88 CA
Philip M. Dolan '88 AAR CN BM
Alison Edwards '88 CC AAR
Kimberly Ellsasser Cayer '88 AAR
Cynthia Pazzari Wimer '88 JIC BP AXD ZOS
Monique V. Galassi '88 AAR
Sheila Gallagher Littell '88 ZUA
Carlos A. Garcia '88 AAR
Gregory J. Gigliotti '88 AAR
Olivia T. Goodnow '88 CA
David Gross '88 CT
Elizabeth Hodge Hewson '88 BM
Carol A. Hunsinger '88 BM
Paul M. Hyde '88 BM
Kenneth A.Jockers '88 AARJIC ZAI
Jason D. Karnm '88 AAR
Michael T. Kiakidis '88 AAR
Michele R. Laine '88 AAR
Thomas A. Laughlin '88 CB
Robin Legge Gunn '88 AAR
Larey Lindberg Swanson '88 BM
Karen Lopez Roche '88 AAR
Lissa W. Loucks '88 CA
John C. MacRae '88 AAR
Lauren A. Meltzer '88 AAR
Willets S. Meyer '88 AAR
Jennifer L. Meyers '88 BP CA
Lydia P. Morris '88 BM
Quentin G. Nason '88 PBA
Shaun F. Pedersen '88 CP
Sandra B. Pfaff '88 CC
Joanne P. Rich '88 AAR
Kimberly L. Sawyer '88 CU
Scott W. Sawyer '88 PLA
Janet Schoenfeld Johnson '88 AAR
Elizabeth Schroeder '88 AAR
Tanya Shah '88 AAR
Bruce F. Sutphen '88 AAR
Ruth E. Taylor '88 AAR
Pamela VanderKloot Bartel '88 AAR BM
Amy Wheeler Sullivan '88 AAR
Alexandra G. Abbott '89 AAR
Abayomi O. Ajaiyeoba '89 AAR
Mach Atom '89 CM
Elizabeth A. Blood '89 AAR
Samuel E. Bottum '89 AAR. CB AXN CA ZAI
ZYA
Ellen M. Boucher '89 AAR
Douglas S. Buck '89 AAR
Julie Cahalane Cahill '89 AAR CA BM ZOC
Angela M. Caines '89 AAR
Carina Capps Evens '89 AAR BM
Leslee Carlson Wagner '89 AAR
Warren J. Cohen '89 AAR
Allison Cook '89 AAR
Alexandra Davis Cum min '89 AAR
Philip J. Dawson '89 ACR ZUA
Helen R. Dewey '89 AAR
Karen DiLisio Jockimo '89 AAR CA
Deborah A. Dorman '89 AAR CC
Peter J. Falconer '89 AAR BT BP
James S. Forbes '89 AAR
Lawrence M. Friedman '89 EDB CN ZQS
Jeffrey A. Geddes '89 CA AAR
Jonathan J. Gilberg '89 AAR
Jamie Glanton Costello '89 AAR
James W. Griffin '89 AAR BM
Stephanie Hamed Dickinson '89 AAR
Michael G. Hartman '89 CA
Michelle D. Heidenrich '89 AAR
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Edward H. Hewson '89 BM
Alison B. Hobart '89 AAR
Jessica M. Horrigan '89 AAR
Mark B. Howes '89 AAR BP RCC ZRP
Edward D. Kania '89 AAR
Alison Knocke Forbes '89 AAR
Elizabeth KraftJones '89 AAR
Elizabeth A. Ladwig '89 CP ZOS
Jessica Levinson Kerhledge '89 AAR
Alexandra MacColl Buckley '89 CC
Paige Margules Tobin '89 RCC JIe EM
Thomas S. MaIjerison '89 AAR
Michele M, Matthes '89 AAR BM CA
Ann M. McGuire '89 CT
Anne R. Mickle '89 AAR CA ZYA
Lawrence J. Miller '89 AAR CU
Walter G. O'Leary '89 AAR
Melissa B. O'Neill '89 AAR BV
Patricia L. Percival '89 CF
Jennifer A. Perry '89 AAR
Shawn A. Poloner '89 AAR
Amy Pavich Agus '89 AAR
Dana J. Reid '89 AAR
Beth D. Rosofsky '89 AAR
Jeffrey P Ryan '89 AAR
Deborah C. Schachter '89 AAR
Jonathan R. Schwarz '89 CA
Peter L. Scotch '89 AAR
Alexander L. Scott '89 AAR
Andrew C. Sharp '89 CA AAR
Tracy C. Smith '89 ZUA
Frank E. Suher '89 CF
Loulie E. Sutro '89 ZYA PBA
Melissa R. Tower '89 AAR
Geoffrey K. Wagg '89 AAR CU ZOC
Sarah G. Wilson '89 CA
james L. Worrell '89 CA AAR
Lauren E. Aguiar '90 AAR
Amy C. Brown '90 AAR
Heidi Brunell Elias '90 AAR
Chrysanthe N. Caplanson '90 CA
Monique L. Carty '90 CRM
Melissa Clott Shafner '90 AAR
jennifer L. Cook '90 AAR
Michelle R. de la Uz '90 UAC ZUA CU CRM
Alfred L. Dunklin '90 UAC ZUA
HediJ. Our '90 AAR
Bradley A. Evens '90 AAR BM
Brett J. Fain '90 BM
Eric S. Filler '90 AAR
Laura C. Francoeur '90 AAR
Frances D. Griffin '90 AAR
Ann Iimura Makarias '90 AAR
Marni Kaufman Cornick '90 AAR
Tobe Korsgren '90 AAR
Doriel 1. Larrier '90 UAC ZUA CU CRM
Susan M. Lasher '90 AAR
Suzanne]. Levin '90 AAR
Kristin A. Lofblad '90 AAR
Dana C. McAlister '90 AAR
Kelly A. McCann '90 AAR
joshua M. Meyer '90 AAR BM BV
Tamara Michel '90 UAC EDB ZUA
Carla E. Munroe '90 jrc CF
.. Honor Roll rfGiving October 1996
Leslie]. Pelton '90 AAR
David G. Philip '90 CN
Roger F. Prahl '90 CC
Rachel I. Reiser '90 CC
Nancy E. Ross '90 CP ZOS
Rachel Sachs '90 jlC
Beth Salamone Beshaw '90 AAR
Elisabeth M. Samels '90 CT
Matthew G. Santen '90 AAR
jodi Simon Stewart '90 AAR
Michael R. Sorell '90 UAC ZAF ZUA AAR
Alexander C. Stancioff'90 AAR
Randall T. Suffolk '90 AAR
jenifer W. Thacher '90 AAR
Debo P. Adegbile '91 ZYA CA PLA
jennifer Ammirati Doyle '91 ZUA RCM
Dana D. Anderson '91 AAR
Abigail R. Atkins '91 AAR
jillian F Avery '91 AA.R
Thomas M. Bartell '91 AAR
Constance Bischof Russell '91 AAR BV
Eva Cahalan Shea '91 CA
Lauren Carr Larsen '91 AAR
Scott W. Cave '91 AAR
Malcolm T. Cooke '91 AAR
jill A. Dello Stritto '91 AAR
Andrea Dittman '91 AAR
Cary A. Dyer '91 AAR
Laura A. Egan '91 AAR
Marjorie H. Erwin '91 AAR
john S. Evans '91 CA
Beth A. Filippone '91 CA
Natalie Fine '91 BM ZRP CA
Adam M. Gimbel '91 CB
Susan M. Giurleo '91 AAR
Elizabeth A. Grenier '91 CA ZAF
Richard J. Hannah '91 CA
Ruth Heltzer Bock '91 AAR
Elizabeth G. Herren '91 AAR
Mary E. Holman '91 CP
john T. Kogan '91 CC
Michelle A. Lambert '91 AAR
Suzanna Lane '91 AAR
Tracy L. Leavenworth '91 AAR BM
Anne-Marie Lon '91 CT 8M CN
Alice W. Maggin '91 AAR
john B. Maggiore '91 AAR
jonathan A. Manzo '91 CU ZYA
Nancy E. Mather '91 AAR CA
Andrew W. McCuskey '91 8M
William A. Meyer '91 AAR
Paula L. Mirto '91 AAR
Tracie Molinaro Grube '91 BM
Nancy C. Northrop '91 AAR
Heather Pierce Stigall '91 AAR
Tod]. Preston '91 AAR CA
jehan Qazilbash Hartman '91 A..AR
Michael W. Sandner '91 CA
jennifer A. Schumacher '91 RCM
Robert]' Shea '91 CF ZYA AAR
Linda E. Smith '91 CN CA
Robert S. Stigall '91 AAR
Diane E. Stratton '91 CA RCM
Lynda A. Szymanski '91 AAR
jeannie P Thomma '91 CA
jonathan M. Zobel '91 CC
Jeffrey K. Alexander '92 CF AAJ-t
Christine Amorossi '92 AAR
jennifer L. Arenson '92 AAR
R. Craig Aronson '92 BM
David H. Baurn '92 AAR
Anne M. Bossany '92 AAR
David C. Buffum '92 AAR
jennifer Cahalane '92 ZOC AAR
Frank Capecci '92 AA.R
Tracy A. Cashman '92 AAR
Nicole M. Champagne '92 AAR BM SP
jennifer S. Ciotti '92 AAR
Dianne M. Cisneros '92 CU
Nicole R. Clayton '92 AAR
jennifer A. Davidson '92 AAR
Courtney T. DePeter '92 AAR
Mirna Despalatovic Bowden '92 AAR
Kevin W. Dodge '92 ZAI PBA
Miriam L. Fendel '92 AAR
Jeffrey A. Finn '92 AAR
Margaret Fravel Gifford '92 AAR
Lisa M. Friedrich '92 CC
Alexander D. Goldman '92 AAR
Kyle M. Grossman '92 AAR
jennifer H. Hall '92 AAR
Catherine A. Hamre '92 AAR
Kari Henricksen Djuve '92 AAR
Cheryl L. jett '92 AAR 8M
Michael S. Kahn '92 AAR
Wayne G. Lutters '92 AAR
Elizabeth Lynch Cheney '92 CC ZOS ZRP
Craig H. Meeker '92 AAR
james W. Moran '92 CP
Carl S. Newman '92 ZUA
Simon N. O'Rourke '92 AAR
Macon R. Pickard '92 CU
Kristin L. Rizzo '92 CF AAR
john D. Roesser '92 AAR
Laurie J. Sachs '92 AAR
Katrina L. Sanders '92 AAR
Jennifer S. Scanlon '92 AAR
Marianne Schroeder '92 AAR
Margaret]. Sheehan '92 AAR CA CT C] BM
Emily H. Siegel '92 AAR BM
Matthew R. Stromberg '92 AAR
Masako Tamura '92 UAC ZUA
Alison L. Tomlin '92 AAR
Cynthia M. Tully '92 AAR
john B. Ardell '93 CU
janet Cardona '93 8M ZUA
Michael K. Carson '93 CC
Marisa G. Farina '93 CP CF AAR TRU
Kimberley C. Gray '93 CRM
Megan E. Hanson '93 AAR
Katherine E. Havens '93 AAR
Kevin S. Henderson '93 AAR
Andre R. Lee '93 CRM
Christopher H. McGuire '93 CN CT
Jill S. Norris '93 BT
William]. Paris '93 BM
Krista L. Ray '93 RCC
Fitima A. Rodriguez '93 AAR
Christopher C. Simo '93 CU ZAI
Rajneesh Vig '93 ACR
Robert T Whitten '93 AAR
Kerri A. Aleksiewicz '94 AAR CA
Saveena Dhall '94 ZUA
Melinda A. Dowd '94 ZUA
jonathan R. Finnimcre '94 AAR
Janessa 1. Fournier '94 AAR
Allison E. From '94 AAR
Deborah Gillen Hermansen '94 CU
Carol A. Giusti '94 CN
Geoffrey E. Goodman '94 AAR
John B. Gould '94 CA
Knute Gregg '94 CF AAR
Maureen A. Griffin '94 AAR
Beth A. Horner '94 AAR zoe
Marni M. Hussong '94 AAR
Pamela 1. Kocher '94 8M
Kimberly A. Laboy '94 AAR TRU CA ACR
Jennifer 1. Lapan '94 CA BM
Daniell. Levine '94 AAR
Sarah P. Lynch '94 AAR
Swapnii P. Maniar '94 CP AAR ZYA
Chris 1. McDaniel '94 CA ZAF
Amy M. Moore '94 AAR
Kathleen E. Neal '94 AAR
Amy O'Neill Houck '94 CA 8M
Kerry 1. Overton '94 CU ZYA CA
Joseph A. Palmer '94 BM
Maixuan V. Phan '94 AAR
Esther M. Potter '94 CF ZYA
Steven A. Ramondt '94 AAR
Lee W. Rawles '94 CC
Scott W. Renzulli '94 CT
Laura E. Rivers '94 AAR
Mary K. Roy '94 AAR
Lynne N. Saliba '94 CA
jennifer 1. Sanders '94 CA
Gillian B. Schair '94 AAR
Mark B. Slidell '94 AAR
Pilar M. Somma '94 AAR
Matthew A. Tanner '94 CA
Simeon I. Tsalicoglou '94 AAR
Karin V. Weaver '94 AAR
james M. Weir, Jr '94 CC
H ilary C. West '94 AAR CRM
Sabrina H. Yellin '94 AAR
Delphine E. Aubourg '95 CF RCM ZOC AAR
David A. Beren '95 CN
Louise B. Brooks '95 AAR
Meghan E. Cady '95 AAR
Melissa G. Carleton '95 AAR
Sandra Care '95 UAC
Marchew R. Cooney '95 CC
Damien T. DePeter '95 ACR
Frank A. DePina, Jr. '95 ACR
Elsa W. Drum '95 AAR
Elizabeth A. Duclos '95 AAR
Robert G. Erda '95 AAR CA
jennifer 1. Fuss '95 AAR
Mary Elizabeth Gadd '95 CA AAR
Kristina Garland '95 CF ACR ZYA AAR
Maren E. Gimpel '95 CA
Katherine B. Hambleton '95 ReM CA
Richard D. Harding '95 CA
Deirdre 1. Hennessey '95 CP ZYA CA
Verdie J. Higgins '95 ACR
jennifer M. Knapp '95 AAR
Stephen E. Leong '95 CA
Elizabeth M. Lessmann '95 CC
Joseph B. Lucas '95 SP AAR ZOC
Nicole Magnasco '95 CA
Jordan A. Mahome '95 AAR
Amy 1. Malkin '95 AAR
Zachary T Manzella '95 AAR CA
Ellen B, Martin '95 AAR
Nigel H. Mendez '95 AAR
Alison S. Mitchell '95 CU CA
Harsy H. Moore '95 FRM
Judith R. Musicant '95 AAR
Bryan P. North-Clause '95 AAR
Robert P. Orr '95 AAR
Katherine S. Poindexter '95 AAR
Suzanne E. Richmond '95 CA AAR
Barbara A. Sander '95 CJ CT
Rachel M. Schwartz '95 ZOC
Sara B. Spoonheim '95 AAR
Emily S. Strause '95 CF ZYA
Joseph B. Towle '95 AAR
Daniel A. Towvim '95 ACR
Benjamin J. Tyrrell '95 TRU
Leza P. Walker '95 AAR
Bronwen E. Weiss '95 CA
Sarah K. Whitten '95 CA
Molly M. Wilcox '95 CU
Stephanie A. Wilson '95 CA
Marinell A. Yoders '95 ZAF
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Kerbs P'99 PFU
Dr. & Mrs. Mohammed F. Mesiya P'99 PFU
Ms. Carroll T. Miller P'99 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. lchiro Munakata P'99 PFU
Ms. Lillian M. Viola P'99 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Ziebarth P'99 PFU
Mrs, Billye R. Britton-Walker P'98 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Knapp P'98 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Mastrangelo P'98 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J. McCreedy P'98 PFU
Mrs. Elaine S. Plecs P'98 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Bartlett P'93 &'97 PFU
Mr. & Mrs, Donald P. de Brier P'97 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Carl de GersdorffP'97 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. John F Doyle, Jr. P'97 PFU
Mr. Louis S. Gimbel JII P'91 &'97 PFU
Mrs. Dorothea Glew P'97 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy L Largay P'97 PFU
Mrs. Carol Page P'97 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. Howard A. Chickering P'96 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. jeffL. Deming P'96 PFU
Mrs. Joyce Margie P'96 PFU
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Stoddard P'96 PFU
Mr. Frederick Stratton P'91 & '96 TRU
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Stratton P'91 &'96 PFC
ZAF
Mr. Henry P Becton, Jr. P'95 TRU
Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. Becton, Jr. P'95 COF
Mr. Harvey 1. Towvim P'95 PFU
Mr. William A. Krein P'93 FRM
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Israel P'92 COF
Mr. & Mrs. James W Lynch P'92 PFU
Mr. William Ziegler IIJ P'92 TRU
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Bartell P'91 AAR
Mr. Bernard Goldberg P'91 CON
Mr. Terrence Connelly P'90 CIS FRM
Mr. & Mrs. D. Wayne Calloway P'88 CIA
Mr. Nicholas Clifford P'80 &'88 TRU
Mr, & Mrs. Lyle G. Hall P'87 COF
Prof. & Mrs. Dirk T. Held P'87 EDB
Mr. George Oliva,jr. P'78,'79,'82 &'87 FRM
Mr. Paul M. Weissman P'87 TRU
Mr. John C. Evans P'83 &'86 TRU
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Ridgway P'84 &'86
FRM
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph N. Greene P'85 CIS
Mr. William 0. Taylor P'84 TRU
Mr. & Mrs. William 0. Taylor P'84 COF
Mrs. Ted Nelson P'78 FRM
Mr. & Mrs, George W Coombe P'73 &'77 CIS
Ms. Sally Taylor P'74 FRM
Mr. Lawrence B. Barnard" P'66 CON
Mr. Semon E. Knudsen P'61 & GP'85 & '94
CON
Dr. & Mrs. Oakes Ames FRM
Mr. Robert Eddy Armstrong CIA
Mr. Robert H. Atwell TRU
Dr. Leonard M. Baker CBS
Mr. F. Steele Blackall III CON FRM CAT
Dr. David Burnett COF
Mr. Stanley Charren CON
Mr. Raymond W Cummings CON
Senator Christopher J. Dodd CIA
Dr. Alan Eckbreth CBS
Mr. J. Michael Farren CIA
Mr. Burt P Flickinger CON
Mrs. Harvey Gaylord FRM
Mr. Albert Gibney CON
Amb. William H. Gleysteen, Jr. CIA
Mr. George D. Gotschall CIS
Han, Henry A. Grunwald CIA
Mr. Brenton W Harries CON
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Hendel COF
Dr. Charles M. Herzfeld FRM CAT
Muriel Hinkle FRM
Mr. Howard jacobson CON
Mr. Thomas Johnson CON
Mr. Charles R. Klotz P'94 COF
Mr. Harry Leiser FRM
Mr. Barry J. Matt FRM
Mr. & Mrs. James C. McGuire FFC ZAF
Mr. Roland 1. Miller CON
Mr. George M. Milne, Jr. TRU
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Miner COF
Dr. & Mrs. William A. Niering ZAF FSC
Mr. Robert J. Pekoe CON
Mr. Stanley Popiel FRM
Mr. Harold I. Pratt P'89 CON
Drs. Charles & Romana Primus COF
Mr. Jay Ryerson CAT
Dr. Harvey S. Sadow CBS TRU
Rev. Benjamin K. Watts TRU
Mr. john C. Whitehead CIA
Mr. Gordon Willis CON
Mr. Theodore R. Wills CON
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Reunion record breakers
1941 551h Reunion Annual Fund gift
1946 50lh Reunion Annual Fund gift
1951 451h Reunion Annual Fund gift
1956 Overall40lh Reunion Gift and 40th
Reunion Annual FundGift
1966 30th Reunion Annual Fund gift
1981 Overall 151hReunion Gift
David B. Geller, Co-CAC
Thomas A. Seclow, Co-CAC
Mabel Brennan Fisher, Co-CAC
Mary Elizabeth Slone, Co-CAC
Top ten classes in tatal givin9 (Annual Fund and capital projects)
1939 Janet Mead Szaniawsk $1,024,873
1956 Jill Long Leinbach, Co-CAC $700,746
Suzanna Martin Reardon, Co-CAC
Joyce Bagley Rheingoid, Co-CAC
The top tens
Top ten classes in Annual fund participation
(with Class Agent Chairs)
1919 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34, CAC
1921 Ann Crocker Wheeler, 34, CAC
1923 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34, CAC
1925 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34, CAC
1925 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34, CAC
1951 Phyllis McCarthy Crosby, Co-CAC
Jeanne Tucker Zenker, Co-CAC
1934 Olga Wester Russell, CAC
1926 Ann Crocker Wheeler'34, CAC
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick, Co-CAC
Shirley Wilson Keller Co-CAC
1922 Ann Crocker Wheeler '34, CAC
Top ten classes in Annual Fund dollars
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick, Co-CAC
Shirley Wilson Keller Co-CAC
1951 Phyllis McCarthy Crosby, Co-CAC
Jeanne Tucker Zenker, Co-CAC
1966 Bridget Donahue Healy, Co-CAC
Jackie Rustiglan, Co-CAC
1956 Jill Long Leinbach, Co-CAC
Suzanna Martin Reardon, Co-CAC
Joyce Bagley Rheingold, Co-CAC
1960 Judith Van Law Blakey, Co-CAC
Susan Green Foote,Co-CAC
Mary Louise Lane Talbot, Co-CAC
1967 Rae Downes Koshett, Co-CAC


























1981 David Geller, Co-CAC '$561,233
Thomas Seclow, Co-CAC
1950 Virginia Amburn $445,214
1960 Judith Van Law Blakey, Co-CAC $327,562
Susan Green Foote,Co-CAC
Mary Louise Lane Talbot, Co-CAC
1946 Joan Jacobson Kronick, Co-CAC '$326,413
Shirley Wilson Keller, Co-CAC
1961 Carole Janowski Cushman '$210,917
Judith Mapes Mett
1963 Ruth Roney McMullin $206,191
1951 Phyllis McCarthy Crosby, Co-CAC $205,035
Jean Tucker Zenker, Co-CAC
"includes multi-year pledges
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Class Class Agent Chair Annual Overall
(annual & capital)
........... Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 .475 .475
· .... Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 0 . . .0
....... Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 75 75
.Ann Crocker Wheeler '34. .180 1,843
........... Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 1,610 . .7,610
· Ann Crocker Wheeler '34. . 610 . . . . . . . . 9,610
· Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 .. 2,040 . 2,050
.Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 1,235 . .1,235
· Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 51,925 .. 76,925
..... Roberta Bitgood Wiersma 16,849 18,768
· Ann Crocker Wheeler '34 1,860 7,599
· Mary DeGange Palmer 2,110 52,788
.. Caroline B. R.ice . . . . . . . .11,208 .24,233
........... Marion Nichols Arnold 10,415 .. 11,515
· .... Helen Peasley Comber
Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer 3,555 29,580
1934 Olga Wester Russell 26,314 . 90,814
1935 . .Merion Ferris Ritter 9,118. . .194,539
1936. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .21,674 21,674
1937 Virginia Deuel 5,600 5,650
1938 Rutli Earle Brittan 11,780 .19,359
1939 Janet Mead 5zaniawski 19,874 .. 1,024,874
1940 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 20,324 22,824


















· . . . . . . . . .53%











· .. '" 62%
..... .41%
..... .Janet Corey Hampton
Phyllis Schiff Imber .45,427 60,185
....... Marjorie Alexander Harrison 15,185 .. 23,946
. 93,724 143,874
.. .Joan Jacobson Kronick
Shirley Wilson Keller *303,136 326,413 82%
... .Joan Rosen Kemler
Lorrain Pimm Simpson
.............. 77%




... 25,920 46,885 54%











· .... Mabel Brennan Fisher
Mary Elizabeth Stone. . . .57,487 63,487
· Virginia Amburn 32,684 .445,214
· Phyllis McCarthy Crosby
Jean Tucker Zenker 199,810 205,035
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,954 96,246
· Nancy Camp 28,113 32,150
· 22,208 . .41,114
· Catherine Myers Buscher. . 29,525 .29,525
· .Jill Long Leinbach
Suzanna Martin Reardon
Joyce Bagley Rheingold
· ... Helene Zimmer-Loew








. . . . . . . . . . . .28,034




































Judith Van Law Blakey
Susan Green Foote
Louise Lane Tabott
... Carole Janowski Cushman
Judith Mapes Metz .
.Ruth Roney McMullin
. .JeanKlingenstein





· .... Lucy Livingston Thomson
.. Dale Chakarian Turza
· ..... Barbara Zaccheo Dubow
Gale Slepchuk Fizgerald
· .... Meg Gifford
Susan Krebs .
....... Norma Darragh.
· .... Dena WolfYeskoo
Elizabeth A. Widdicornbe
· Ken Crerar
· Peter Hallarman . . .
· Michael Fishman
· Daniel Hirschhorn ..
· Anne Verplanck .
· David Geller
Thomas Seclow .
· .Thomas Sargent .




















































































































































THE 1911 SOCIETY, named
for the year the college was
founded, celebrates leader-
ship. Created to honor
donors of $1,911 or more,
this vital group makes an
example of generous giving
and encourages others to
do the same. During the
1995-96 year, The 1911
Society accounted for 54
percent of the total Annual
fund.
This list recognizes 1911
Society membership based




In 1911, New London industrialist
Morton F. Plant assured the
security of the fledgling
Connecticut College by adding
$25,000 to the original $100,000
that had been raised by citizens of
the city. As chairman of the board,
he further demonstrated his
commitment to higher education
with a historic $1 million gift for
the endowment. Members of the
Morton F Plant Society gave
$25,000 or more during 1995-96 .
Anonymous-S
Sarah Pithouse Becker '27cc
Jane Bertschy Jackson '30
Ruth Ferree Wessels '33
Helen Frey Sorenson '34cc
Margaret Creighton Green* '35
Margaret Abell Powell '39
Carol L. Chappell '41 cc
Oscar & Rosalie Harrison Mayer
'41 cc
e Honor Roll of Giving Oaober 1996
Special Gift Clubs
Thyrza Magnus Weatherly ,42
Lenore Tingle Howard '42
Lois Weyand Bachman '42cc
Barbara Hogate Ferrin '43cc
Winifred Wasser Fein* '45
Katherine Wenk Christoffers '-J.5
&P'N
Marlis llluman Powell '50 & P'78
& '7-J.cc
Marilyn Packard Ham '50cc
Joanne Toor Cummingsv '50
Virginia Eason Weinmann '51 cc
Helen Fricke Mathieson '52
Jane Murchison Hamilton '52
Frances Freedman Jacobson '56 &
P'82cC
Carolyn Pfeifer Horchow '56cc





Sue Bernstein Mercy '63 &
P'91 cc
Sandra Bannister Dolan '64 &
P'97
Dhuanne Schmitz Tansill '64cc
Jean Curtin Tempel '65
Lyn Gordon Silfen '67cc
Nancy S. Newcomb '67cc
Ellen Lougee Simmons '69
Duncan N. Dayton '81 cc
Mr. & Mrs, Frederick Stratton
P'96 & '91
Mr. &: Mrs. Nicholas Clifford
P'88 & -so«
Mr. & Mrs. William DeWitt,Jr.
P'88
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Weissman
P'87cC
Mr. & Mrs, john C Evans P'86 &
'83cc
Mr. & Mrs. William 0. Taylor
P'84
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Catterton
P'74
Melvin H. Young* P'61
Katherine Finney*







A personal gift from Mary
Stillman Harkness provided funds
for Harkness House in 1934.
Mary Harkness was a close friend
of former college president
Katharine Blunt and maintained a
keen interest in campus life,
frequently visiting "her" dormitory.
Her concern that there was a center
for religious life on campus
prompted her to build Harkness
Chapel in 1939. Mary Stillman
Harkness Benefactors gave between
$10,000 and $24,999 in 1995-96.
Anonymous-Z
Henrietta Owens Rogers '28cc
Emily Benedict Grey '34cc
Grace Ranch Klock '36cc
Lcann Donahue Rayburn '41 cc
Lucille Klau Carothers '.J-5
Evelyn Black Weibel '46cc
Joanne Ferry Gates '46cc
Betry Finn Perlman '46
Joan jacobson Kronick '46 &
P'73cC
Ellis Kitchell Bliss '46
Kate Niedecken Pieper '46cc
Shirley Wilson Keller '46cc
David & Elizabeth Stuart
Kruidenier '.J-8cc
Julia Winton Dayton '49 & 1"81 &
'80
Jeanne Tucker Zenker '51




Joyce Bagley Rheingold '56cc
Jill Long Leinbach '56cc
Lois Schwartz Zenkel '58
Frances Gillmore Pratt '60 &
P'89cC
Judith Mapes Merz '61cc
Judith Krieger Gardner* '64
Diane Buchanan Wilsey '65 & P'91
Cheryl Arthur Scheiner '66cc
Cynthia Fuller Davis '66cc
Claire L. Gaudiaru '66 & David G.
BurnettCC
Joan Lockhart Gardner '66 &
P'89cC
Marian E. Silber '66cc
jo Ann Hess Morrison '67
Joan Redmund Platt '67cc
Dorcas R. Hardy '68
Thomas & Ann Werner Johnson
'68cc
Barbara Zaccheo Dubow- '72
D:ll1iel B. Hirschhorn '79cc
Susan Brewster McCarthy 'SOcc
Laura J. Allen '81 cc
Mr. & Mrs. William Weems, Jr.
P'99
Mr, & Mrs. Henry P Becron, Jr.
P'95cC
Mr. & Mrs. George W Coombe
p'n & '73
Drs. Richard & Mary Scott
Raymond Q. Arnungron"
Mr. Stanley M. Babson
Mr. & Mrs. George M. Milne.}».
•President's
Associates
The President's Associates giving
club was founded in 1978 to set
the pace for the college's Annual
Fund. President's Associates gave




Agnes L Fritzell* '24
Jane Moore Warner '31 cc
Ann Crocker Wheeler '34cc
Harriett Ernst Veale '39cc
Thea Dutcher Coburn '41cc
Marjorie Wicoff Cooper' 41 &
P'72 & '69
Katharine Johnson Anders '43cc
Joan Ireland AdJ.ms '46
Janet Kennedy Murdock '46cc
Mary Robinson Sive '46 & 1"78
Cynthia Terry White '46cc
Joan Weissman Burness' 46cc
Elizabeth Dutton Sweet '47CC
Joan Rosen Kemler '47cc
Iris Herbits Chandler '48
Sdretta Klein Barnet '48 &
P'85cC
Carol Jaffa Feinberg '49cc
Norma Ritz Phelps 'socc
Marie Woodbridge Thompson
'socc
Susan Askin Wolman'S I
Marianne Edwards Lewis '51 cc
Cordelia Etd Clement '52cc
Nancy H. Camp '53cc
jeananne Gillis Disbro\\'* '54
PoUy Haebler Vall Dyke '55cc
Julia Conner Collard '56
Marie L. GaribJ.ldi 'S6cC
E. Richard & Mary Roth
Benioff '56 & P'87
Sylvia Pasternack Marx '57cc
Susan Miller Deutsch '58 &
P'9IcC
Susan Eckert Lynch '62cc
Margery Flocks Masillter '62 &
P'88cC
Blue Type = 1911 Society * Deceased
CC = Gave to the Annual Fund five consecutive years
Barbara Weinberg Cohen '62
Diane Lewis Gately '63 & P'91 cc
Barbara Phillips Mayer '63cc
Ruth Roney McMullin '63
Cynthia Eaton Bing '65
Carole Lebert Taylor '65
Carolyn Copeland Belt '66cc
Ann Gulliver Flinn '66 &
P'96 & '94
Andrea Hinrlian Mendell '68
Mary Wick Bole '70
Nancy E. Bowen '71 cc
Francine J. Bovich '73cc
Elizabeth Castle Halsey '73cc
Susan D. Kronick '73
Karl K. Chrisroffers '74
Douglas C. Renfield-Miller '75ce
Elizabeth A. Widdicombe '76
Patience Merck Chamberlin '78
judson M. Dayton '80ee
Jill Eisner '80ee
William P. Barrack '81
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Kerbs P'99
Dr. & Mrs. Mohammed F. Mesiya
P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Bartlett P'97
& '93cc
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth O. Head P'94
Mr. john E. Caulkins
Christina Crosby
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Good\vincc
Pamela joseph
Mr. Richard j. Kent
l)r. Harvey S. Sadow cc
Dr. john M. Templeton,jr
Elizabeth Weed
•NewLondonCircle
When the founders of Connecticut
College were looking for a place to
build their new school, they not
onJy wanted an ideal physical site,
they wanted a conununity that
would take pride in the college and
help it grow. The people of New
London proved their worth by
mounting a grassroots fund-raising
campaign in which every citizen
from washer woman to shopkeeper
to whaleship owner contributed
what they could. The New London
Circle was established in 1991 to
recognize the ongoing collaborative
generousity of the campus and local
communities. Members of the New
London Circle gave $1,911 to
$4,999 in 1995-96.
Anonymous-4
Edna S. Kelley* '28cc
E. Elizabeth Speirs* '29
Margaret K. Hazlewood '32cc
Margaret Rathbone '32cc
Emily Da,%'Y Vogel '34cc
Edith Stockman Ruettinger '34cc
Merion Ferris Ritter '35 & P'72cC
jane Cadwell Lott '36ec
janet Sherman Lockwood '36cc
Katherine Boutwell Hood '38cc
Frances Walker Chase '38 & P'66
Ruth Hale Buchanan '39 & P'65 &
Gr'91
Priscilla Pasco '39
Sybil Bindloss Sim '40cc
Anne Hardy Antell '40 & P'74 &
'65CC
Barbara L. Sage '40cc
Constance Smith Applegate' 41
Virginia Frey Linscott '42cc
Ruth L. Hankins '42ec
Mary R. Powers '42cc
jean Staats Lor-ish '42 & P'72cC
Alice Brewer Cummings '43cc
Marion Butterfield Hinman '43cc
Stratton Nicolson McKillop '44 &
P'82 & '81 cc
Patricia Trenor Fleed '44cc
Lois Webster Rick1in '-I-4cc
M3bel Cunningham '45cc
jeffrey Ferguson '4ScC
Auty Lang Potter' -I-Scc
P3tricia Manning Hogan' -I-Scc
Mary Maynard Roberts' 45
Louise Parker james '45cc
Margaret Piper Hanrah3n '45cc
C3rol Schaefer Wynne' 45cc
Mary Bassett McCandless '46cc
Dana Davies M3gee ' -1-6& P'72cC
Muriel Ouenewald Lloyd '46
Vi Egan Candee '46ce
joan Eggerss Wilkinson '46
Muriel Evans Sh3\V '46CC
BarbclIr Grimes Wise' 46cc
juana Guruceta Flagg '46 & P'74cC
Sata Levenson Best '46
Suzanne Levin Steinberg' 46cc
jessie MacFadyen Olcott' 46 &
P'71cC
jane Montague Wilson' 46 &
P'69cC
N3thalie Needham Ellis '46cc
Nancy Platt Sands '46 & P'80cC
Deborah R3binowitz Wetzler '46CC
Ruth Seal' 46cc
Miriam Steinberg Edlin' 46
Adela Wilson Wheeler' 46
j:lI1ice Damery Miner '47 & P'83cC
Nancy Yeager Cole '.+7cc
Nancy Beam Harnett '48cc
Jean M. Handley '48cc
Barbara Kite Yeager' 48
Elizabeth Bragg Bronner' 49C(;
Thomas M. & Esther Coyne
Flanagan '49
Alice Fletcher Freymann '49cc
Susan Starr Burchenal '49 & P'76
Mary Stecher Douthit '49 & P'78
Charles & Patricia Grable Burke
'50cc
julia W Linsley '50
Joan Andrew White '5l cc
Beverley Benenson Gasner '51
Sara Buck Thompson '51 cc
june Jaffe Burgin '51cc
Helen johnson Haberstroh '51 cc
Vivian johnson Harries* '51 cc
Jane E. Keltie '51
Phyllis McCarthy Crosby '51 cc
Paula Meltzer Nelson '51 cc
Barbara Nash Hanson '51
Roldah Northup Cameron '51 &
P'75cC
Mary Jo Pelkey Shepard '51cc
janice Schaumann Bell '51
julia Enyart Bain '52 & P'93
Corinne Fisher Smythe '52
Mary Harrison Beggs '52cc
Elizabeth McLane McKinney '52cc
Hildegarde Drex! Hannum '53cc
Stephanie Glicksberg Neuman '53
Cynthia Orndorff Neely '53cc
Suzanne Toor Karpas '53
Cynthi3 Fenning Rehm 'S4cC
joan Negley Kelleher '54
Margot Colwin Kramer '55
Sondra Gelb Myers '5S
Herbert & Catherine Myers
Buscher '55 & P'87, '84 & '83cc
Barbara Rosen Goodkind '55 &
P'79
Ann Fisher Norton '56cc
Mary Ann Hinsch Meanwell '56cc
M;trjorie Lewin Ross '56 & P'90
Suzanne Rosenhirsch
Oppenheimer '56
janice Simone Ladley '56cc
Marna Wagner Fullerton '56 &
P'91cC
Ellen Wineman jacobs '56
C:lwline Myers BaiUon '57ce
Helene Zimmer-Loew '57cc
Mary Lloyd Mills '59 & P'81 cc
Phyllis Ehrhardt Heilborn '59cc
Carolyn Graves Mitchell '59cC
Barbara Quinn Flynn '59cc
Diane Y. Williams '59
Carole janowski Cushman '6]
Nancy Larson HufT'61
Jill Manes Rosen '61
Barbara Thomas Yeomans '61 cc
Margaret Watson '61 cc
Barbara Burris van Voorst '62CC
Louise Rosenthal Glas<;et '62CC
jane Engel Francoeur '63 & P'90
Wendy Lehman LJsh '6-l-cC
Candace Brooks Carr '65
Sandra Gray Nowicki '65cc
julie Baumgold '66
Carol D. Chavkin '66cc
Susan Flynn Roberts '66cc
Ellen Hofheimer Bettmann '66
& P'91cC
Mary Hosmer Dinwoodey '66cc
Nancy W. Jones '66
Marny Morris Krause '66cc
Anita Shapiro Wilson '66cc
Susan Smith Lewis '66cc
Anne White Sw-ingle '66
Deborah K. Benjamin '67
Patricia A. Carr '67
Deborah Dearborn Wendel '67
Deborah Greenstein '67cc
Hedi Leistner Mizrack '67cc
judith Macurda Oates '67CC
Judith Rosman Hahn '67cc
Betty Fluegelman Kahn '68 &
P'92
Mary L. Porter '68
Linda Abel Posseen '69cc
Paula Benson Brothers '69cc
Paula Cisco Verdu '69cc
Laura Davenport Petcavage '69CC
Patricia Gumo Stumpp '69cc
Helen Harasimowiez Walters '69
judith Bricker Flanagan '70cc
Gwendolyn H. Goffe '70cc
Alice W. Handy '70
Christine Heilman Bakalar '70cc
Paul & Diane Levy jacobson
'70cc
Marcia C. Morris '70
D:tle Ross Wang '70cc
Diane Wassman Darst '70cc
Christine Webb Letts '70
Margaret Hiller Stevens '71 cc
Frances Howland Gammell '71
Andrea T. Hyde '71cc
Christine Wilson Chapin '71
Gale Slepchuk Fitzgerald '72
Judith Tindal OpatIlly '72cc
jane Yusem Stern '72
Candace J. Chase '73
Martha E. Gifford '73cC
H. P. Goldfield '73
Martha MacMillan Bennett '73
Anita L. DcFrantz '74cc
Warren T. Erickson '74cc
Katherine Freygang Flagg '74cc
janet K. Howland '7-1-cc
M"rk S. Samuels Lasner '74
Shannon Stock Herzfeld '74
Jean Renfleld-Miller '75cc
David J. Zimmerman '75cc
Faith Blersch Zwick '76
James T. Briggs '76cc
Craig E. Chapman '76
Paula Drain Briggs '76cc
Leslie A. Margolin '77cc
Katharine Oliva Scovil '78
ConnecticutCollegeMagazine fa
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David B. Stern '79
Mary Wright Benner '79cc
Susan Wagner '80ee
Victoria Mckittrick Oliva '81
Mark Oliva "S2
Alison Ogg Martin '83
Mary C. Leeming '84cc
Chris L. McDaniel '9..J-
Ms. Carroll T. Miller P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Ziebarth
P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Harry C. Rehnberg
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence C. Tribble
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Cobb. jr.
P'97
Mr. & Mrs, Timothy L. Largay
P'97
Me & Mrs. Jeff L. Deming P'96
Mr. & Mrs. S. Kenneth DiNardo
P'96
Mr. & Mrs, Richard M. Horwood
P'96
Barbara Kaiser P'96
Mr. &" Mrs. David M. Mann P'96
& '93cc
Dr. & Mrs. Robert P Margie P'96
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Sams.}r.
P'96
Mr. & Mrs. C. Barry Schaefer
P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Peter R. Wilde P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred S. Goldfield
P'95cC
Mr. & Mrs. Jerrold L Mitchell'
P'95
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Bracken
P'92
Mr. & Mrs. William Ziegler TIl
r'92
Mr. & Mrs Donald W. Blodgett
P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Guilford Babcock
P'S5cC
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence A. Elkes P'B.')
Alan AIda & Arlene AIda P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Fanvdl
P'76 & '73cc
Mr. Rich:lrd H. Sanders P'6..J-cC
Mr. Marc C. AbrahIm
Dr. & Mrs. O:lkes Ames cc
Mr. Ferdinand W. Coudert
Mr. David D. Gries
R.C. Knox & Company, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. John F. Nibl:lck
Mr. Harold I. Pratt
Sylvan Nursery
fa HOllor Roll qGilJing Oaover 1996
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•TheLaurelsThe Laurels, established in 1964,is the college's oldest giving club.
The laurel leaf represents academic
achievement and vitality, bringing
to mind the traditional laurel






Olive Holcombe Wheeler* '23cc
Sarah Gordon Hahn* '24




Ellen M. Soderman* '29
Ruth 0. Andersen* '31
C. B. Rice '31cc
Anne Romer Valentine '31cc
Frances Buck Taylor '32
Kathryne Cooksey Simons '32C(
Jean 1. Pennock '33cc
Margaret Ray Stewart '33cc
Audrey La Course Parsons '35cc
Elizabeth Myers Parish '36
Lois Ryman Areson* '36 &
GP'96cc
Elizabeth Ayer Newman '37
Mary Corrigan Daniels '37cc
Jeanette Dawless Kinney '38cc
Ruth Earle Brittan '38cc
Mary Jenks Sweet '38
Mary Mary Schultz '38cc
Joan Roberts Robertson '38
Betty Wagner Knowlton '38
Jane De Olloqui Harris '39cc
Susan T. Marchant '39cc
Janet Mead Szaniawski '39cc
Elizabeth Parcells Arms '39 &
P'67cc
Patricia Pope Fairbairn '39cc
Miriam Brooks Butterworth '40
Elizabeth Gilbert Fortune '40cc
Ruth Rusch Sheppe '40cc
Martha Young Youngquist' 40cc
Virginia Chope Richmond '41 cc
Sarah Kohr Gregory '41
Janice Reed Harman '41 cc
Elizabeth Schwab Fuld '41 & P'63
Jane Wray Lindsay '41cc
Alleyne Mathews Tanham '42cc
June Perry Mack '42cc
Alice Richard Waldschmitt '42cc
Jane Worley Peak '42 & P75cc
Edith Gaberman Sudarsky '43 &
P'78cc
Frank & Betty Hammink Carey
'43 & p'n & '73cc
Sally M. Kelly '43cc
Alice Reed Boorse '43 & P'70 &
'66cc
Mary Wiener Marsh '43
Janet Leech Ryder '44cc




Virginia Weber Marion '44cc
Shirley Armstrong Mcneice '45cc
Patricia Feldman Whitestone '45
& P'80 & '74cc
Margaret Hay Harrison '45cc
Joanne Jenkins Baringer '45cc
Shirley Krasne Haspel '45cc
Margaret Marion SchitTert '45 &
P'81 & '75cc
Jeanne Mendler Davies '45cc
Jane Parke Carpenter '45cc
Suzanne Porter Wilkins '45 &
p'ncc
Jean Thomas Lambert '45cc
Mary Watkins Wolpert '45cc
Patricia Wells Caulkins '45cc
Jean Willard Dellenbaugh '45
Helen K. Aitner '46cc
Joyce Blodgett Dole' 46
Sara M. Caskey' 46
Anne Chandler Hagan '46cc
Margaret Cole Jennings' 46
Marilyn Coughlin Rudolph '46 &
P'72cc
Lucy Eaton Holcombe '46cc
Phebie Gardner Rockholz '46cc
June Hawthorne Sadowski '46cc
Anne Hogate Murphy '46
Lorraine Lincoln Lieberman '46
Mary Minter Goode '46cc
Barbara Orr Salter '46cc
Trursa Sands Fuiks '46cc
Rosamond Simes Richardson
'46cc
Barbara Thompson Lougee' 46
Margery Watson Fulham '46
Elizabeth Weiss Smith '46
Suzanne White Frank '46
Mary Mead James '47
Delois Taylor Blumer '47cc
Mary Jane Coons Johnson '48cc
Sarah Blaisdell Dorn '49
Geraldine Dana Tisdall '49cc
Barbara Hirnmell Springer '49cc
Ruth Katz Webber '49cc
Lydia Mershon Johnson '49 &
P'80 & '78cc
Jane Smith Moody' 49cc
Lauranne Thomas Freyhof'49cc
Jean Gries Homeier '50cc
Barbara Harvey Butler '50cc
Dorothy Hyman Roberts Cohen
'50cc
Ruth L Kaplan '50cc
Isabelle Oppenheim Gould '50 &
P'75cc
Dorothy Pardoe Kaufinann '50
Nancy Parliament Hawkes '50cc
Iris Bain Hutchinson '51cC
Charlotte Chapple Bennett '51
& P'81
Dorothy Cramer Maitland '51cc
Louise Hill Carlin '51 & P'85
Ann Jones Logan '51
Jane Lent Baldau '51
Nancy Libby Peterson '51 cc
Margaret Park Mall tner '51cc
Katharine Parker Stell '51 cc
Helen Pavlovich Twomey '51 &
P'81
Mary Pennywitt Lester '51cc
Patricia Roth Squire '51cc
Justine Shepherd Freud '5icC
Janet Strickland Legrow '51 cc
Mary Suckling Sherts '51cc
Nancy Vail Wilson '51 & P'83 &
'80cc
Barbara Wiegand Pillote '51 cc
Ronica Williams Watlington '51
& p'ncc
Helen L. Brogan '52cc
Joan Katz Easton '52 & P'78




Dorothy M. Shaw '52cc
Judith Goldenko±T Gold£.lrb '53
Bonnie MacGregor Britt '53
Marianne Fisher Hess '54cc
Elizabeth Friedman Abrams
'54cc
Lasca Huse Lilly '54 & P'88cC
Judith Carliner Rosenberg '55 &
P'82
Barbara Gordon Landau '55 &
P'83
Marta Lindseth Jack '55cc
Anne E. Browning '56 & P'81
Helen Cary Whitney '56cc
Blue Type == 191 1 Society * Deceased
CC == Gave to the Annual F d fiun lve consecutive years
Elise Hofheimer Wright '56cc
Gloria MacArthur Van Duyne '56
Esther Pickard Wachtell '56
Joy Shechtman Mankoff'56cc
Helen Sormani Tichenor '56
Joann Walton Leavenworth '56 &
P'82
Florence Bianchi Ahern '57cc
Nancy Keith Lefevre '57cc
Miriam Prosswimmer Longyear
'57cc
Janet Blackwell Bent '59cc
Sara Kellogg Goodrich '59cc
Virginia Reed Levick '59cc
Constance Snelling McCreery '59
Patricia A. Fletcher '60cc
Elizabeth Hood McAfoose '60
Ann Milner Willner '60 cc
Betsy Newman Young '60 &
P'89cC
Eleanor J. Saunders '60cc
Jane Silverstein Root '60 & P'91
& '85cC
Judith Van Law Blakey '60 &
P'88cC
Elizabeth Earle Hudacko '61ce
Diane Dooley Latimer '62 & P'86
& '85
Ellen Gottlieb Kazin '62 & P'88 &
'86cc
Alice Katz Goldstein '62ec
Linda J. Lear '62
Barbara Stone Aschheim '62cc
Doris Ward Lawson '62
Alice Orndorff Gordon '63cc
Marilyn Ellman Buel '64 & P'92
Jean A. Klingenstein '64
Marjorie Tobin Davidson '64 &
P'92cC
Judith Wisbach Curtis '64cc
Barbara Dunlap Crandall '65cc
Lois Larkey Reiser '65
Barbara Pressprich Henderson
'65ec
Joan Bucciarelli Yim '66 & P'92
Bonnie Burke Himmelman '66cc
Alice Daghlian Kanayan '66
Betsy Greenberg Feinberg '66C(
Judith D. Hackstaff'66
Mary Ellen Hamilton Baughman
'66cc
Ann Kalp Williams '66cc
Kathy Landen '66
Katharine S. Legg '66
Susan C. Martin '66cc
Ruth Zaleske Leibert '66 &
P'92cC
Susan S. Ford '67ce
Donald & Britra Schein McNemar
'67cc
Mary Clarkeson Phillips '68
Francine Wattenberg Klingenstein
'68cc
Anne Bonniol Pringle '69cc
Jeanne Brooks-Gunn '69
Mary Phillips Muirhead '69
Sharon Smith Broughton '69cc
Kristin Stahlschmidt Lambert '69cc
Sallie Williams Neubauer '69
Mary Jane Atwater '70CC
Cynthia D. Conrad '70
Kathleen Doar '70ce
Cynthia Howard Harvell '70cc
Mary Keil '70cc
Susan E. Lee '70
Mary Liebman Koelle '70
Nancy Simon Fulton '70cc
Christine Slve Koch '70
Suzanne Steenburg Hill '70cc
Dale Chakarian Turza '71
Elizabeth Collier Little '71
Louisa Hammond Garrison '71 cc
Glenna Mathes Moalli '71 cc
Daisy Park MacDonald '71 cc
Nancy Quinley Kataja '71 cc
Lucy B. Van Voorhees '71
Patricia J. Biggins '72
Susan Donaldson '72
Cynthia Haines Stone '72
Nadine Porcelan Wenner '72cc
Robert B. Blackwell '73cc
Nancy Cushing Olmstead '73ce
Susan D. Krebs '73
Michael D. Levine '73
Christeen C. Tuttle '73
Nancy S. Voye '73cc
Sharon]. Bell '74cc
Douglas D. Milne '74
Carol]. Ramsey '74cc
Wendy Sorenson Pearson '74cc
Mary E. Van Bourgondien '74cc
Alexander T. Farley '75
Leslie Schine '75
Mark L. Warren '75cc
Thomas B. ChamberlinTe
David H. Palten '76
Theodore M. Romanow '76cc
Peter S. Hallarman '78cc
Laurie 1. Heiss '78
Kristine Siewers Flecke '78
Jerrold B. Carrington '79
Patricia N. Cirillo '79cc
Richard C. Goddard '79cc
Marcia A. McLean '79cc
Linnaea M. Richardson '79
Katherine Sullivan Lindseth '79cc
Fleur Hahne Lawrence '80
George W. Hebard '80cc
Louise Draper Gaumond '81 cc
Virginia Hollins Webb '81 cc
Nathaniel P Thompson '81
Barry C. Twomey '81
Susan Golden Jacobson '82
Anne DeLaney '83
Mark D. Finnegan '83
David H. Gleason '83cc
Stephen M. Mitrione '83cc
William P Kane '84cc
Shana R. Kaplow '84cc
Leslie A. Leeming '84cc
Geoffrey D. Barnet '85
Sonia Caus Gleason '85
Nina Ettie Gossett '86
Mark A. Margolis '86ce
Mary-Catherine Nowack '86
Lindsey G. Altshul '88
Elizabeth A. Grenier '91 cc
Arnold W Hunnewell '91
Alice W. Maggin '91 ce
FlobertJ. Shea '91cc
Andrew A. Bogle '94
Kristin Perrotta '95
Me. William I. Campbell P'99
Me. & Mrs. Paul N. Clark P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Edwards
P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Loutrel, Jr.
P'99
Me. & Mrs. Geoffrey G Maday, Jr.
P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Coughlin
P'98
Ralph P Covelli P'98
Ms. Rerni R. Goldstone P'98
Me. Jonathan D. Green P'98
Dr. & Mrs. Randolph H. Guthrie
P'98
Me. & Mrs. Michael F. Henderek
P'98
Me. Charles R. Klewin P'98
Me. & Mrs. Robert D. Knapp P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Plecs P'98cC
Mr. David Teiger P'98
Me. & Mrs. Michael Trachtenberg
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Van Dyck
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Doyle, Jr. P'97
Mr. Louis S. Gimbel III P'97 & '91
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas F. Lange P'97
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel M. Teixeira
P'97
Dr. & Mrs. Gordon C. Vineyard
P'97
Mrs. Lois Reznick P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome S. Traum P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Wi dodo
P'94
John & Marcia Wilkinson
P'93cC
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin M. Johnston
P'91 & '79
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Lucey P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Brian D. Rogers
P'90, '85 & '82cc
Mr. & Mrs. David Stern P'90cC
Sally Taylor P'74cC
Mrs. Richard F. Corroon P'69 &
'64 & GP'90
Dr. Percy Klingenstein* P'64cC
Mrs. Francis McGuire P'62 &
GP'87cC
Prof. Bridget B. Baird-':
Mr. Lynn A. Brooks
Martha G. Davis
John W. Deering
Mr. Roy F. Dietrich
Mrs. Fred L. Emerson
The Hon. Samuel Fredman
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Holstein
Dr. John A. Hrones
Mr. George J. JaggerCC
Mrs. John G. Leecc
Mr. J. Edward Lundy
Mr. Arthur E. Manthorne
Prof. Arlan W. Mantz
Gen. Dillman A. Rash
Mr. J. Arthur Wheeler, Jr. *
Mr. Arthur E. Wolff




The Thames Society, founded in
1984, is named for the majestic
river along which the college
lies. The name symbolizes the
college's constant commitment
to excellence. Thames Society
donors gave between $500 and
S999 in 1995-96.
Anonymous
Amy Peck Yale* '22 & P'48
Marie Jester Kyle '24cc
Harriet Stone Warner '26 &
P'59cC
Sarah Brown Schoenhut '28
Margaret Burroughs Kohr '29 &
P'56cC
ConnecticutCollegeMagazine e
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Gertrude M. Kahne '30
Anna Cofrances Guida '31 &
P'61 cc
Ruth Griswold Louchheim '31 &
P'SS
Alice B. Hangen '31cc
Mabel Barnes Knauff '32 & P'92ec
Leah Savitsky Rubin '32 & P'65 &
GP'9ScC
Betty Hershey Lutz '34
Barbara Hervey Reussow '35
Katherine Woodward Curtiss
'35cc
Shirley Cohen Schrager '37 &
P'74cC
Virginia Deuel '37
Julia Brewer Wood '38
Marjorie Hanson Navidi '38cc
Audrey Krause Maron '38
Florence McConnell Knudsen*
'38 & P'61 & GP'94 & '85
Selma Silverman Swatsburg '38cc
Helen Swan Stanley '38GC
Catherine Ake Bronson '39cc
Kathryn L. Ekirch '39cc
Helen Bernard West' 40cc
Dorothy Clinger Vaughn '40 &
P'63cC
Mary Fisher MeWilliams' 40cc
Apphia Hack Hensley '40cc
Barbara Berman Levy' 41 &
P'67cC
Dorothy Boschen Holbein '41cc
Catherine Elias Moore '41cc
Dorothy Gardner Downs '41
Margaret Hardy Schweizer '41cc
Alice L. Hobbie '41 cc
Shirley Austin '42
Jane Guiney Pettengill's '42 &
P'74 & '73ce
Frances Hyde Forde '42 & P'76cC
Joan Jacobson Green '42cc
Edna Roth Griffith '42 &
GP'96cC
Lilly Weseloh Maxwell '42cc
Margery Claverie Barnes '43
Janet Corey Hampton '43cc
Joan Donaldson Weber '43cc
Jane Geckler Driver '43cc
Virginia Railsback Neiley '43cc
Frances Drake Domino '44cc
AJese Joseph Shapiro '44cc
Virginia Passavant Henderson '44
& P'71 cc
Jane Shaw Kolkhorsr '44 cc
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Anne Gilbert Williamson '45 &
GP'95
Jane Oberg Rodgers '45 & P'74
Lois Parisette Ridgway '45 & P'79
& '74cc
Bette Shields MacDonald '45
Elizabeth Trimble Crosman '45cc
Lucy Block Heumann '46
Barbara Caplan Somers '46cc
Dorothy Fiske Winnette '46
Jane Fullerton Messenger '46cc
Elizabeth Healy '46
Eleanor Kempsmith Nocentini '46
Janet McDonough Mullen '46
Virginia Pearson Chisholm '46
Valmere Reeves Lynn' 46 &
P'78cC
Jane Rutter Tirrell '46cc
Jane Seaver Coddington '46cc
Earline D. Simpson '46cc
Virginia Talman Raper '46cc
Mary Topping DeYoe '46cc
Alice Willgoos Ferguson ' 46 &
P'70
Anne Woodman Stalter '46cc
Marian Petersen Hardee ' 47ec
Virginia Pond '47cc
Sally Radovsky Ballard '47cc
Ann Wetherald Graff' 47cC
Phyllis Barnhill Thelen ' 48
Virginia Berman Slaughter-Loeb
'48 & trr:
Marie Booth Fowler '48cc
Frances Farnsworth Armstrong '48
Gloria Reade Hirsch '48cc
Frances Adams Nichols '49cc
Jean Carroll Siefke '49cc
Mary Fenn Ferguson' 49cc
Irma Klein Schachter' 49 &
P'79cC
Mary E. Stone '49cc
Martha Adelizzi Uihlein '50
Joann Cohan Robin '50cc
Barbara Mehls Lee '50
Nancy T. Munger '50cc
Adrienne Najarian Rabkin '50
Lois Papa Dudley' so'"
Janice M, Sage '50
Janet Surgenor Hill '50cc
Mary Woodard Thompson '50ce
Mary Beck Barrett '51 & P'83 &
'78
Chloe BissellJones '51 cc
Nancy Clapp Miller '51cc
Joanne Dings Haeckel '51
Inez Marg Hemlock '51 & P'84
& '76cC
Emily Perrins Chaffee' 51 cc
Naomi Salit Birnbach '51
Elizabeth Sauersopf Haderer
'51 cc
Leda Treskunoff Hirsch '51
Piorimonde Wedekind '51 cc
Carol Wedum Conklin '51 &
P'79cC
Janet Young Witter '51 ce
Joan Berson Mendell '52
Beverly Bower Shadek '52cc
Joan Bulkley deSelding '52cc
Sally Carleton Trippe '52cc
Anneliese Katz Lindner '52 &
P'76
Roberta Katz Duker '52 & P'82
Patricia Wardley Hamilton '52
Laura Wheelwright Farnsworth
'52cc
Anne Becker Egbert '53cc
Joan Eash Lowe '53cc
Jocelyn Haven Mickle '53 &
P'89cC
Nancy E. Hudson '53
Mary Hume Keck '53cc
Patricia Kohl Hadlow '53 &
P'85cC
Mary McCorison Mourkas '53cc
Elinor Noble Martinez '53 &
P'80cC
Aloise O'Brien Bates '53cc
Lydia Richards Boyer '53 &
P'78cC
Janet Roesch Frauenfelder '5Yc
Virginia Wilson Thomson '53cc
Jeanne Pretz Rankens '54cc
Evelyn Steele Barrett '54
Joanne Williams Hartley '54 &
P'87
Julia Evans Doering '55cc
Elizabeth Kassel Brown '55cc
Anne Williams Bell '55
Carole Awad Hunt '56
Laura Elliman Patrick '56cc
Eleanor Erickson Ford '56
Edith Fay Mroz '56cc
Marie Waterman Harris '56 &
P'80cC
Barbara Billings Supplee '57cc
Jeanne Cattell Rhinelander '57 &
P'9J
Jeri Fluegelman Josephson '57 &
P'86ce
Emily Graham Wright '57
Sarah Greene Burger '57cc
Lynne Twinem Gorman '57cc
Susan Bejosa Gould '58 & P'85
Suzanne Ecker Waxenberg '58 &
P'82cC
Cassandra Sturman Harris '58cc
Diane Beckwith Sisson '59 &
P'91cC
Ann K. England '59cc
Susan Kleppner Folkman '59
Susan Liefter Zuckert '59cc
Jane Starrett Swotes '59CC
Elizabeth Donovan Harding '60
& P'95cC
Jane Fisher Sherman '60
Mary Lane Talbot '60cc
Mary Hope Missimer
McQuiston '60 & P'87cC
Mildred Price Nygren '60cc
Maxine Rabin Kahn '60
June Salamy Krisch '60cc
Anne Stilson Alvord '60 &
P'93cC
Denise Boitel Graham '61 cc
Abigail Clement Le Page '61 &
P'93cC
Laura Cohen Roskind '61
Alice Fitzgerald Bayer '61 cc
Sally Foote Martin '61cc
Joan Goldstein Cooper '61 cc
Marion Hauck Robbins '61 cc
Elizabeth Kestner Jones '61 cc
Paula Parker Raye '61 & P'93
Linda Schlereth Lieber '61 &
P'85
Noel C. Tripp '61
Linn Whitelaw Ong '61 & P'88
Annette Lieberman Goldstein
'62CC
Linda Siegel Anstendig '62cc
Heather Axelrod Alberts '63
Susan Bohman Faigle '63 & P'93
Marcia Buerger Carlson '63cc
Alison Coleman Forbis '63cc
Faith Gilman Cross '63cc
Nancy Schoepfer Sanders '63cc
Roberta Slone Smith '63
Penelope Vaughn Connors '63cc
Barbara Walker Krause '63cc
Susan E. Bender '64cc
Nancy Cogut Cardozo '64cc
Barbara Goldmark Tauber '64 &
P'93
Elizabeth Saalfield Ives '64
Patricia Salz Koskinen '64
Joanna Warner Kennedy '64 &
P'9!
* Deceased
CC =' Gave to the Anual Fund five consecutive years
Donna Maulsby Sirrerson '65cc
Susan Rafferry Williams '65
Leslie Setterholm Fox '65cc
Nanci Amon Bobrow '66cc
Anne B. Barnard '66
Eleanor Bonham Winer '66cc
Caroline Davis Murray '66cc
Bridget Donahue Healy '66cc
Frances Eickele Voss '66
Christina Ferayorni lvaldi '66
Lucille Livingston Held '66cc
Leslie Long Tarkington '66cc
Gail A. Magenis '66
Judith Mcintosh Carr '66 & P'9!
Terry McNab Rixse '66
Pamela Mendelsohn '66cc
Susan Mikkelsen Curtis '66
Theresa Miller Melvin '66cc
Carol Potter Day '66
Elizabeth Robertson Whiners
'66cc
Virginia Turner Friberg '66cc
Elsa Allyn Soderberg '67
Patricia W. McClure '67
Anne Moloney Black '67
Marcia Raskin Fine '67
Karen Dunn Martin '68cc
Suzanne Gehrig Kranz '68cc
Martha E. HackJey 'es'"
Tamah Nachtman Wiegand '68cc
Eileen Pond Keerdoja '68
Donna Rhodes Jeffers '68 & P'97
Alicia Brackman Munves '69cc
Elizabeth A. Butkus '69
- Claire Eldridge Ridley '69cc
Leslie Fisher Steen '69cc
Jane Hanser Matthews '69cc
Susan Judd Harris '69
Candace L Lindsay '69cc
Barbara Morson Geider '69ce
Katherine Phelan Willis '69cc
Christina Rydstrom Staudt '69
Susan Sigal Denison '69cc
Louise Thomas Kemper '6gec
Patricia Allen Shellard '70ee
Lynne Chrupcala Bookhout '70ce
Mary E. Clarity '70
Alana Flamer Fodeman '70cc
Deborah Foster Ebeling '70
Amelia L Marks '70cc
Carolyn S. Ollman* '70
Lisa Richter '70ce
Donna L Rosen '70
Katherine 0. See '70cc
Marcia Toft Rush '70cc
Tena Williams Aehen '70
Lynda Brooks Crowley '71 ec
Maun-ie Brown Salenger '71
Judith Glassman Duffie '71 cc
Lucia Henderson Marion '71 cc
Myung-Shin Kim Song '71
Jacquelyn Shaw-Loughlin '71
Francoise van der Hoeven
Camp '71
Elizabeth Walsh Detmold '71
Judith Zellman Sklarz '71cc
Patricia Ashton White '72
Carol I3lake Boyd '72
Sherry! H. Goodman '72
Nancy Marshall Athey '72
Elizabeth S. York '72
Marjorie Bussmann Gillis '73cC
Jill Pelsenrhal Levi '73cc
Ruth Antell McGehee '74
Cynthia Caravan Holden '74
Susan Compton Pollard '74
Denise Coomey Schwed '74
Paula Dzenis Healey '74cc
Robert S. Janus '74cc
Nan M. Mezzaresra '74
Harry C. Stein berg '74 cc
Virginia Ventura Colburn '74
Eileen B. Buckley '75cc
Linda M. Eisenmann '75cc
Catherine Flickinger
Schweitzer '75
Bonnie Kimmel Dazenski '75cc
Cleary Smith Simpson '75
William B. Thomson '75cc
Henry D. Tucker '75
Richard L. Allen '76
David B. Anderson '76
Steven A. Carlson '76cc
Nancy Hay '76cc
David B. Korobkin '76
Jacqueline M. Lyon '76cc
Malinda Powers Berardino '76cc
Jo-Anne Principato Morley '76cc
Roger W & Frances Terry
Sanderson Smith '76cc
Eric Birnbaum '77
Patricia A. Burns '77
Martha Leach Proulx '77cc
Alexander K. Leith '77
David G. Pettinari '77cc
Steven A. Certilman '78
Nancy Heaton Lonstein '78cc
Prudence Regan
Hallarman '78cc
Blair Young Thompson '78cc
Ann Anderberg '79cc
Mary L Anderson '79
Glenn B. Asch '79cc
Anthony C. Bowe '79cc
Isaac H. Clothier '79cc
Alice English Johansson '79cc
Donna Handville Cohen '79
Erik L. Johansson '79cc
Gerard F. Morrin '79cc
Lyn Oliva Foster '79
John W & Nina Rurenburg
Gray'79
Kathryn Schaeffer Logue '79
Helene S. Imber '80cc
w. Alexander Maynard '80
David C. Nightingale '80cc
Alexandra Aucluncloss
Herzan '81
David B. Geller '81 cc
Christopher R. Gernhard '81
William G. Scher '81
Gregory P Taylor '81
Amy Kasimer Scher '82
Nancy Mammel Davids '82cc
Linda J. Cannata '83cc
Brian S. Schneider '83
Sheryl Edwards Rajpolt '84
Ann K. Babcock '85
Edward B. Burger '85cc
Renee Rougeot Pease '86cc
Mary Landis Ferguson '87
Stephen B. Lane '87
Nancy A. Northrop '87cc
Tod Oliva '87
Michael W Proulx '87
Samantha P. Capen '88
Richard L Meyer '88cc
Joseph J. Cantone '90
Mario Laurenzi '90
Lewis S. Cutillo '92
Hilary A. Magowan '94
Randal S. Quan '95
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Bigelow III
P'99
Mr. Todd Evans P'99
Mr. Volker Hase P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Walter B. McIlvain
P'99
Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Paulson
P'99
Mr. Harlan R. Scott P'99
Ms. Lillian M. Viola P'99
Mr. Ronald J. Viola P'99
Han. & Mrs. Mark L. WolfP'99
Mr. & Mrs. Bradley M.
Anderson P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Austin C. Drukker
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Hans Alle Fristedt
P'98
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald H. Hirokawa
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore A. Levine
P'98 & '94
Dr. & Mrs. James M. Marrs P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Peter W. Shoemaker
P'98
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Witter
P'98
Drs. Dan & Susan Luedke P'97
Mr. & Mrs. WilliamJ. Tvenstrup
P'97
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Hall, Jr.
P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Intner
P'96 & '93cc
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Sampogna
P'96
Dr. & Mrs. David E. Nash P'95
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Bogle P'94
& '80
Dr. Arnold Gurwitz P'88 & '81
Mr. David L. Torrey P'88cC
Mr. & Mrs. Simon B. Ehrlich
P'80cC
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Nolle P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Albert W. Merck
P'7S
Mr. & Mrs. Frank]. Coyle P'74
Mr. & Mrs. John Robinson
P'69cC
Mrs. David W Klau* P'4ScC
Ms. Gaia De Beaumont
Mr. Martin A. Brown
Connecticut College Student
Organization Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd H. Conover
Chap. Carol C. Cruikshank
Prof. Marion E. Doro'Y
Mr. Albert B. Ferguson.Tr.
Mr. Jarvis M. Freymann
Mr. Leon A. Harrison
Mrs. Mary L. King
Mr. Thomas King & Family
Mr. & Mrs. James c. McGuirecc
Dr. & Mrs. William A.
NieringCC
Dr. & Mrs. R. Alfred SaengerCC




Ms. Alice P. Wang
George H. Waters
Rev. Benjamin K. Watts
Roman S. Weller*




CAC: Ann Crocker Wheeler '34












Amy Peck Yale* P'48
Gertrude Traurig
Olive Tuthill Reid P'48cC
1923
CAC: Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
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Katherine King Karslake P'65 & '61
Adeline Muirhead Archibald
Grace Parker Schumperr-v
Harriet Stone Warner P'59cC
1927















Elizabeth Tremaine Pierce P'63cC
Minnie Watchinsky Peck P'58cC
Mary Wilcox Crosscc
1928
























CAC: Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
Adeline Andersen Wood
Katherine Bartlett Nichols
Arline Brown Stone P'69cC
Margaret Burroughs Kohr P'56cC
Ethel L. CookcC
Ruth L. Dudleyv-
Wilhelmina Fountain Murphy P'62
Verne M. Hallcc
Julia Johnston Parrish
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Elinor Wells Smithce
Beatrice WhitcombCC
Evelyn Whittemore Woods P'5ScC
Muriel Williamscc
1932
CAC: Marion Nichols Arnold























Leah Savitsky Rubin P'65 &
GP'95cc
Elvnorc Schneider Welsh







Margaret Van Tuyl Jeffery
Gertrude Yoerg Doran'"
1933
CAC: Elizabeth Kunkle Palmer


















Catherine Van Ocr Lyke Cawley
P'74 & '63
Elsa Waldecker Macl'ionald-':




























Barbara Johnson Stearns P'64cc
Elizabeth Keep Wilkinson'f
Eleanor Laughlin Bowsher'{
































CAC: Merion Ferris Ritter P'72
Charlotte Bell Lesrer'i''
Olive Birch Lillich




















Elizabeth Farnum Hartzell P'73








Dorothy Krinsky Stein P'70cC







































































Winifred Seale Slough terce
Madeline Shepard Howard-P



















Wilhelmina Foster Reynolds P'67
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P'61 & GP'94 & '85


















Frances Walker Chase P'66
Judith Waterhouse Draper
Margaret Young Sullivan P'73
1939



























Helena Jenks Rafferty P'65 & '63cc
Marjorie Johnston Rawlscc
Jane Judd Easonond-"
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nua Fund five consecutive years
Apphia Hack HensleyCc






































CAC: Priscilla Duxbury Wescott
P'77 & '74
Eileen Barry Wilderotter













































































.Mary Jane Tracey Mann
Barbara A. TwomeyCC
Vera Van Nest Judd P'67













Adrienne Berberian Hughes P'77cC
Marion Bisbee Smith-''






Mary Franklin Gehrig P'68cC
Virginia Frey Linscott'{








































Jean Staats Lorish P'72cC
Mary Stevenson Stow








Jane Worley Peak P'75cC
1943
CAC: Janet Corey Hampton
























Heliodora C. de Mendoncacc
Alice Dimockcc
Joan Donaldson Webercc














































Margery Newman Puder P'68
Wilma Parker Redman'T
Betsey Pease Marshall
Elisabeth Pfau Wright P'73
Louise Radford Denegre'F
Virginia Railsback Neileycc
Alice Reed Boorse P'70 & '66cc
Louise Reichgott Endel P'67
Julia Rich KurtzCC
Mary Riddell MacMullen
Virginia Rowley Over P'66cC
Phyllis Schiff Imbercc



























Elise Abrahams Josephson P'7ScC





Barbara Barlow Kelley P'81
Virginia Binford Turner P'76
Madeleine Breckbill Cecilcc



















Mona Friedman Jacobson P'69cC
Constance Geraghty Adams P'7l cc
Marjorie Geupel MurrayCC
Mildred Gremley Hodgsoncc





























Stratton Nicolson McKillop P'82 &
'81 cc




















Mary Ann Swanger Burns-"
Elizabeth Swisher Childs-"































Antoinette Corson Rothfuss P'67
Mabel CunninghamCC
Elizabeth Dale Wellescc
Clara Dowling Noble P'7S
Georgine Downs Cawlcycc






































Jane Oberg Rodgers 1''74
Anne Oxnard HatchCc






Suzanne Porter Wilkins P'72cC
Gertrude Prosser FuLler
Estelle Raymond Lussier
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CAC: Joan Jacobson Kronick P'73























Phebe Clark Miller P'74cC
Margaret Cole Jennings
Mary Ccoder Hamilton
Marilyn Coughlin Rudolph P'72cC
Janet Cruikshank McCawleycc
Dana Davies Magee P'72cC


















Tales of Reunion Giving
,
SHIRLEY WILSON KELLER '46 ANO JOAN JACOBSON KRONICK
'46 HAD TWO GOALS IN MIND when they started planning fund-
raising strategies for their class's 50th reunion: To raise the level of
giving and to unite the class.
"As a wartime class we were somewhat scattered," noted
Kronick.
The CAC dynamic duo got plenty of help. "We could never have
done It without the help of 18 class agents," says Kronick. "AII of
them spoke the case for the college wonderfully."
The culmination of hard work and the support of people who
allowed their sights to be raised resulted in the successful
completion of a $1 00,000 class challenge and a new record for
50th Reunion annual giving: $303,136. Participation was a
remarkable 82 percent
What was especially gratifying, says Kronick, was the
extraordinary sense of togetherness at reunion and that giving was
















Anne Howald Riznik P'72
Joan Ireland Adams





















Doris Mellman Frankel P'78
Barbara Miller Gusrafson'F
Mary Minter Coodev-



















valmere Reeves Lynn P'78cC
Berry Reiffel BrycC
Helen Riblet Kuebler






































Priscilla Wright Pratt P'88 & '80
1947
CAe: Lorraine Pinul1 Simpson




















Mary Culbertson Marland P'74
Janice Damery Miner P'83cC
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Patsy Goldman Corwin P'77cC











































































Mary Jane Coons johnson'"
Helen Crumrine Ferguson'S
Lucille Davis Schechter-Chanin



















Saretta Klein Barnet P'85cC



















Phyllis Sachs Katz P'77 & '73cc
Chella Sladek Schmidt
Alice Smith Barrett

















CAC: Mabel Brennan Fisher











Mary Benton Gemmell P'75cC
Leona Berlin Lehman
Sarah Blaisdell Darn





Sandwick P'76 & '73
Mary Brainard LymanCC
Janice Braley MaynardCC












Thomas M. & Esrher Coyne
Flanagan
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Joan Jossen Bivin P'8ScC
Jennifer Judge Howes
Ruth Katz Webbercc
Irma Klein Schachter P'79cC
Joanne Lambert McPhee







Marian Markle Pool P'7l ce




Johnson P'80 & '78ce




























Susan Starr Burchenal P'76
Mary Stecher Douthit P'78
Doris Stone Foster
Mary E. Stone-"





Katharine Van Sam Spalding'{
Gretchen Van Syckle Whalencc
Marilyn Viets Daviscc











Julia Winton Dayton P'81 & '80
Carol Young PomeroyCC
1950











Barbara Blaustein Hirschhorn P'79
Artemis Blessis Ramakercc






















Dolliver P'77 & '73cc
Nancy Ford Olr
Rhoda Freed Mann P'83cC
Mary Gillam Barber P'72cC
Brenda Ginsburg Silin










Shirley Hossack Van Winkle
Eloise Hunt Mezger



























Ann Mitchell Throop P'86cC
Manette Moody Dayton





















Jean Rinciconi Shelburn P'74
Norma Ritz Phelps-?








Sylvia Snitkin Frumer P'77cC
Mary Southard Fullercc









Roberta Trager Cohen P'77cC
Sarah Wheeler MyreCC







CAC: Phyllis McCarthy Crosby
CAC: Jeanne Tucker Zenker
Anonymous-3






Schelpert P'86 & '76ce
ConnecticutCollegeMagazille CD







Mary Beck Barrett P'83 & '78
Beverley Benenson Gasner




Charlotte Chapple Bennett P'81
Doreen Chu Jagoda
Nancy Clapp Miller--
Betsey Colgan Pitt P'90 & '86cc
Dorothy Cramer Maitlandcc
Margery Davison Crawford-"
















Alice Haines Bates P'S1 cc
Jean Harman Lowe
Arien Hausknechr Mackcc
















Tales of Reunion Giving
CONTACT AND PARTICIPATION, those were the key concepts for
Co-CACs Phyllis McCarthy Crosby '51 and Jeanne Tucker
Zenker '51 in their stunningly successful efforts for 45th reunion
giving. The Class of '51 set records for both 45th Reunion annual
giving and participation, which reached a startling 84 percent.
"Alumni support impresses foundations and corporate
donors," said Crosby, who is stepping down after five years as
class agent chair. "Foundations like to see that graduates are
solidly behind the work of the college, so we put a lot at emphasis
on participation."
Zenker and Crosby nurtured that participation by updating
their classmates regularly on how the $75,000 challenge grant
Zenker helped arrange was going. "We kept people informed by
mailing updates a couple of times leading up to reunion, and we
did a lot of talking on the phone with one another," Zenker said.
The sfrategy worked. The class exceeded the challenge and






























Mary-Stuart Parker Cosby P'81
Helen Pavlovich Twomey P'81



























Nancy Vail Wilson P'83 & '80cc
Betsy Wasserman Lodwick P'75
Fiorimonde Wedekindcc
Carol Wedum Conklin P'79cC
Diana Weeks Berry
Marjorie Weeks Owenscc
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Julia Enyart Bain P'93
Cordelia Enl ClementCC


























Anne1iese Katz Lindner P'76
Joan Katz Easton P'78
Roberta Katz Duker P'82
Janet B. Kellock
Catherine Kirch Diernch-"





Jean Lattner Palmer P'84cC

















Adele Pattison Smith P'79cC
Nancy fteeve Blankcc

































CAC: Nancy H. Camp
Constance Baker Wool50ncc





























Jean Gallup Carnaghan P'76cC
Katharine Gardner Bryant P'87cC








Jane Graham Pemberton P'87 &
'81 cc
Jean Hallows DriggersCC













Patricia Kohl Hadlow P'8ScC
Laur ine Kunkel RogersCC










Patricia Mottram Anderson P'88cC
John &Jane Muddle Funkhouser
P'8ScC








Lydia Richards Boyer P'7ScC
Christie Rinehart Basham
















Frances Taro Young P'85cC
Eleanor Tulloch Schultz
















Evelyn Ball Barrack P'85 & '81 cc
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CAC: Catherine Myers Buscher
























Carolyn Diefendorf Smith P'84
Cynthia Donnally Brown
Jane Dornan Smith P'84cC
Noreen Downes Coxcc
Mary Dreier BerkowitzCC












Georgia Geisel Littlefield P'SOcc
Sondra Celb Myers
Rita Giese Harrah
Barbara Gordon Landau P'83
Cassandra Goss Simonds P'86cC
Betsy Gregory Campbell-v











Sylvia Lewis Goldberg P'SGcc
Marta Lindseth Jackcc
Jane Lyon LeRoyCC
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Mary Moore Reilly
Dorothy Musser Wolfecc
Herbert & Catherine Myers















Barbara Schutt Howell 1"84
Phyllis Siegel Weircc
Louisa Smith Wellscc













Mary Wolpert Davis P'83 & '81 cc
1956
CAC: Joyce Bagley Rheingold
CAC: Jill Long Leinbach








Sarah Bergeson Weeks P'82cC
Ann Berkwir Lewis P'82
Naomi Blickstein Pollack





























Frances Freedman Jacobson P'82cC
Alison Friend Gansler










Geneva Grimes de Labrycc
Faith GulickcC
Deborah Gutman Cornelius
Tales of Reunion Giving
CLASS OF '56 CACS JOYCE BAGLEY RHEINGOLO, JILL LONG
LEINBACH ANO SUZANNA MARTIN REAROON CONTACTEO A LOT
OF PEOPLE PERSONALLY and kept after them. "1 have a big mouth
and just kept pushing." says Rhelngold. "We wrote a lot of letters
and urged two things: come to reunion and give to the college."
The results? Successful completion of a 1:1 class challenge
which totaled $117,018; 75 percent participation; and new records
























Marian Lenci Tapia P'93cC




Gloria MacArthur Van Duyne
Anne Mahoney Makin
Peggy Mark Heller'F






















Judith Rosoff Shore P'86




















Nancy Stewart Roberts P'93cC
Lucinda Stoi1e BeUcc
Nancy Sutermeisrer Heubach
Nancy Teese Mauget P'82 & '81
Margaret Thorp Tumicki-?
Victoria Tydlacka Bakker P'82cC
Camilla Tyson Hall
Cynthia Van Der Kar Corderman
Marna Wagner Fullerton P'91 cc
Margaret Walsh Keenancc
Sheila Walsh Bankhead
Donald & Joann Walton
Leavenworth P'82cC














Elizabeth Allen Wheeler P'88
Dorothea S. Badenhausen
Sylvia Bergeson Marsh P'86









Jeanne Cattell Rh.inelander P'91
Ann Chambliss Lacambra
Joanna Clapp Carpenter
Judith Clark Smultea P'85
A. Margot Cross Allen
Judith Crouch Johnson
Linda Cunningham Thomascc











Jeri Fluegelman Josephson P'86cC
Constance Garland Marsh
Joan Gilbert SegallCC









Sarah Hargrove Harris P'77cC
Gyneth Harris Shires P'86
Judith Hartt Ackercc
Joan Heller Winokurcc
Ann Henry Crow P'83cC
Eleanor Heston Shipley
Anne Hildreth Russell P'88
Lucie Hoblitzelle Iannotti P'83cC
Elizabeth Horigan Montgomery
Sandra Horn Elstein P'80






Ann King Petroni P'SO
Jeanne C. Krause
Suzanne Krilll Greene P'S5
Sarah Luchars McCarthyCc
DOlUla MacKenzie Renardcc

















































Audrey Bateman Georges P'83cC
Barbara Bearce Tuneskicc












Gretchen Diefendorf Smith P'96
Nancy C. Doriancc
Suzanne Ecker Waxenberg P'82cC
Judith Epstein Grollmancc
Evelyn Evatt SalingerCC





























Joan Michaels Denney P'87cC
Mary Middlebrook Leengran
Ellen Mifflin FlahartyCC














































Judith Bassin Peknik P'93
cC
Carol Bayfield G:lrbutt P'<)3 s: '<)1











Susan Calhoun Henunwav P'R-tcC












































Anne Lamborn Baker P'92cC
Alice Leister Siebert P'97
Judith Leverich Carberry
Susan Liefter ZuckertCC
Mary Lloyd Mins P'81 cc
Edith McMillan Tucker
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CAC: Susan Green Foote
CAC: Mary Lane Talbot








Muriel Benhaim Saunders P'88
Carol Berger Spencer
Carol Broggini Maiden P'90 &
.
'84CC
Kathryn Cable Sandell P'88cC
Jean S. Chappell'<






Elizabeth Donovan Harding P'9ScC
Barbara Drake Holland'<
Barbara Eaton Neilson P'83cC
Cynthia H. Enloe





































Mary Hope Missimer Mcquiston
P'87cC





























Linda Stallman Gibson P'84cC
Christine Sreinfelder Wagner








Melinda Vail Killenberg P'88cC





CAC: Carole Janowski Cushman



































































Judith Novik Lyons P'85
Susan Owers Haedrichcc
Paula Parker l'taye P'93
Catherine Picard Rosencc








































































Norma Gilcrest Adams P'92cC
Ellen Goldberg SiegelCC
Barbara Goldstein John
Ellen Gottlieb. Kazin P'88 & '86cc
Rosalind Grattan von Au P'88cC
Susan Greene Fraidin
Barbara Gristede Whipple P'8ScC
Susan Hall Beard'F
Linda Hay Matusewic-"






































Bonnie Ross Fine P'91cC






























Sue Bernstein Mercy P'91cC
Marian Bingham
Laurie Blake Sawyer






















Jane Engel Francoeur P'90
Sarah Faile Fogarty
Marcia Faney Bossart
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Roslyn Feibus Ginsberg
Nancy Feuerstein MilstenCc






























Diane Lewis Gately P'91cc














































Barbara Van Winkle Clifton

















Sandra Bannister Dolan P'97
Caroline Bartholomew Medina
P'98







Patricia Brown Brauner P'93cC
Valerie Brown Burge
Anile Burger Fortier
Patricia Burton Jacoby P'89cC
Jennette Campbell Herbert
Judith F. Campbell







Ellen Cormoll Petersen P'90cC
Alice Cotsworth Goltra
Lynn Daniels Rowecc































































Donna Richmond Carleton P'95 &
'91 cc
Michelle Rieff GrantCC

















Marjorie Tobin Davidson p'ncc
David & Platt Townend Arnold
Zoe Tricebock Moore P'90
Mary Turner Canan
Leilani Vasil Brown
Betsy Jo Viener Spence-?
Lee Walkley Bory P'92cc
Janet C. Wallanscc
Joanna Warner Kennedy P'91
Ann Weatherby Smith
Lois R. Weiner
































































































































Ruth Walley Edmonds p'ncc
Hollis Ward Cassidy
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1966
CAC: Bridget Donahue Healy
CAC: jackie Rustigi:m
Susan Abbe Yates























































Mary Ann Garvin Siegel P'97 &
'92
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Carroll Ham Archibald P'95
Mary Ellen Hamilton Baughman'"
Lisa Hays Wood
Anne Hoffmann Moore

























Joan Lockhart Gardner P'89cC
Leslie Long Tarkingtoncc
Mary Lucas Pierce
























































Lydia Wahlberg Berrong P'94 &
'92cc
Susan Worley Thachercc
Rmh Zaleske Leibert P'92cC
1967
CAC: Rae Downes Koshetz










































































































Donald & Brim Schein
McNemarcc
Diane Schnick Campbell














Elizabeth Veitch Dodge P'92cC
Martha Wagner Newman
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Dorothy Quillan Williams P'92
Jane E. Radcliffe
Jane Ranallo Goodmancc
Barbara Rand Clark P'91cC
Katherine Redington Morgan P'95
& '93cc
Terry Reimers ByrnesCC
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Francoise van der Hoeven Camp













Stephanie Young Blanchette P'98cC
Judith Zellman Sklarzcc
1972
CAC: Gale Slepchuk Fitzgerald
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Susan Welsh once Brewer
Kathleen Wetherell Lawrie
Barbara White Morse
Wendy Wilkins Hopkins P'98










CAC: Martha E. Gifford




































































. ccKim D. HOWle
June S. Ingram
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Mary E. Van Bourgondienv-
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CAC: Michael B. Fishman









































Brent S. Di Giorgio
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CAC: David B. Geller
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Nancy Wade McDonough P'87 &
'84cc
Mary E. Walshcc
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CAC: Patricia L. Percival
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Edith McCagg Anderson P'81












































Rafael T. Yturralde, Jr.
Srefanie C. Zadravec
1991
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CAC: jeffrey K. Alexander





























































































































































































































































Michael C. Dell'Angelo IV
Michele K. Dougherry
Suzanne M. Doukas
Robert S. Edenbach, Jr.










































































Giving By Class,july 1, 1995 tojune 30, 1996
1995
CAC: Delphine E. Aubourg
CAC: Kristina Garland
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Linda L. Blair '82
James P. Bongarra '75
Cynthia jo Carson '79
Margaret C. Cibes '81
Vita B. Dodson '83cc
Glenn D. Dreyer '83
Ruth S. Greenberg '67
George Whiting Hebard, Jr. '80cc
Alyce H. Hemstreet '88
Pamela G. Hine '84cc
Mimi House Hutson '77
Robert T Kintz '63
Laurence J. Marsicano '93
Dr. Richard A. Orson '82
Marian Ruth Shilstone '80
Leah Taylor Spitz '67cC
Martha McLaud Tcnucci '83
Students
Lauren M. Half'96









Prof. Thomas & Dean Theresa
Ammirati P'94 & '91 cc
Prof. John P. Anthony-?
Mitchell Archer
Prof. & Mrs. Robert A. Askins
jeanette E. Astrauckascc
Seanice Austin
Prof. Bridget 13. Bairdcc
Loretta K. Balance
Prof. Robert W. Baldwin
Prof. Phillip T. Barnes-"
Victoria L. Baron
Linda W. Bendfeldt
Jeffrey P. Bewlay P'92
Diane T. Birmingham '92
Prof. Kenneth A. Bleeth
Tristan A. Borer
Prof. Alan T. Bradford
Prof. Walter F. Bradycc














Robert W. & Rayanne Johnson
Chambers '83cc
Elizabeth Lynch Cheney '92
Timothy M. Cheney '93
Prof. Stanton Ching
Prof. Joan C. Chnsler
Prof. Charles H. Church







Prof. David L. Cullen
Katherine T. Dame '90
Laurie M. Deredita P'92cC
Profs. Marijao & Eleanor
Despalatovic P'92 &. '90
Mary S. Devins P'97
Prof. Ann Sloan Devlin
Vita 13. Dodson '83cc
Patrick M. Donnellan




Glenn D. Dreyer '83
john Driscoll III
Doris M. Duca








Prof. Robley J. Evans P'87
Joan Evans-Hunter
Marviynn Fallon
Prof. & Mrs. David G. Fenton P'87
Tyrone Perdnnnce
Donald L. Filer
Prof. Marc R. Forster
Rae H. Frechette
judy U. Frederick P'93
Prof. Cheryl A. Frye
Prof. Eugene V. GallagherCC
ConnecticutCollegefl'/agazit1e e
CLASS OF 1996


















































































































At Baccalaureate, Senior Pledge co-chairs Heather Ferguson,
lisa Paone and Andrew Margie present President Gaudiani


































































































































































Prof John S. Gordon
John W. Gordon
Dr. & Mrs. Garrett Green P'94cC
Larry Halloway
Prof. Camille C. Hanlon'T
Ashley Powell Hanson '82







Prof. Charles F. Hickox





Prof. Catherine A. Horne
Prof. Candace Howes
Frances L. Hubbard
Mimi House Hutson '77
Barbara M. Hysler
June Sherry Ingram '73






Sharon & Ron Kneeland
Tobe Korsgren '90
Dr. Linda D. Kosturko
Prof. Julia A. Kushigian
Prof. Mary L. Langdon
Fleur H. Lawrence '80
Prof. & Mrs. JeffH. Lesser
Prof. & Mrs David K. Lewis P'95
Marion P. Liggett
Mr. & Mrs. Wilham F. Limber
Stephen & Jeanne Loomis
Mr. & Mrs. James c. Luce
Prof. & Mrs. John R. MacKinnon
P'89cC
Prof. Robert Malekoff
Amy L. Malkin '95
George S_Mandes
Prof. Arlan W Mantz
Lynn M. Manza







Martha Caswell Merrill '84cc
Prof. Doris Meyer & Mr. Richard
HertzCC
Mr. & Mrs. Albert W. Middleton

















Dr. & Mrs. William A. Niering-?
Kevin Northcutt
Bernard J. Nowakowski
Melvin & Dorothy Olsson
Dr. Thomas P. Owen, Jr.





Prof David F. Patton
Herta Payson
Chris E. Penniman
Prof. Donald M. Peppard, Jr.
William M. Perkins
David G. Perregaux '88
Kristin Pfefferkorn-Forbath
Mrs. Mary V Phillips
Elaine S. Plecs P'98cC
Judy & Scott Poiriercc
Barbara W. Powers-Candy












Mr. & Mrs. Brian D. Rogers P'90,
'85 & '82cc
Maureen A. Ronau
Prof. William M. Rosecc
Rabbi Aaron Rosenberg
Jean Russell
Prof. & Mrs. Ernest C.
Schlesingerv-
Rev. Stephen R. Schmidt
Beverley J. Scovish
Prof. Margaret L. Sheridan '67
Marian Ruth Shilstone '80
Philip R. Siena
Prof. Sara Lee Silberman
Annshirley Silva
Prof. Jefferson A. Singer










Prof. Perry D. Susskind
Arthur Swain




Prof. Timothy J. Vance
Margaret Vertovalli
Craig 0. Vinecc
Prof. Stuart A. Vyse
Prof. & Mrs. R. Scott Warren
Bonnie J. Wells
Stanley J. Wertheimer 1"86
Ann S. White




Prof. & Mrs. J. Alan Winter
Seth A. Wish
Eileen Wnek
Prof. Claus F Wolter
Alison & Mark WoodscC
Karen M. Woods










Miss Helen K. Aimer '46cc
Dr. & Mrs. Oakes Amescc
Dr. Rosemary Park Anastos
Mrs. Louise Andersen '41
Ms. Virginia Barclay
Mrs. Doris A. Beebe




Prof. Richard D. Birdsall
Mrs. Eleanor BlisscC
Ms. Julia Wells Boweree
Mrs. Jane R. Bredeson-"
Miss Frances S. Brett
Mr. & Mrs. Charles]. ChucC
Ms. Ramona M. Comrie
Me & Mrs. F. Edward Craru'"
Mrs. R. James Dayton
Mr. Orella Desiderata P'81 & '79cC
Ms. Carrie V. EventoCC
Miss Ruth S. Ferguson '30cc
Katherine Finney*
Mrs Morris Fishmancc
Mrs Janice M. Fitzpan-ick-v
Ms. Marcia H. Gardiner
Miss Eleanor H. Ceisheimer '39cc
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Coodwin-"
Mrs. Corderre Grimsey
Prof. Hanna Hafkesbnnk-v
Miss Marion H. Hamilton
Mrs. Clara E. Hatch
Mrs. G. Newton Hatfield
Miss Margaret K. Hazlewood '32cc
Ms. Peg Hermes
Mrs. Marie Hendrickson'{
Mrs. Olive J. Hersam
Mrs. Jeanette B. HerseyCC
Ms. Betsy A. James
Mr. R. Francis Johnson P'82 &
'76cc
Mrs. William R. Karicc
Mrs. Mary R. Kent P'77 &: '74
Mrs. Alexandra Kneedlercc
Mr. &: Mrs. E. Leroy Knight
Mr. &: Mrs. John H. Knowlton
Mrs. Pauline G. Kolashuk
Mrs.John G. Leecc
Mrs. Mary L. Lord
Mr. Robert E. Lorish
Mr. &: Mrs. Charles B. Luce, Sr.
P'81 &: '79 &: GP'97
Mr. Richard Lukosius
Dr. &: Mrs. Frederick McKeehancc
Miss Mary Gertrude McKeoncc
Mr. William M. Meredith &: Mr.
Richard Harteis
Miss Helen L. Merson
Helen F. Mulvey
Prof. Martha Myers &: Mr. Gerald
Myers
May A. Nelson '38
Miss Gertrude E. Noyes '25cc
Ms. June M. Pattersoncc
Mr. Charles Price
Prof. Helen Reeve P'77cC
Mr. John A. Santini P'85 &: 'SOcc
Mr. &: Mrs. Charles E. Shaincc
Mrs. John L. Shelburn '50 &: P'74
Mrs. Joan T. Simones
Prof. Trudy E. Smith
Amy Hall Stiles '75cc
Sally Taylor P'74cC
Profs. Victor &: Rita Terrascc
.. HOllor Roll c:fGivillg Oerober 1996
Emeriti and Retired Faculty and Steiff/ Current Parents
Miss Berty F. Thornson-?
Ms. Jane W Torrey
Ms. Antoinette V. Wagner
Miss Bernice M. Wheeler '37cc
Ms. Helen L. WilmotCC
Parents of 1996
Anonymous
Ms. Bonnie S. Arneill
Mr. Lawrence Aument
Mrs. Anne Bailey
Mr. &: Dr. Raymond W Baker
Mr. &: Mrs. Albert G. Barsamian
Dr. &: Mrs. Frederick L. Bayou
P'93 cc
Mrs. Ellen M. Berry
Mr. &: Mrs. Eugene]. Bertolini
Mr. &: Mrs. Gil A. Bianchi, Sr.
Mr. &: Mrs. Luigi Biasiotro
Ms. Patricia Braddock
Mr. &: Mrs. Alan]. Bronfman
Mrs. Dorothy]. Brown
Mr. &: Mrs. David A. Bueschel
Mr. &: Mrs. Herbert A. Burstein
Mr. &: Mrs. Daniel M. Caner
Dr. &: Mrs. George Carter, Jr.
Mr. &: Mrs. Robert]. Cavilla
Mr. &: Mrs. James Chapman
Dr. &: Mrs. Todd D. Clopper
Mrs. Patricia A. Comings
Mr. &: Mrs. Frederick Cowles
Mr. &: Mrs. Michael L. Coyle
Mr. &: Mrs. James 0. Daniel
Me &: Mrs. John H. Davies
Mr. &: Mrs. Jeff L. Denting
Mr. &: Mrs. John P Dempsey
Mr. &: Mrs. S. Kenneth DiNardo
Mr. &: Mrs. Robert H. Easron
Mr. &: Mrs. Richard D. Fahey P'92
Mr. &: Mrs. Janos M. Farkas
Mr. &: Mrs. John FebbrorieJlo
Mr. &: Mrs. Henry L. Ferguson 1Il
Mr. &: Mrs. Frederick S. Fisher
Mr. &: Mrs. Robert M. Gass
Mr. &: Mrs. George]. Goering
Mr. &: Mrs. Charles A. Gomulka
Mr. &: Mrs. Ariel W. Gordon
Dr. & Mrs. Richard M. Grasso
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Griffin, Jr.
Dr. &: Mrs. Robert K. Griffith, Jr.
Mr. &: Mrs. Alfred C. Gross
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Hall, Jr.
Mrs. Marilyn C. Hanselman
Mr. & Mrs. F. Arnold Heller
Mrs. Kenneth Hicks
Dr. & Mrs. David C. HillSman
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Horwood
Mrs. Deborah G. Houlihan
Mr. & Mrs. Huston Huffman,Jr.
Mr. John D. Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A.
Intner P'93cC
Prof. &: Mrs. Tongwen Jiang
Mr. &: Mrs. Christopher Johnston
Ms. Barbara Kaiser
Dr. &: Mrs. Alan S, Katz
Mr. Luqman Katz
Mr. Edward Katzenberg
Mr. &: Mrs. James]. Kelley, Jr.
Mr. Kenneth Kido
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Knapp
Dr. & Mrs. Edward M. Kowaloff
Mr. &: Mrs. George E. Loper
Mr. &: Mrs. David M. Mann
P'93cC
Dr. & Mrs Robert P Margie
Mr. &: Mrs. Douglas R. McGill
Drs. Denis & Else Membreno
Mr. Norman E. Miller, Jr.
Ms. Patricia T. Miller
Mrs. Sonia W Moodie
Mr. &: Mrs. Barrv M. Moran
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert]. Motley, Jr.
Mrs. Louise S. Musser
Mr. &: Mrs. Robert D. Navickas
Mr. & Mrs. Norman A. Newberry
Mr. Richard M. Novik
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Orsingcr
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin C. Osrrovsky
Rev. Dr. & Mrs. Allen C. Page
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F Paone
Mr. &: Mrs. DeForest P Parker
Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey M. Pearl
Mr. &: Mrs. Kevin Poirier
Mrs. Barbara L. Powell
Prof. &: Mrs. John K. Pribram
Mr. &: Mrs. Stephen]. Pupa
Mr. & Mrs. Cosmo A. Quercia
Dr. &: Mrs. Barton Reutlinger
Mrs. Lois Reznick
Mr. &: Mrs. Rafael Rodriguez
Mr. &: Mrs. Michael Rosenfeld
Mr. &: Mrs. Robert]. Russellll
Mr. & Mrs. Frank A. Sampogna
Mr. &: Mrs. David E. Sams, Jr.
Mr. &: Mrs. Louis G. Sardella P'93
Mr. &: Mrs. Stephen C. Schadt
Mr. & Mrs C. Barry Schaefer
Prof. & Mrs. R. Steven Schiavo
Mr. &: Mrs. Howard M. Schupak
Mrs. Marilyn Shaughnessy
Mr. &: Mrs. Brian]. Sherr
Mrs. Elaine Sherr
Mrs. Barbara M. Shine
Mr. &: Mrs. Kenneth Shropshire
Mr. &: Mrs. Chester A. Shuman
Mrs. Elizabeth M_ Stefanik
Mr. & Mrs. James P Stoddard
Mr. &: Mrs. Frederick Stratton
P'91
Ms. Susan M. Strelec
Mr. & Mrs. Edward S. Tibbetts
Dr. &: Mrs. James R. Tiede
Mr. &: Mrs. Jerome S. Traum
Mr. &: Mrs. James T.D. Tripp
Mrs. Caroline S. Trooboff
Mr. & Mrs. Vito Virzi
Drs. Andrew & Margaret Vogelson
Mr. Alan R. Walker
Dr. & Mrs. Abo S. Weinstein
Mr. &: Mrs. Karl H. Weissbach
Mr. & Mrs. Peter I~.Wilde
Mr. & Mrs. L Douglas Wilkerson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Wilkinson
Mrs. Priscilla C. Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Roger C. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Michael van ltallie
Parents of 1997
Dr. & Mrs. James D. Aguiar
Mr. & Mrs. G.]. Anderson III
Mr. &: Mrs. Adolphus Antoine P'93
Mrs. Marian P Antonucci
Mrs. Eleanor C. Axelrod
Dr. & Mrs. David I. Barras
Mr. &: Mrs. Marshall Bartlett P'93cC
Mr. &: Mrs Frank A. Biancur
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Borst, Sr.
Dr. & Mrs. D.H. Michael Bowen
Dr. & Mrs. David W. Boxall
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene L. Brant
Mr. &: Mrs. David A. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Burke
Mr. &: Mrs. Frank Busto
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Cardish
Mr. & Mrs Joseph R. Carletta
Drs. Timothy &: Charlotte Carnes
Prof. & Mrs. Philip Cash
Dr. & Mrs. Julius R. Chiappa
Ms. Sharon .E. Clarke
Mr & Mrs. William L. Cobb, Jr.
Mr. &: Mrs. Ellerbe P. Cole
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Cornish
Mrs. Daphne]. Cote
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Crosby
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur H. Cross
Mr. John R. Crowley
Mr. & Mrs. Lorinc Csiki
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Curran, Jr.
Mrs. Gail Ganter Cutonilli
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Davignon
Mrs. Curtis C. Davis, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Russell E. DeCoste,Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. George DeVita, Jr.
Ms. Mary S. Devins
Mr. & Mrs. Roque E. Diaz
Mr. & Mrs. H.A. Dickert, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Doyle, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. George]. Ehrman
Ms. Ma.ry D. Erace
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Erb
Mr.& Mrs. Alexander Ewing, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold]. Facenda
Mr. Ralph M. Feaver
Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. Folger
Dr. Howard K. Foster
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. Gaines
Blue Type == 1911 Society * Deceased
CC == Gave to the Amlal Fund five consecutive years
Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Gardner
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Geller
Mr. Louis S. Gimbellll P'91
Dr. & Mrs. Richard H. Clew
Mr. & Mrs. R.ichard Gordon
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Grogan
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Hammond
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Haynes
Mr. & Mrs. Harold H. Helm II
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Hildenbrand
Mr. & Mrs. Elliott D. Hillback, Jr.
Mrs. Jane G. Hilles
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Hirsch
Mr. & MH. George A. Hirsch
Canon & Mrs. Arnold T. Hollis
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. Holmes
Mr. & Mrs. Barry E. Hopkins
Mr. & Mrs. David J. Hurlbert
Dr. & Mrs. Harry M. Iannotti
Mr. & Mrs. John W Kessler
Mr. & Mrs. Paul B. Killen
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest S. Kjellberg
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold W Klein
MH. Carol 0. Kraus,
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard 1. Krieger
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Kurker
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas F. Lange
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy 1. Largay
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Lawless
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Locke
Drs. Maria Lopez & Robert
Franklin
Drs. Dan & Susan Luedke
Mrs. Josephine A. Maben
Mr. & Mrs. Edmond J. McElroy
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond A. Melillo
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth R. Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Albert W Middleton
P'93 & '92cc
Mrs. Sheila M. Muldaur
Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Myer
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Neiman»
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson 1. Nemser
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen C. Nevin
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Norenberg
Mrs. Mary J. O'Grady
Mr. & l\1rs. Roy G. Olson
Mr. & Mrs. Emile 1. Ouellette
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher l. Page
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Patton
Mr. & Mrs. John N. Percival
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth F. Perry
Dr. & Mrs. James J. Raynor
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Rina
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Rives
Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Robertson
Mrs. Alice M. Rodd
Mr. & Mrs. Mason G. Ross
Mr. & Mrs. Walter A. Rossiter
Mr. & Mrs. Charles K. Rourke
Mr. & Mrs. George W Sayer III
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob F. SchoelIkopf []I
Mrs. Michele G. Seamons
Mr. & Mrs. Eric B. Selberg
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph J. Shields, jr.
Mr. & Mrs. David T. Sims
Mr. Jack D. Smith
Profs. Oles & Bettie Srnolansky
Mrs. judith H. Soderstrom
Dr. & Mrs. Wayne E. Spruce
Dr. & Mrs. Victor T. Sturiano
Dr. & Mrs. David G. Susman
Ms. Marlene Tabor
Mr. & Mrs. Felice Talamo
Mr. & Mrs. Manuel M. Teixeira
Mr. Bernard A. Tessitore
Mrs. Mieko H. Tessitore
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Tonelli
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas ]. Torpey
Mrs. Sara J. Tucker
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Tvenstrup
Mr. & Mrs. W. Randall Tyson
Dr. & Mrs. Branford Urquhart
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Veracka.}r
Mr. Leonard j. Verebay
Dr. & Mrs. Gordon C. Vineyard
Prof. & Mrs. Robert M. Vogel
Mrs. Han M.S. Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. William Ward
Mr. & Mrs. James A Warner, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. White, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. William W Wilcox
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Vance]. Wilson
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas 0. Woods
Mr. Frederick Wozniak
Ms. Letitia A. Wulff
Mr. & Mrs. John P Yacavone,Jr.
Parents of 1998
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Abrahams
Mr. & Mrs. Bradley M. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Anstey
Mr. & Mrs. Ze'ev Aviezer
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M.
Barringer, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Steven E. Barron
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence C. Bauer
Mr. & Mrs. James c. Benoit
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Bonnett
Mrs. Billye R.. Britton- Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas C. Bryant
Dr. & Mrs. David M. Burkons
Ms. Gale D. Candaras
Mr. & Mrs. Philip W Carrott
Ms. Mary Weisman Carter
Mr. Donald R. Channing
Mr. & Mrs. Paul ChisboLn,Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter P. Clark
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen C. Clem
Mrs. Anne P. Col-uer
Dr. Joan D. Coley
Mr. Robert Coley J[I
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Connor
Mrs. Rachel Corvington
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas ]. Coughlin
Mr Rnlph P Covelli
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin C. Cronin
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Daly
Ms. Georgina Davilmar
Mr & Mrs. John W. Day
Mrs. Sharon T. DePeter P'95 & '92
Mr. & Mrs. Henry]. Devlin
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony T. Diamond
Mr. & Mrs. Austin C. Drukker
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Eio
Ms. Wilma Jean Larsen Erchull
Mr. & Mrs. Frank M. Fasano
Mrs. Janet R.. Felix
Mr. & Mrs. Charles S. Finkel
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Fino
Mr. & Mrs. Frank G. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. George Flagg
Mr. Terry H. Foremann
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard J. Fried P'97
Mr. & Mrs. Hans AlIe Fristedt
Mr. & Mrs. R.obert P Gallagher
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Gilman
Mr.& Mrs. Peter A. Goheen
Ms. Remi R. Goldstone
Ms. Josefina Gonzalez
Mr. & Mrs. Ira A. Goodman
Dr. Edward 0. Goodrich
Mr. & Mrs. Peter P. Orandonico
Mr. Jonathan O. Green
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Gresalf
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick R. Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. j.M. Griffin, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Conrad 1. Grimsby
Dr. & Mrs. Laurence Gruenwald
P'96
Mr. & Mrs Alexander F. Gulianello
Dr. & Mrs. Randolph H. Guthrie
Mr. & Mrs. Bob H. Hale
Mr. Donald D. Hamilton
Mr. Thomas C. Handy
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph F. Harding
Mr. Richard Harris
Mr. & Mrs. John W Hasson
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Hayes JIl
Mr. Peter S. Heller
Mr & Mrs. Michael F. Henderek
Mr. & Mrs. DouglasJ. Hill
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald H. Hirokawa
Mr. & Mrs. RobertJ. Holliday
Mr. & Mrs. Walter P... Horak
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. HufIil1an
Mr. & Mrs Richard D. Hurvitz
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A.Jordan
Mrs. Gail A.K. Katz
Mr. & Mrs. Dwight E. Keeney
P'96
Mr. & Mrs. Robert]' Kelley,Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Peter B. Kent
Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon P. Kerner
Mr. Charles R. KJewin
Ms. Nancy A. Apthorp KJewin
Mr & Mrs. !~obert D. Knapp
Mr. & Mrs. Byron R. Kosre
Drs. Ranjit & Ranjani Kuru
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Lapides
Mr. & Mrs. Monte D. Lavine
Mr. & Mrs. R.alph T. Lebeau
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Lee
Dr. & Mrs. Vincent j. Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Keith W. Lerch
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore A. Levine
P'94
Drs. David & Margaret Link
Mr. & Mrs. joseph M. LoPiccolo
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen J. Locanrore
Mr. & Mrs. Cary 13. Lockmiller
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony Lombardino
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick W Loughlin
Mr. & Mrs. David D. Maclean
Dr. & Mrs, James M. Marrs
Mr. & Mrs. Richard j. Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Mastrangelo
Mr. & Mrs. Henry L. May IV
Mr. & Mrs. Prank E. McCreary
III
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin J. McCreedy
Dr. James A. McGregor
Mrs. Lesley S. McGregor
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin M. McKenna
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall S. McStay
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Meli.L]r
Mr. & Mrs. Gary B. Merrill
Mr. & Mrs. James L. Moffett
Mr. & Mrs. John Moraitis
Mr & Mrs. john S. Morgan
Mr. & Mrs. David T. Moulton
Ms. Jane A. Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Rnjan P. Nanda
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Y. Nareff
Mr. & Mrs. Neil J. Nicoll
Ms. Judith A. Pettingell
Mr. & Mrs. Henry J. Pietrowski
Mr. & Mrs. james R. Pinelli
Mr. & Mrs. jack Pivar
Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Pizzuto
Dr. & Mrs. Miro M. Plechary
Mr. & Mrs. R.obert Plecscc
Ms. Carolyn S. Plunkett
Mr & Mrs. Richard A. Propper
Ms. Mary J. R.ankin
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin L. Ratay
Dr. & Mrs. Steven F. Ratnofsky
Mr. & Mrs. Harry C. Rehnberg
Ms. Margaret S. Robbins
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Roskam
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Ross
Ms. Eileen R.otzler
Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Ruff
Mr. & Mrs. Peter C. Russell
Ms. Betsy Salandria
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Samo
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Schroeder
Dr. & Mrs. William G. Shain, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey S. Shaw
Mr. & Mrs. Peter W. Shoemaker
Mr. & Mrs. Dane A. Shrallow
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Mr. & Mrs. Michael Sialiano
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Sorrentino
Mr. & Mrs. John Srebnick
Dr. & Mrs. David Steinberg
Mr. & Mrs. F. Steven Stellitano
Mr. & Mrs. Francis P. Sullivan
Mr. Jonathan R.K. Sutherland
Mr. David Teiger
Dr. & Mrs. Christopher M. Terrien
Mr. & Mrs Kenneth P. Tighe
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Trachtenberg
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence C. Tribble
Mr Donald G. Ulrich
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Van Dyck
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell J. VanDerlip
Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Varvara
Dr. & Mrs. Laurence G. Walker
Ms. Gail McCloskey Weiner
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Weinstein
Dr. Lynda J. Wells
Ms. Janice 1. Williams
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Wilson.jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Witter
Ms. Marla 1. Wooten
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent J. Zinck
Parents of 1999
Dr. & Mrs. David A. Abraham
Mr. & Mrs. Robert G. Abrams
Mt. & Mrs. Albert Ackerman, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Adams lJ[
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Alcock
Ms. Rosa Almonte
Drs. Lawrence & ltma Annes
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Aquilla
Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Aura
Ms. Denyse A. Hailey
Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey D. Barnett
• Honor Roll rfGivil1g OC/over 1996
Dr. & Mrs. J. Mark Bauer
Mr. & Mrs. Clay S. Bennett, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Bigelow HI
Dr. & Mrs. Oscar H. Bing
Ms. Beverly Blacksher
Mrs. Brenda Bloom
Dr. Frederick N. Bloom
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Brennan, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. James H. Bress
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Brush
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy C. Bull
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Butchenhart
Ms. Kathryn J. Campbell
Mr. William I. Campbell
Ms. Lorrie jo Cappello
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Carson
Mr. Chanson Ching
Mr. Frederic C. Church, Jr. P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Paul N. Clark
Mrs. Susan Clarke
Mr & Mrs. William M. Clifford
Mr. Richard M. Colgate
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Cross III
Ms. Nancy CM. Darman
Mr. Richard J. Darman
Mr. & Mrs. John P. DePlacido
Ms. Judith D. Dershowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. DiBari
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Dumas
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Durbin II
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Eckert
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Edwards
Mr. & Mrs. George Eggleston
Dr. Malcolm M. Ellison
Mt. & Mrs. Richard G. English
Mt. Todd Evans
Mr. & Mrs. Edward P. Farman
Mrs. Winifred R. Fenner
Mr. Nathaniel R. Fenton
Mr. & Mrs. Philip J. Ferraguto
Dr. & Mrs. John P Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Flint
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Fonre]a
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Ford rn
Mr. & Mrs. William Gallagher III
Mr. & Mrs. Howard F. Gardner
Mrs. Clara J. Garrett
Dr. & Mrs. Robert W. Gaskell
Anne T Gelinas
Mr. John George
Mr. & Mrs. David Gleason
Marianna M. Glennon
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Godowsky
Ms. Ludovina Gonzalez
Mr. & Mrs. Howard L. Gordon
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Hanover
Mr. Volker Haso
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic A. HeIfst, jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Byron P. Henry
Mr. & Mrs. David K. Hills
Mr. & Mrs. Eric S. Holch P'95 cc
Ms. Charlotte Hollander
Mr & Mrs. Elbridge G. Hooker
Ms. Cynthia L. Hoover
Mr & Mrs. Richard H. Innis
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Ioossvj r.
Rev. & Mrs. Peter B. Ives
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Jones [V
Dr. & Mrs. Peter C. Keck
Mr. & Mrs. Quentin B. Keith
Mr s. Mrs. Edward A. Kerbs
Mr & Mrs. Donald S. Klein
Mr. & Mrs. William Kleinman
Mr. & Mrs. Edward D. Kline
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry S. Kochman
Mr. & Mrs. Barry S. Kossover
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth P
Kwiatkowski
Mr. Jacques R. Labbe
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Lafayette
Mr. & Mrs. Edward L. Larson
Mr. & Mrs. David C. Lindblom
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Locke
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. Loomis,jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Lcutrel, Jr.
Mrs. Bethany MacDonald
Mrs. Susan A. Macfronnell
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey G. Maclay, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard K. Mallen
Ms. Maria A. Martins
Mr & Mrs. James G. May, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Walter B. Mcllvain
Mr. & Mrs. Dimitri Merdiushev
Mrs. Linda H. Merrill-Dee~en
Dr. & Mrs. Mohammed F. Mesiya
Mr. & Mrs. Russell L. Millard
Ms. Carroll T. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen F. Minor
Dr. & Mrs. Paul F. Miskovitz
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. Montecalvo
Mr. & Mrs. William Mueller, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Philip E. Mullane
Mr. & Mrs. Jchiro Munakata
Mr. & Mrs. Terence Munt
Mr. & Mrs. Scott L. Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Yu K. Ng
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Noon
Mr. & Mrs. joel S. Novak
Mrs. Katherine M. O'Dell
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy 1:3. O'Shea
Mr. &. Mrs. Stuart B. Oakes
Mr. & Mrs. Craig R. Pagella
Ms. Susan M. Paradis
Mr. Daniel Paulson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Paulson
Mrs. Karen Petros
Mr. &. Mrs. Kenrick Phillips
Ms. Barbara A. Prara
Mr. & Mrs. Richard B. Pro user
Mr & Mrs. john P Ragosra
Mr &. Mrs. Nicholas S Renzulli
Mr. &. Mrs. Ernest E. Richards
Mr. & Mrs Peter W. Robbins
Mr. & Mrs. Bryce D. Roberts
Mr & Mrs. James C. Rogers
Mr Wallace E. Ronald
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Russell
Mr. & Mrs. Peter B. Sack
Mr. Peter S:JmSOtl
Mr. Choavauna Savauapridi
Mr Donald L. Schramm
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred P. Scott
Mr. Harlan R. Scott
Ms. Mary H.13. Scott
Dr. & Mrs. james H. Scully,jr.
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Shaw
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey G. Sheley
Mr. & Mrs. Philip F. Shullo
Mr. Walter W. Siegel
Mr. & Mrs. Philip M. Skidmore
Ms. Susan SI11.ith
Ms. Vivian L. Sorvall
Dr. & Mrs. Howard M. Speil
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Sprunger
P'97 & '94
Mrs. Elaine E. Squires
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin H. Stern III
Ms. Kathryn R. Stoddard
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Strothman
):>'98
Mr. & Mrs. Kenji Takahashi
Mr. & Mrs. William Takahashi
Mr. & Mrs. Leon S. Tenofsky
Mr. & Mrs. Harry R. Tether
Mr. & Mrs. Keithroy E. Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Thorpe
Mrs. Mary R. Tompkins
Mr & Mrs. Martin E. Treiber
Mr. & Mrs. Roger P Trudel
Ms. Margaret M. Tsu
Mr Andrew C. Tubbs
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Tuttle
Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Uslip
Mr. & Mrs. Edward H. Varin
Ms. Lillian M. Viola
Mr. Ronald j. Viola
Ms. Patricia Vivi:1l1
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Mr. William T. Vivian
Dr. & Mrs. Ralph Wadeson, Jr
Mr. & Mrs. Roger L.Wagner
Dr. & Mrs. Peter F.R. Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander 13.Warrick,
jr.
Mr. & Mrs WiUiam Weems,jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver Wesson, Jr.
Mr. Dobson West & Dr. Jane H.
West
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Whalen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. White
Dr. & Mrs. Barry M. Wahl
HOIl. & Mrs. Mark L. Wolf
Mr. & Mrs. David M. Wolff
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Ziebarth
Rabbi & Mrs. Henry Zoob





Mr. & Mrs. James R. Abel P'9ScC
Alan Aida & Arlene AIda P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth S. Allison P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Lazar Almeleh P'95cC
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver F. Ames P'93cC
Prof. Thomas & Dean Theresa
Ammirati P'94 & '91 cc
Mr. & Mrs. Leighton Andersen
P'93cC
Mr. & Mrs. johan H. Andresen
P'92cC
Mr. & Mrs. Guilford Babcock
P'8ScC
Mr. & Mrs. joseph Baillargeon
P'94cC
Mrs. Lauretta A. Baker P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip R. Beaudoin
P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Henry P. Beeton, Jr.
P'9S"
Mr. & Mrs. David Booth Beers
P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A. Belcher
P'S7
Dr. & Mrs. Paul E. Berman P'91
Mr. Jeffrey P. Bewlay P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Bialek
P'87cC
Mr. & Mrs. Walter W Birge P'92cc
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Bogle P'94 &
'SO
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Bouthillier P'9S
Mrs. Leland M. Bower P'94
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Bracken
P'92
Ms. Helen Brewster P'79
Mr. & Mrs. Edward B. Burger P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Cann P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Carbray P'61 cc
Mr. & Mrs. john Carlow P'93"
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Catterton P'74
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Cazier, Jr. P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur P. Chase P'83cc
Mrs. Albert C. Chock P'68
Prof. & Mrs. Frank V. Church P'93
& '90cc
Mr. & Mrs. Barton M. Clark P'87
Mr. & Mrs. john Coleman P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Bobby M. Collins P'93
Mr. & Mrs. George W Coombe P'77
& '73
Mrs. Robert F. Corroon P'80
Mrs. Richard F. Corman P'69 & '64
& GP'90
Mrs. Pearline C. Cox P'83cc
Mr. & Mrs. Frank]. Coyle P'74
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Cruikshank P'77
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Danberg P'90"
Mr. & Mrs. William DeWitt, Jr. P'88
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Deane P'91 cc
Mrs. John E Deredita P'92cc
Mr. Orello Desiderata P'81 & '79"
Profs. Marijan & Elinor Despalatovic
p'n & '90
Mrs. Mary B. Dockstader P'94cc
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Dodd P'85cc
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick A. Donati
P'94cc
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Dreyer,jr. P'83
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Dugger P'95cc
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Dunnington,
Jr. P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Eaton, Jr. P'89cC
Mr. & Mrs. Simon B. Ehrlich P'80cc
Mr. & Mrs. Duane H. Ekedahl P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence A. Elkes P'8S
Mr. & Mrs. James English, Jr. P'79
Mrs. Gerald J. Epps P'68
Mr. & Mrs. Peter E.B. Erdman P'77
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Evans P'86 &
'83"
Prof. Robley J. Evans P'87
Drs. Bruce &Joan Everett P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H Farwell P'76
& '73"
Prof. & Mrs. David G. Fenton P'87
Dr. Charles R. Feuer P'93"
Mrs. Mary Fischer P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard J. Francis P'94
Ms. Judy U. Frederick P'93
Mr. & Mrs. James C. Garvey P'87 &
'82cc
Mr. & Mrs. H. Paul Geddes P'89
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Z. Cibian P'93
Dr. & Mrs. William Gimpel, Jr. P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Edward H. Gladke P'9S
Mr. Lawrence Glassman P'71 cc
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred S. Goldfield
P'9Scc
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Goldsmith P'7Scc
Dr. & Mrs. Leo J. Golub P'81
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Goodman
P'9Scc
Mr. & Mrs. Alan L. Green P'94"
Dr. & Mrs. Garrett Green P'94cc
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Gregg
P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Gross P'84
Dr. Arnold Gurwitz P'88 & '81
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Haberle, Sr.
P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. C. Gordon Haines
p'n
Mr. & Mrs. George W Haines
P'93
Mr. & Mrs. W. S. Haines P'63
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur F. Harden
P'6t
Mr. & Mrs. George Harlow
P'87cc
Dr. & Mrs. H. Rodney Hartmann
P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene J. Harvey
P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth 0. Head
P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Hollander
P'77cc
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A. Hollis
P'95cc
Mr. & Mrs. Frederic C. Hood
P'80cc
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Hudner, Jr.
P'9Scc
Mr. Sheldon B. Hughes, Jr. P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Isaacson
P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Morton jablons
P'94cc
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond L. jacobsen
P'S6
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Jaffe P'88"
Mr. Mark Jenkins P'9Scc
Mrs. Victoria Jenkins P'9Scc
Mr. R. Francis johnson P'82 &
'76cc
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin M. Johnston
P'9t & '79
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony W Jones
P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Russell G. Jones P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Charles joslin P'93
Dr. & Mrs. Robert W. Kalayjian
P'9S"
Dr. Anne C. Kaplan P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis M. Kaufman
P'9Scc
Mrs. Lawrence Kennison P'71 cc
Mrs. Mary R. Kent P'77 & '74
Mr. Gerald Kercher P'83, '78, '74
&'72
Mrs. David W KJau* P'4S"
Dr. Percy KJingenstein P'64cc
Mr. & Mrs. Archa O. Knowlton
P'S4
Prof. & Mrs. George Krugovoy
P'92ce
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Lafave P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Thorn Lamkin
P'85
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Lane-Recicker
P'77cc
Mr. & Mrs. Michael G. Lessman»
P'95
Prof. & Mrs. David K. Lewis P'9S
Dr. & Mrs. Edward Y. Liang P'88
Dr. & Mrs. Aram Lila P'94
Mr. Elmer L. Lindseth P'63 & '55
Mr. David Lloyd P'92 & '89
Mr. Richard T. Lohr P'92cc
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Lowe III
P'69cc
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. Luce, Sr.
P'St & '79, GP '97
Dr. & Mrs. Edgar C. Lucey P'9ScC
Mr. & Mrs. john C. Lucey P'91
Mr. & Mrs. James E. MacDonald
P'94
Prof. & Mrs. John R. MacKinnon
P'89cC
Rev. Norman & Helen MacLeod,
jr. P'63cC
Mr. & Mrs. Markay Malootian
P'83cC
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Markow
P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Manton C. Martin P'66
Mrs. Joyce McCarthy P'82
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas 0. McClure
P'7S
Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert G. McCurdy
P'73
Mrs. Francis McGuire P'62 &
GP'87cc
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Meeker
P'92cc
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Mendez
P'9Scc
Mr. & Mrs. Albert W. Merck P'78
Mr. & Mrs. Ward J. Miles P'94
Mr. & Mrs. John Miodownik P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Jerrold l. Mitchell P'9S
Mrs. Edna M. Moon P'67
Profs. Bernard & Nelly Murstein
P'St & '76
Dr. & Mrs. David E. Nash P'95
Mr. & Mrs. Paul A. Nolle P'80
Prof. & Mrs. John H. O'Neill
P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. Paul M. Olbrych
P'93cC
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Olson P'93
Rev. & Mrs. Robert C. Orr P'9S
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Pearson P'82
Mr. & Mrs. Francis W. Phelan P'69
Mr. Roger Pierce, Jr. P'74
Mr. & Mrs. Willis E. Post, Jr. P'94
Mrs. Genevieve 0. Printon P'81
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Mr. & Mrs. John L. Propst P'7ScC
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley E Prymas P'91
Mr. & Mrs. Jobn Recesso p'nce
Prof. Helen Reeve p'77ee
Ms. Marah Ken P'9ScC
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E.
Richardson P'68
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold I. Richman
P'93
Mr. & Mrs. Harry J Richmond
P'9ScC
Mr. & Mrs. Miguel A. Rivera P'95
Mr. & Mrs. James Robbins P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. John Robinson P'69cC
Mr. & Mrs. Brian D. Rogers P'90,
'85 & '82ec
Mr. William P Rowland P'76cC
Mr. & Mrs. Peter G. Rutan P'73
Mr. Richard H. Sanders P'64cC
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick J.
Sanguedolce P'SS
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore R.
Santaniello P'83cC
Mr. John A. Santini P'SS & 'SOee
Drs. Martin & Helen Sanns P'87cC
Dr. & Mrs. George Sarran P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. Terence J Scanlon
P'92cC
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas M. Schair
P'94cC
Mr. & Mrs. Peter L. Schavoir P'85
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley J Scher P'81 cc
Mrs. Robert Schoenbrod P'69cC
Mr. & Mrs. John Schumacher 1"91
Mr. & Mrs. D. Gerald Scott P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Fenmore R. Seton
P'69
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Shea 1"94
Dr. & Mrs. Harold Shulman 1"69cc
Mr. & Mrs. David J. Sinicrope 1"88
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Skates 1"90
Mr. Edson T. Smith 1"93
Capt. & Mrs. Timothy E. Somes
P'89
Mrs. Jean w. Spalding 1"93
Mr. & Mrs. Bertram A. Spilker
P'93
Mr. & Mrs. William Stoops, Jr.
P'79cC
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Supko
P'92
Mr. & Mrs. Edward M. Suter 1"89
Dr. Cynthia F. Sutton 1"92
Mr. Bruce C. Taylor P'90
Ms. Sally Taylor P'74cC
Mr. & Mrs William 0. Taylor P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Tesson P'84
Mr. & Mrs. Peter S. Thacher
P'82cC
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Thompson
p'ncc
Mr. & Mrs. F. Thomas Tuttle 1"92
Mr. & Mrs. Peter R. Waitze P'87
$ HOllor Roll if Givillg Ocrober 1996
Parents and Grandparents of Alumni/Friends
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Walker 1"93
Mr. & Mrs. Harry A Wallace III P'94
Mr. & Mrs. William Weisbuch P'80
Mrs. Abraham S. Weissman P'46 &
G1"87
Prof. Stanley J. Wertheimer P'86
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Widodo P'94
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Wilding-White
1"80cc
John & Marcia Wilkinson P'93cC
Prof. & Mrs. George J. Willauer
P'89cC
Mr. & Mrs, Alan M. Winnick 1"72
Mr. & Mrs. Henry G. Winters P'63
Mr. & Mrs. Carl H. Wistman P'83
Rev. & Mrs. William Wong 1"90
Ms. Nancy W. Wright 1"85
Mrs. George B. Young 1"79
Melvin H. Young* 1"61
Mr. & Mrs. Chong Su Yun P'95
Mr. & Mrs. William Ziegler III P'92
Friends
Anonymous-2
Miss E. Mildred AbhottCC
Mr. Marc C. Abrahms
Carolyn & David Abshire
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick E. Ackercc
Ms. Pamela Akins
Mary Ann Alberino & Friends
Jennifer A. Allcock
Christina A. Alioid
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore Amato
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anderson, Jr.cc
Dr. & Mrs. Glen Andrews
Dr. & Mrs. C. Wallace Andrias





Dr. & Mrs. Albert S. Atwood
Mr. & Mrs. Deane C. Averycc
Mr. Stanley M. Babson
Elva A. Bacon-?






Ms. Margaret W. Becker
Patricia McK. Beckington
Donna Beers
Mr_ & Mrs Robert J. Behrman




Mrs. James I. Berliner
Ms. Constance K. Berman
Dr. & Mrs. David 13.Bingham
Terry R. Bischoff
Susan Bishop
Mr. & Mrs, James 13 Blair
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Blair
Miss Erika Blescus
Capt. & Mrs. Robert Boardmancc
Mrs. Theodore Bodde-f
Mr. Wayne A. Boettnercc
Patricia Bolles




Mrs Stephen R. Bradley
Cassandra Masters Bradley
Mr. Michael D. Bradley
Mrs. Crena Brennan
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Brensilver-F
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Brewster
Ms. Katherine E. Bnghry
Broken Arrow Nursery'F
Ambassador & Mrs. Linton Brooks
Mrs. Ruth A. Brower
Barbara E. Brown
Ms. Margaret A. Browncc
Mr. Martin A. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Russell W. Brownv-
Mr Van Brown & Ms. Beth Tillman
William J. Browning
Lois D. Brushcc
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Bryan
Rev. Peggy B. Buelow
Bulkeley High School
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Burke




Peter & Jane Cable
Walter & Sue Cahners
James & Joanne Callan
Dr. & Mrs. Frank 1- Carter
Beverly Cass
David & Anne Cartanarh'V
Mr. John E. Caulkins
Mr. & Mrs. W. Knox Chandler
Ann W Ching
Mr. & Mrs. Neale W Clapp
Mr. Walter L. Clearwaters
Ms. Helen S. Cluett
Cluff's, Inc.
Barry & Judy Cobden & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Noel N. Coe




Mr. Raymond F. Comes
Mr. Winston A. Comrie




Connecticut Valley Garden Club'"
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd H. Conover
Consolidated School Dictricr
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Conway
Mr. & Mrs. Roy C. Conyers
Mrs. Florence L. Cookerly
George S. Cooper
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart W. Copeland
Mr. Ferdinand W. Couderr
Roberta M. Coughlin
Country Gardeners
Chet & Eleanor Countryman
Rev. James R, Cowen
Ruth Crocker
Mr. Lee P Crockett
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy H. Cronin
Christina Crosby
Mr. & Mrs. John Crosskey
Paul & Rebecca Crowell
Chaplain Carol C. Cruikshank
Rev. Michael P. Cunningham
Kathleen & John Curley
Tom Curran
Dorothy Curry
Mrs. John J. Curtin
Leo & Kathleen Dalbec






Dawley's Landscaping & Lawn
Mr. Michael Day
Mr. & Mrs. R.James Dayton.]r.
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Dean
Sheila L. de Bretrevillc
John W. Deering
L. Joyce Delaura
Mrs. Berton 1- Delmhorsr
Mr. &, Mrs. Robert S. Demlein
Samayla D. Deutch
Ms. Mildred Devine
Me & Mrs. FrancisDil.una
Mrs. Orin E. Dicecc
Mr. Rov F. Dietrich
Ms. Sarah Doak







Duck River Garden Club
Mr. & Mrs. Marcel Dufresne
Ersyl Dukes
Mrs. Judith G. DupontCC
Ms. Jane R. Durborow
Eliz::lbeth Durland
Mr. & Mrs. James J. DuttonCc
East Haddam Garden Club
East Lyme Garden Club
Dlue Type = 1911 Societ *
CC = Gave to th A Y Deceased
e nual Fund five consecutive years
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Eaton
Richard L. Eaton
Mrs. Sally W Edmonsrcne
Dorothy H. Edwards
Peter Eggimann
Mrs. Henry M. Elliot,jr.
Susan C. Emerson





Ms. Constance L. Estes
Mr. Lincoln Eveleth
Dr. Susan H. Falk
joan Faust
Mr. Albert B. Ferguson, jr.
Friends of Sal Figliomeni
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander Finlay
Mr. & Mrs. Mario Fiori
Ms. Emily Fisher
Carol Cole Flanagan
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Florence
Ms. Joan Flynn
Mr. Edgar C. Porest'"
Mr. Robert A. Franks
The Hon. Samuel Fredman
Mr. jarvis M. Freymann
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Friedland'<
Friends of Charles Chu
Elma jane FrysingerCC
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Fuller
Mr. S.H. Furuno
Mrs. Stephen Galpin
Garden Club of Old Greenwichcc
Dr. Gregory E. Gardiner
Mr. Allen R. Gauthier
Gloria C. Gaven
Mrs. Harvey Caylord'<





Mr. & Mrs. David Germaine
Hilda Gibbons
Mr. & Mrs. j. Merrill Gibson
Sarah B. Gilchrist
Capt. & Mrs. A. H. Gilmore
Capt. & Mrs. Richard Gillman
Kay Gionfriddo
Francis S. & Ellen Gionfriddo
Mary A. Gionfriddo
Mr. Paul Gionfriddo
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Gionfriddo





Mr. Michael G. Graber
Dr. & Mrs. Roger A. Grahamcc
Grand Beverage Enterprise, Inc.
Friends
Rabbi & Mrs. isadore Creengrass
Greens Farms Garden Club
Ms. Ruth B. Greenstone
Mr. & Mrs. Step ben A. Gregg





Mr. & Mrs. Kennetb Crubecc
Mr. & Mrs. James Crunbaum





john & Nancy Hargraves
Alta Harman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Harris




Mr. & Mrs. Walter Hay, jr. cc
Ms. Christie Hayes
Ed Healy
Ted & Karen Healy
Mr. Robert D. Heirzmann
Herb Society of America, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hertz
Higbstead Arboretum
jack & Nell Hight
Ms. Nancy J Hillery
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Hillinger
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Hilsman
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas L. Hine
Robert M. Hirata
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Hochstim
Victoria K. Hoffer
Carden Holland
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Holmberg
Mr. & Mrs. John P Holstein
Barbara W. Hood




Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Howe
Dr. John A. Hrones
Mrs. Clara Hughes
Rev Steven E. Hulme
Mr. & Mrs. Neil Humphreville'P
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Hyland
Mr. & Mrs. Robert IglehartCC
Fr. joseph & Rosalie Irvin
Mr. & Mrs. Colman [vescc
Mr. Raymond A. Izbicki
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F Jacob
Mr. George j. jagger-':
Thomas & Linda jannke
Mr. j. Lathrop johnson, Sr.
Mr. Michael D. johnson
Nancy Johnson
Ms. Opal B. johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Paul E. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. johnson
Edna L. Jonescc
Mr. & Mrs. Kerry A. Jones
Dr. & Mrs. William N. jones
Mr. & Mrs. Philip H. jordan
Pamela joseph
Ms. Susan K. joseph
Stephen E joyce
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W. Jurin
Dr. & Mrs. Saul Kadincc
Mrs. Ruth Kamerman
The jay Kaminsky Family




Mr. & Mrs. Frank W Kent
Mr. Richard J Kent
Gerald Kercher
Mrs. Margaret Kermodev-
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Kidd
Mrs. Roy Kimmel
Mrs. Mary L. King
Kingston Hill Gardeners
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Kiritsiscc
Mr. & Mrs. Chester Kitchings
Bernard & Diana Klarzkin
Edna A. Kleinert
Mr. & Mrs. Garfield A. Klipp
Mr. & Mrs. Henry E Kleman
Mrs. Lorrie A. Knight
R.c. Knox & Company, Inc.
Mrs. Esther B. Kolb'F
Mrs. Joan C. Koven
Mr. Norman S. Krasner
Kenneth G. Krausec
Mrs. Leora D. Krayer
Mr. & Mrs. Charles L. Kroll
Mr. Gordon Krusen
Mary Kuhn
Dr. & Mrs. Robert G La'Camern
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Labaree
Mr. Armand j. Lambert-"
Ms. Betsy M. Landis
Sally & Howard Law
Ledyard Garden Club
Leo 0. Lee
Mrs. John G. Leecc
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Leet
GerJinde Lehner
Ms. Diana K. Lehrburger
Dr. & Mrs. Hugh F. Lenacc




Lewis Female Cent Society
Ralph & Christine Lindstrom
Mr. Thomas Locke
Mr. & Mrs. james T. Lockwood,jr
Mr. & Mrs. jeffry L. Lockwood
Reed Elizabeth Loder
Anne M. Logan
Mr. George Wahl Logcmann





Mr. J Edward Lundy
Lyme Garden ClubcC
Mrs. Frank C. Lynch
Barbara & Steven Maas
Mr. & Mrs. Reid MacCluggage
Mr. & Mrs. john R. MacDonald
MacDonnell & Painter
Carolyn & Robert Mackay
Mr. George A. Mailloux, jr.
Elena C. Malavendn
Manchester Garden Club
Capt. Herbert Mandel, USN Ret.
Barbara &J. Robert Mann,jr.
Mrs. Gloria C. Manning




Mr. & Mrs. Brianj. Marvin
Hiroko MaS;1l1111ne
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Council
Mason & Dunn Associates
Connecticut College Dept. of
Mathematics
Mr. & Mrs. john P. Mayer
Phyllis H. McBee
Mrs. j. C. McBrarney
James & Lea McBratney
Mrs. Robert F Me Comas
John & Anne McDonald
Mr. & Mrs. James c. McCuirecc




Mr. & Mrs. Lee McLellan
Mary Ellen McLoughlin
Mrs. john B. McPherson
Diana McWilliams
Nikki Meadow
Dr. & Mrs. Lewis Meier
Mr. Richard L. & Anna-Marie
Melchreit
Middletown Garden ClubcC
Mr. & Mrs. Harry S. Miller
Linda Alsop Miller
Mr. & Mrs. George M. Milne, jr.
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Miner
Patience F. Moll
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P Monier
Mr. & Mrs. Alastair Monro
Ms. Mary E. Moon-':
Mrs. Christina Moore
Mrs. Leonard Moore




Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Morse
Wendy & John Mortenson
David W. Moulton
Dr. Paul F. Mueller
Lyle J. & E.A. Mulholland
Kate Munk
Mr. Paul D. Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Myers
Mystic Garden ClubcC
Mrs. Anne H. Nalwalk
Ms. Linda S. Nathanson
Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon Natkin
Ms. Mary G. Neary
New London Garden Club
New London News Company
Newington Garden ClubcC
Karen Newman & Thomas Brooks
Dr. & Mrs. John F Niblack
Michelle Nixon & Luis Silva
North Stonington Garden Club
Sharon & Roc O'Connor
Gertrude A, Olcott
Old Saybrook Garden Club






Nancy & John Pannoni
Mr. & Mrs. Harold F. Parks
Ellen Pastore
Nancy R. Patenaude
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Parsiga
Mrs. Kenneth Patterson
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Paulson-'"
Mr. Bruce Peabody




Prof. Donald M. Peppard, Jr.
Lisa Perrin'P
Ruth N. Perry
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Peyron-''
Nancy L. Phillips
Mrs. William M. Pikecc
Mrs. Rex Pinson-?
Mrs. Else Pinrus
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Plucker
Shirley & David Plue
Mr. & Mrs. Eliot Porter 1I
Mr. Oliver H. Porter
Portland River Valley Garden Club
Morton & Sandy Porwick
Andrea Riger Potash
Mrs. Lloyd A. Potter
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel H. Powell
Alice S. Powerscc
Mr. Haroldl. Pratt
Robert & Marcia Prichard
Dr. David Mark Primocc
Drs. Charles & Romana Primus
I) HOllor Roll oj Givillg October 1996
Friends
Gillian Prinron & Richard Ney
Ms. Prinron & Mr. Burwell
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur H. Pritchard
Marjorie Morse Prochaska
Dr. & Mrs. Clemens Prokesch-"





Mrs. Ann S. Racy
Ms. Linda H. Rammler
Ms. Susan H. Ramsay
Gen. Dillman A. Rash
Gloria A. Rarhbone-"
Mr. William K. Raymond
Mr. Richard F. Rea
Mr. Stephen Record
Mr. & Mrs. Bud Reith




Mrs. Marilyn M. Rinek
Mildred A. Riordan
Capt. & Mrs. E.P R.ivardcc
Ms. Denise Robbins-Caruso
Jean T Robertson
Mr. James T. Robinson
Ms. Joan M. Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. O. P Robinson'T
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Roche
Mr. William L. Rockholz
Mrs. Francis 0_ Rogers
Mr. & Mrs. Baekeland Rol.l
Mr. Albert Romboni
Peter & Terri Roper
Mr. Robert A. Rosenbaum
Richard H. Rosenberg
Dr. & Mrs. Chester B. Rosoff
Harold & Estelle Ross
Richard & Leah Rubin
Sara Rubin & David Monranan'f
Mr & Mrs. Martin M. Rutchik
Mr Gaynor K. Rutherford
Mr. & Mrs. James Rutledge
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Ryan
Sarah M . Ryan
Mr. Thomas S. Ryder
Roger & Donna Ryman
Dr. Harvey S_Sadowcc
Dr. & Mrs. R. Alfred Saenger'F
Mr. & Mrs. Fred E. Santoro
Mr. John Sargent & Ms. Linda Blair
Sasqua Garden Club
Elizabeth C. Savage
Dr. & Mrs. H.G. Sawyer
Mrs. Bernice Schargel
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Schlesinger
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Schnellerv-
Wendy & Rodney Schnur
Paul, Rhona & Elyse Schupak
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Schwartz
Mr. & Mrs. J. Norman Scott
Mrs. Robert D. Scott
Mrs. Ruth R. Scott
Mr. & Mrs. A. Clayton Scribner
Mrs. Lewis Sears-':
Secor's Auto Center, Inc.
Mr. Fred Seidel
Madeline & Stuart Seiler
Dr. & Mrs. David Seligson













Mr. Walter B. Simon-"
Liesbeth Slosberg
Charlotte & Raymond Smith
Joan S.C. Smith
Juanita Smith
Mr. Thomas P Smith
Mr. R. Richard Snarski
M r & Mrs. Emil Soderberg-P
Ms. Susan K. Spencer
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Spinner-F
Dr. & Mrs. Hilliard SpitzCC
Elizabeth D. Spoor
Spring Glen Garden Club
St. Andrews Episcopal Church
St. Mark's Episcopal Church
Dr. William Stachnik
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas L. Stack
Lois Stafford
Rev. & Mrs. E. Bevan Stanley
Karen L. Steevercc
Ms. Nancy Steiger
Mrs. Jane M. Steinke
Hope W. Sterling
Beth C. Stern




Mr. & Mrs. Foster L. Srriffler





Summer HlU Nursery, Inc.
Summit Public Schools




Dr. John M. Templeton, Jr.
Thames River Garden ClubcC
Rev. & Mrs. Trevor Thomascc
Mr. & Mrs. Barry L. Thorpv-
Jane M. Timken




Mr. & Mrs. Frank Tredinnick
Trillium Garden ClubcC
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Tritch
Dr. Felix Trommer







Mr. & Mrs. John Van Hoy
The Ret. Rev. Frank H. Vest, Jr.
Kim Wade
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Wadecki
Mr. & Mrs. james Wadlow, Jr.
Mr. Paul R. Walgren
Mrs. John S. W<lltonCc
Ms. Alice r. Wang
Genevieve Wantiez
Carole Ann & Douglas Ward
Mr. Jon Warn
Mrs. Kenneth L. Warner
Mr. Craig M. W<lrrencc
Warren Harding High School
Town ofWarerford
George H. Waters
Rev. Benjamin K. Watts
Rhoda E. W<lY
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar M. Weed
Elizabeth Weed
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Weil
Mr. Howard N. Weiner
Mr. John N. Weiss
Ronun S. Weller*
Frances Weprnan
Mr. Willi<llll H. West
West Hartford Garden Club
Westport Garden Club
Mrs. Emily N. WlurtonCc
Mr.J. Arthur Wheeler,Jr.*
Mrs.). Philip White
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Whittemore
Maq~,'dret Wilbur
Ms. Marianna WilcoxcC
Dr. & Mrs. John C. Wilescc
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Williams III
Carolyn P. Wil.liams
Mr. David B. Wilso»
Mrs. Harold Wilson
Mr. Arthur E. Wolff
Mr. J:lllles A. Woodruff, Jr.
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The Armour Family Foundation
Aronson Foundation, Inc,
Christine & John Bakalar
Charitable Foundation
The Birnbaum Foundation, Inc.
E. H. R. & N. M. Blitzer Fund
1335 Charitable Foundation
Brown's R Inn Family Fund
Bulls Head Foundation, [nco
Buscher Foundation
Gladys & David Catterton
Charitable Gift Fund of the
Fidelity Investments Charitable
Gift Fund
Dr. Harold & Iris Chandler Family
Trust of the Fidelity Investments
Charitable Gift Fund
CL.F Foundation
Joseph M. & Barbara Cohen
Foundation, Inc.
Marguerite N. Cole Foundation
Communities Foundation of Texas
at the request of Mr. & Mrs.
Thomas O'Toole
Eason- Weinmann Foundation
Easton Family Fund, Inc.
The Echo Foundation
The Elkes Foundation
The Endowment Foundation of the
Jewish Federation of Greater
Hartford, Inc. from the Abrahms
Family
Sander & Ray Epstein Charitable
Foundation








R & C Giesser Individualized Fund
at Brandeis University
Samuel J. Goldfarb Foundation,
Inc.
Joseph D. Harnett Foundation
Robert & Shirley Haspel Fund of






Personal Foundations / Foundations / Corporations / Corporate Matching Gifts
Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas,Jr.
Foundation, Inc.
The David & Sadie Klau
Foundation, Inc.
David L. Klein, Jr. Memorial
Foundation, Inc.
The Nathan & Helen Kohler
Foundation
Kramer Family Fund, Inc.
Edith & Herbert Lehman
Foundation, Inc.
William & Mary Lewin Fund
Ronald P & Susan E. Lynch
Foundation
The Magowan Family Foundation
The AIda E. Marjie Fund
MAl"tVA Fund
The Michael McDonnell Fund of
the Community Foundation of
Greater Memphis
Thomas R. McMullin & Ruth R.
McMullin Fund of the Fidelity
Investments Charitable Gift
Fund
Eugene W. & Marjorie P Murphy
Foundation
The Narum Foundation, Inc.
Mark Oliva Fund of the Fidelity
Investments Charitable Gift
Fund
Victoria Oliva Fund of the Fidelity
Investments Charitable Gift
Fund












Catherine & Sanford Rosen Fund
Salem Foundation, Inc.
Stephen A. & Nina B. Schafer
Foundation
Richard & Mary Scott Trust
Phyllis Z. & Fenmore R. Seron
Fund
Phyllis N. & Harvey N. Shycon
Fund
The Warren J. & Florence
Sinsheimer Foundation, Inc.
Wallace E. & Diane B. Sisson





Swan Fund for the Environment
Tamarack Foundation
The Tower Foundation









Sherman Fairchild Foundation, Inc.
Horace W Goldsmith Foundation
Griffis Foundation




New York Times Company
Foundation
The Norcross Wildlife Foundation,
Inc.
FW. Olin Foundation
The Frank Loomis Palmer Fund
Ralph Averill Powers Foundation
The Presser Foundation
Charity Randall Foundation
Anne S. Richardson Fund
James & Mary Shea Perpetual Trust
Solon E. Summerfield Foundation




Analysis & Technology, Inc.




















AT&T Global Info. Solutions
Abbott Laboratories
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
Alcoa Foundation
Algemene Bank





American Home Products Corp.
American Stock Exchange
Arnica Mutual Insurance Co.
Amoco, Inc.
Aon Foundation Matching Gifts
Arkwright Foundation, Inc.
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Ashland Coal, Inc.
Ashland Oil Foundation, Inc.
Avery Dennison, Inc.
Axel Johnson, [nco




Bank of Boston Corp.









Black & Decker Inc.
Boston Company, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Corp.





















Cologne Life Reinsurance Co.
Com/Energy Services
Connecticu1CollegeMagazilic •
_ Corporate Matching Gifts
New London Calling
Phonathons keep ringing
The Phonatholl. ' that fund-raising c1assic,continues to prove an effective methodof communication and connection. This year, callers brought many unengagedalumni back into the fold while helping the Annual Fund to the tune of
$190,402.
At regional phonarhons in New York City, Hartford and Boston, volunteers had fun
talking to fellow alums about the college and their continued connection to it.
On campus, 70 student callers spent 30 nights encouraging support for ce. At the
same time, they were able to get the scoop about the way Connecticut College used to
be and find out what it's like in the "real" world.





















































































































Connecticut Natural Gas Corp.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Conrail Matching Gifts







Dun & Bradstreet Corp.
Eastern Enterprises Foundation
Eaton Vance Management, Inc.
Exxon Educational Foundation





























John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance
Harcourt General
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.











InrernatiollJl Flavors & Fragrance
International Paper Co. Foundation
J. c. Penney Co.
Blue Type = 191 'I Society
CC G * Deceased= ave to the Annual F, und five consecutive years
Jacobs, Grudberg, Belt & Dow
Johnson & Johnson
Johnson's Wax, Inc.




Kingsbury Machine Tool Corp.








Marine Midland Bank, NA
Maritrans GP Inc.
Maritz, Inc.
The John G. Martin Foundation
Massachussetres Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
The May Department Stores
May tag Corp.
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Mellon Bank Matching Gifts
Merck & Co., Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.






Morgan Guaranry Trust Co. of NY




NYNEX Family of Companies
Nabisco Brands, Inc.
National Bank of Detroit
NarionsBank Matching Gifts
Nellie Mae Fund for Education
New England Business Service, Inc.
New England Electric System Co.
New England Telephone/NYNEX
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
New York Life Foundation
New York Stock Exchange
Foundation
New York Times Co. Foundation
Noel Group, Inc.
Northeast Utilities








PCL Construction Services, Inc
CorporateMatching Giftsiin Memory Of
PHH Group Foundation, Inc.
PMI Food Equipment Group
PPG Industries
PQ Corp.
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
Pfizer Corp.
Philip Morris Companies, Inc.





T. Rowe Price Assoc., Inc.
Price Waterhouse Foundation
Procter & Gamble Co.
Prudential Insurance. Co. of
America
Rand McNally & Co.
Raytheon Co.
Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
Reliance Electric Co.
Reliance Insurance Co.
Republic National Bank of NY
Reuters America, Inc.
Rockefeller Financial Services








Sony Corp. of America
Southern New England Telephone
Spring Industries, Inc.
St. Jude Medical, Inc.
St. Paul Companies, Inc.
State Srreer Bank & Trust Co.
S.S. Steiner, Inc.
Stone Container Corp.





The Times Mirror Co.
Twentieth Century Fox
U S Wesr Foundation
Unilever United States, Inc.
Union Pacific Corp.
United Parcel Service
United States Fidelity & Guar.
United Technologies Corp.
Unum Life Insurance Co.
The Upjohn Co.
The Vanguard Group







Winter, Wyman & Co., Inc.
Wisconsin Energy Corp.
Xerox Corp.
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
In Memory Of
Lois Ryman Areson '36
Carl Dean Boesel '87
Jean Compton Boyce '46
Suzanne Tucker Brierton '61
Janet Pierce Brawer '46
Mrs. George T. Brown
Nancy Judson Brown '45
Sandor Burger
Susan Bergstrom Campbell '51
Muriel Harrison Castle '39 & P'73
Beryl H. Chandler
Mary Flagg Chappell '46
Bennett Chapple, Jr.
Lorna Henry Church '46
Grace Hoffman Comes '35
Martha Morse Comstock '51
Kate Corraon '69
Sarah Rapelye Cowherd '45
Jill Pixley Cruikshank '77
Joanne Toor Cummings '50
Garabed K. Daghlian
Josephine H. Day
Patricia Madden Dempsey '45
Dorothy S. Desiderata
Frances Garner Dietrich '41 & P'74
Peggorry Namm Doran '58
Louis & Ida Miller Dworski
Frances Farnham
Winifred Wasser Fein '45
John Lord Ferguson
Salvatore S. Figliomeni '82
Rose B. Fine
Karherine Troland Floyd '21
Miriam Imber Fredman '46
Judith Krieger Gardner '64




Mark Winter Hall '81
Prof. Josephine Hunter Ray Harris
Sylvia Blake Harrison
Capt. Joseph Heald
Rosalie Creamer Heintzelman '48
Peggy Rubensrein Hellman '44
Nancy Walker Hempton '45
Marie Hess
Edward Honohan
Mr. & Mrs. Howald
Olivia Brocke Howe '51




Edna S. Kelley '28
Margaret Farnsworth Kemp '49
John E Kent
Ruth Kellogg Kent '39
Frances Koepfgen Kercher '72 &
p'n, '74, '78 & '83
Popli Khalatbari '87
Dean Joan S. King
Prof. John S. King
Lauren H. Klatzkin '93
David Samuel Kliman '81
Florence McConnell Knudsen '38
& P'61 & GP '85 & '94
Helen WulfKnup '23
Susan Katrina Kuster '93
Leslie Robin Leeds '95





Nancy Van Houten Mcf-all '41
Richard 1. McLellan '78




Jane Anderson Morse '65
Sarah Morse
Synova G. Murphy
Charles L. Murray, Sr.
John T. O'Connell
Virginia Swan Parrish '33
Elizabeth C. Peer '57
Jane Barksdale Pelzel '45
Mary Clarkeson Phillips '68
Marion Thompson Plaisted '46
Jean Prokesh
Charity Randall '63
Annette M. Rapin '50
Prof. Nancy Rash
Marrha Harris Raymond '51
Ann Simpson Rice '45
Hon. Max Rosenn
Lillian Roethel
Karhryn Gander Rutter '45
Max Sachs
Jeannette Smith Sarsredt '61
Besse & Harry Satosky
Carol Ann Sarosky
Rebecca & Wolf Savitsky
Carolyn Kimberly Schelling '70
Pamela Scott '80
Charles Shackford




Katherine Ladd Smith '70
Judith Willner Stacy '46
Helen Strider
Dorothy Royce Stimpson '45
Anne Muir Strickland' 46
ConnecticutCollegeMagazine CD
_ In Honor Of/Heritage Society
Dora Steinfeld Todd '35
Mathew Paul Vinisko '93
J- Arthur Wheeler, Jr.
Frances Farnham Wiener
Karin Grace Wimberger '81




Margaret Portlock Barnard '49
Charles J. Chu
Patricia Wells Caulkins '45
John Dermoid
Mr. & Mrs. DiGravio
Matthew & Liza Elkin
Louise Enequist Ferguson '46
Eleanor H. Geisheimer '39
Anna Cofrances Guida '31 & P'61
Geraldine Hann.ing '45
Margaret Piper Hanrahan '45
Jeanette B. Hersey
Coach Kevin W Jaskiewicz
Emilie Baumritter Klagsbrun
Josh Klarzkin
Joan Jacobson Kronick '46 & P'73
Henrietta Lear
Mr. & Mrs. Lombardino
Charles B. Luce, Sr. P'81 & '79 &
GP'97
Sylvia Pasternack Marx '57
Ann & Max Medoff
Coach Glenn E. Miller
Hatsy H. Moore '95
Mary Nelson
Dr. William A. Niering
Prof. Catherine Oakes
Prof. Vladimir Papov
Leah Savitsky Rubin '32 & P'65
Amy Kasimer Scher '82
William Goldman Scher '81
Prof. Ernest Schlesinger
Matthew Phillip Schupak '96
Nancy Coombe Smith '77
Edith Sollers
Fredrick P. Stratton III '96
Mr. & Mrs. Sigmund Srrochlirz
Joseph S. & Edith Gaberman
Sudarsky '43 & P'78
Ann Crocker Wheeler '34
Susan Coombe Wolff '73
Blossom R. Zabarsky
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Heritage Society
The Heritage Society, founded in
1989-90, recognizes individuals
who have chosen to include
Connecticut College in their
estate plans. Today, the society has
more than 655 members. It
includes those who plan to leave
outright gifts, those who have
named Connecticut College as a
contingent beneficiary - no
matter the size or the remoteness
of the bequest - and those who
have made a life income
arrangement with Connecticut
College through a Pooled Income
Fund, Gift Annuity, Charitable
Remainder Trust or Retained
Life Estate. This year alone the
college received planned gifts or
pledges from 70 donors, 42 of
whom are new to the planned
gIVing program.
The Heritage Society
continues to grow as donors
realize the additional benefits they
receive by making a planned gift,
as well as the benefits such a gift
provides both for the college's
current needs and its long-range
goals. This is confirmed by the
$6.7 million in planned gifts
received during the 1995-96 fiscal
year, which includes $2.1 million
in trusts, $800,000 from
individual estates, and $4.4
million in bequests pending.
Whether with an outright gift
or a planned gift, the continued
generosity of alumni, parents and
friends illustrates their desire to
help Connecticut College remain
one of the nation's top liberal arts
colleges.
Planned Givillg Advisory Council
Chair: Robert K. Huebscher '76
Susan Cohn Doran '67
Dorcas R. Hardy '68
Phyllis Schiff Imber '43
Frances Freedman Jacobson '56
Julia W Linsley '50
Ruth Roney McMullin '63
Marlis Bluman Powell'SO
Michael J. Reardon '78
Jane Silverstein Root '60
Barbara A. Strother '87
1919































































Planned Giving Agent: Vacant
Anonymous
Virginie Karfiol Van Barkcc
Helen Stephenson Wh-ite*
Mary White Hubbard P'66
1930








Planned Giving Agent: Dorothy
Rose Griswold
l3luc Type = 1911 SociICtv * 0 d
CC = Gave to the An ~ 'ecease
nual Fund five consecutive years








Evelyn Whittemore Woods P'58cC
1932










Mildred Solomon Savin P'59cC
1933






















Merion Ferris Ritter p'72ec
Ruth Fordyce Snead'P
Dorothy Krinsky Stein P'70cC



































Augusta Straus Goodman P'66cc
Helen Swan Stanleycc
1939










Elizabeth Parcells Anns P'67cC
Margaret Robison Loehr*cc
1940













Planned Giving Agent: Carol L.
Chappell
Anonymous-7







Marjorie Wicoff Coopcr P'72 &:. "69
1942











Jane Worley Peak P'75cc
1943
Planned Giving Agent: Barbara
Hogate Ferrin
Anonymous-3
Barbara Batchelor Hamlin P'77cC
Marrin Boyle Morrisson P'73 &.
"7(lcC







Roxann Schwartz Altholz* P'75
Alyce Watson McAllisrer-"
1944
Planned Giving Agent: Vacant
Anonymous-5




















Suzanne Porter Wilkins P'72cC
Mary Ann Riegel Lockhart P'66cc
Katherine' Wenk Cbrisroffers P'74
1946








Mary Robinson Sive P'7H
Cynthia Terry WhiteCC
Mary Topping De Yoecc
1947
Planned Giving Agent: Muriel Hart
Anonymous-6
Nancy Blades Geiler"














Mary Jane Coons johnson-"
David & Elizabeth Stuart
Kruidenierv'"
1949




Barbara Miller Smachetti P'80cC
Grace S, Smithee
1950





















Roldah Northup Cameron P'75cC
Mary Jo Pelkey Shepard'f
Patricia Roth Squire--
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Heritage Society
1952




















Planned Giving Agent: Evelyn Ball





















B. Richard & Mary Roth Benioff
P'87cC
1957























































Mary Willy Falconer P'89
1963







Planned Giving Agent: Vacant
Anonymous
Sandr:l Bannister Dolan P'97
Barbara Brachman Friedcc
Marilyn Ellman Buel P'92
Elizabeth Saalfield Ives
1965








Planned GiVing Agent: Vacant
AnonymOLls_7
Bonnie Burke Hinunelman-?





















































































Planned Giving Agent: David M.
Bohannon
Anonymous
Blue Type = 1911 society * Deceased







Planned Giving Agent: Lucinda
Gray Carey










1980 Planned Giving Agent: StevenR. Saunders




William W. Lee 1985
Planned Giving Agent: Jonathan
S. Stavin
1981 Audrey Franks











Planned Giving Agent N. Stewart
Saltonstall
Planned Giving Agent: Tad
Oliva
Planned Giving, 1O-year history
0









Planned Giving Agent: Samuel
E. Bonum
1990




Planned Giving Agent: Adam
M. Gimbel
1992
Planned Giving Agent: Vacant
1993
Planned Giving Agent: vacant
Anonymous
1994




Warren T. Erickson "7...J-cc
John C. Evans P'H6 s. 'H3cC
Claire L. Gaudiani '66cc
Carolyn Rae Holleran '60(C








Mr. Roger H. Dickinson p'n
Mrs. Richard V. Chase P'66
Mr. s, Mrs. John C EV;lTlSP'86
&- '83cc
Howard & Frances Freedman
Jacobson '56 &: P'82cC
Mrs. Helen Kent* P'54
Mr. & Mrs. James B. Kobak P'78
Mr. Henry C. Smacherri P'80
Mr. & Mrs. Louis R. Thun P'72
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Whitney P'71
Friends
Anonymous-6
Mr. Stanley M. Babson
Mr. Harry Burmester*
Jo Bingham Disco
Mrs. Richard V Chase P'66
Mr. Eugene E. Griese, Jr.
Mr. Edward R. Hodgkins
Mr. & Mrs. Oliver 0. Jensen
Mr. Richard J. Kent
Mrs. John G. Leece
Eldridge Lowe Trust*
Mr. Richardson McKinney
Mrs. Mary E. S. Milligan
Mr. Richard F Rea
John W Ruettinger*
Mr. David F. Squire
Mr. Richard D. Thornton





Prof. Marion E. Dorocc
Claire L. Gaudiani '66("("
Names in this Honor Roll were
obtained from Connecticut
College computer files and are
listed as they appear in college
records. The information is
accurate to the best of our
knowledge. In preparing reports
like this one, however, errors
may occur. We welcome your
corrections or suggestions.
Please call 1-800-888-7549.
Development and Alumni Staff
Claire K. Matthews
Vice President for Development
& Alumni Relations
ElJen F Anderson
Assoc. Dir. of the Annual Fund
Deborah M. Andstrom
Admin. Secy., Major Gifts
Bonnie J. Baine
Admin. Secy., Major Gifts
James W Benet III
Editor Intern
H. Nell Bourgoin
Assoc. Dir., Alumni Relations
Bryce R. Breen '92
Assist. Dir., Alumni Relations
Elizabeth L. Cheney '92
Assist. Dir., Alumni Relations
Merritt A. Crowley







Exec. Asst. to the Vice President
Craig L. Esposito












Asst. Dir. of the Annual Fund
Barbara M. Hysler
Admin. Secy., Planned & Major
Gifts
Deborah L. jassem







Fleur H. Lawrence '80
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Deirdre J. Miller
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Linda W. Secord
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Correspondents
Class Notes
Yom classmates would love to hear from you.
To share yOIlY lIelllS, write to your
class correspondent rlsillg the deadlines listed ill
rile box TO YOI/Y right. if there is I/O
correspondent listed for YOllr class,
please send Y01IY neus to: Mary Farrar,
Connecticut College Magazine,
270 Mohegan Ave.} Nel/!London, CT 06320
20 Cosrespondeut:Kathryn Hulbert HallNorth Hill Health Center865 Central Avenue, Apt. 508Needham, M.A 02192
29 Cottespoudent:Miss Verne Hall290 Hamburg RoadLyme, CT 06371
30 Send ",W; '00COlluraiwl College Magazine270 Mohegan Ave.New London, CT 06320
The Class of '30 sends sympathy to Frances
Brooks Foster on the death of her husband,
Dr. Frank (Whit) Foster, in May.
31 Cooespondents: Gertrude SmithCook, 109 Village Park Dr.,Williamsville, NY 14221 andBeatriceWhitcomb, 8333Seminole Blvd. #554, Seminole,
FL 34642
34 Co"espclldem·Ann (Andy)Crocker WheelerBox 181WestportPt.,MA 02791
The Class of '34 sends sympathy to Marion
Bogart Holtzman, who lost her husband
George, in Sept. '
35 Com:spolldem:Sabrina(Subby)BUIT Sanders133 Boulter Rd.Wethersfield, CT 06109





38 Correspondent:Mary Caroline(MC) Jenks Sweet361 West St.Needham, MA 02194
Frances Walker Chase is moving to North
Hill, a retirement complex almost around the
corner from my home in Needham, MA.
Before moving, she spent the summer in
England
Roy and Anne Oppenheim Freed
have moved to a retirement village in
Canton, MA, after taking a trip to see the
Hermirage in St. Petersburg, Russia. Anne
still works at Boston College with docroral
students.
Check with me or the Office of Alumni
Relations, 860-439-2300, if you need the
address or phone number of an alum.
During reunion weekend, Bill and I met
on campus with Harry and Selma
Silverman Swatsburg and May Nelson
for the Sykes Society luncheon at the Hood
Dining Room at Blaustein. Matt Fay, director
of dining services, served a delicious salmon
luncheon complete with pansies adorning the
salad. While on campus, we touched base at
Becker House and took a brief tour of the
beautiful and manicured campus.
Over Mother's Day, I flew to Laramie,
WY, to visit my oldest son who is a professor
of engineering at the U. of Wyoming. While
there, the whole town turned out to greet the
Union Pacific train carrying the Olympic
flame. It stopped briefly at the railroad station
for Gov. Jim Geringer and Secretary of State,
Diana Ohman to thank everyone for coming.
39 Cotrespondem:DorisHoughton Ott172 Marlyn Rd.Lansdowne,PA 19050





Submission of Class Notes
Class notes may be submitted to
your correspondent at any time.
However, if you would like to have
your notes appear in a specific issue
please note that Connecticut College
Magazine publishes six issues yearly:
Winter Oan.lFeb.), Spring
(Marchi April), Commencement
(May/june), Summer (luly/ Aug.),
Honor Roll of Giving (Sept.!Oct.)
and Fan (Nov.!Dec.) - please
make sure your class correspon-









All classes may contribute to each
issue. If you need further informa-
tion about submitting your news for
class notes, please contact your class
correspondent or Mary Farrar, assis-
tant editor, Connecticut College
Magazi/Jc, 270 Mohegan Ave., New
London, CT 06320-4196.
ConnecticutCollege!\1agazille e
41 Correspondents: Jane KennedyNewman, 46900 Bermcnt, Unit159, Punta Gorda, FL 33982 andHenrietta Dearborn Watson,6060 Currituck Rd, Kitty Hawk,
NC 27949
Reunion: May 3D-June 1, 1997
Correspondent:
Jane (Woodie) Worley Peak
Vinson Hall, Apt. 306
6251 Old Dominion Dr
McLean, VA 22101
Audrey Nordquist Curtis and Fred saw a
number of classmates during annual trip to
FL. The first was Marge Till Chambers, in
her beautiful condo in Naples. Marge was in
CT for Christmas with her children; she
returns to Cape Cod every summer. In
Alexandria, VA, Audrey and Fred saw Verner
Ramsing, husband of our classmates Sylvia
Martin Ramsing, who died in '93. He
reported that Ginny Martin Pattison.
whose husband died in '95, has moved to a
retirement center. In Baltimore, MD, the
Curtises saw Ray and Ellie King MiUer and
Flo Crockett Harkness, who was in
Baltimore visiting her son at the time. Flo's
husband, Loring, died while they were on a
trip to HI in '95.
Shirley Jaeger Millwee talked to the
Curtises by phone from her home in
Westport, CT. Ellie showed off her art work,
an impressive collection of pastels and oils.
Her portraits are truly exceptional, says
Audrey. They also saw Louise Spencer
Hudson in Cedar Grove, near Paterson, NJ.
She is again mobile after recovering from a
broken leg.
Our class was well represented at Insights,
volunteer training on campus, this year.
Audrey was there and roomed with June
Perry Mack. Helen Lederer Pilert, Barry
Beach Alter and Connie Hughes
McBrien also participated. This committee
started organizing our 55th reunion, sched-
uled for May 30-June 1 of next year. It will
be here before you know it, so put the dates
on your calendar. Pres. Claire Gaudiani had
the alums spellbound with plans for the future
of Cc. Audrey describes the president as
"awesome!"
Franny Hyde Forde is also working on
our reunion committee. She had planned to
go to the college for Insights, but got snowed
out again! It was a very long winter!
Franny's son-in-law is retiring from the Coast
Guard, so he and Nancy are moving to
Saybrook, CT. Franny is delighted.
Alice Richard Waldschmitt, who lives
in Tortola, British Virgin Islands, is "into"
gardening in a big way. She chaired the annu-
al flower show for the BVI Botanic Gardens.
Two years ago, she toured gardens in
England, ending up at the Chelsea Flower
Show, and last year, she did the same in
France. "All those botany classes at CC
rubbed off," she wrote. Her son, Robert has
CD Honor Roll of Giving 1996
MARy ANN (MAR) KNOTTS
WALSH '43 HAD A SPECIAL
BIR THDAY SURPRISE THIS
YEAR - AN EIGHT-POUND
GRANDSON, JARED.
Jane Storms Wenneis '43
two children, 3 and 5. She spends sununers
with him at his home on Chesapeake Bay,
and he visits her in the fail.
Janet Swan Muens still enjoys the
Round Robin that her "group" has been
writing for more than 50 years. Son, Bob, and
his wife, Jody, have moved from DC to Key
West, FL, - much closer to Janet's home in
PaLl1 City, FL. Jody was transferred by The
Nature Conservancy, and he is starting his
own book-binding business.
Shirley Wilde Andrews gave her moth-
er a big lOath birthday party last Oct. Shirley's
mother lives in an apartment in NJ with
Shirley's younger sister. Mter being married to
Jim for 53 years, Shirley finds life without him
lonely. But she talks to her two daughters,
Susan in San Francisco and Nancy in
Baltimore, weekly. Susan's son is studying art
and architecture in NYc. Shirley plays golf
and bridge, is addicted to double acrostics,
enjoys gardening and loves to read.
Lenore Tingle Howard has endowed a
professorship intended to attract promising
young teacher/scholars to the college. We in
the Class of'42 thank her.
I am sorry to report the death of Jane
Guiney Pettengill on 3/10/96 in Hartford.
She leaves her husband, Daniel, two daugh-
ters, Ann Shea and Sara Petersen, and four
grandchildren.
43 Correspondents: Charlotte HosfeldTarpy, 50 Pequot Road,Pawtucket, RJ 02861 and JaneStorms Wenneis, 27 Pine Ave.,Madison, NJ 07940
Barbara Batchelor Hamlin, who founded
and ran the Children's Center in New
Milford, CT, retired last year. She is now
deeply involved in advocacy work for children
in her hometown of Litchfield, CT, Before
she founded the center, she worked with
Head Start. Now, she is particularly interested
in the role of music in education. Barbara
lunches with Jean KohJberger Carter and
Sylvia Klingon Eisen in N"YC periodically.
Jane Folts Lewis and Dale Bredon were
married in April in San Diego and honey-
mooned in Cancun. We wish yOIl many
happy years ahead!
Mary Ann (Mak) Knotts Walsh had a
special birthday surprise tills year - an eight-
pound grandson Jared! She reports that
Eleanor Horsey Blatrrnann visited with her
last Nov.
Last Sept., Lois Anne (Taus) Nagel
Martin and Ralph visited their son and family
in Baltimore and their daughter in Fairfax,
VA. They helped their daughter with her
wedding preparations. Watching the newly-
weds sail 'away on their new yacht for their
honeymoon was "wonderful."
Mary Louise (Shoe) Shoemaker Lind
has little contact with other alums except for
reunion. Her family has grown from 33 to 34
members with a new grandchild, so family
reunions are big news! This spring, she
enjoyed a trip to Greece (where a daughter
lives) and visited several of the Greek lsles,
Rhodes and Turkey.
Constance Smith Hall and Gene went
on the CC sponsored Danube trip this July.
There were other grads frOLTI '38, '44, '51
and '58 plus travelers from Dartmouth and
Williams. The lecturers were great and the
day trips excellent from Pasau to Budapest.
She and Gene enjoyed every minute.
Mary Louise Williams Haskell has nine
grandchildren who love to visit her home on
the water in Yarmouth, ME. (I, Jane, incor-
rectly reported that she had only one grand-
child!) Mary Lou writes that the welcome mat
is out for her CC friends.
We express Our sympathy to Betty
Hanunink Carey on the death of her hus-
band, Frank, on 1110/96.
44 Correspondul(S: Elise AbrahamsJosephson, 25 Antigua Rd.,Santa Fe, NM 87505 and AliceAnne Carey Weller, 423 CliftonBlvd., E. Lansing, MI 48823
P~yllis Miller Hurley and Jack took their
~hddren and youngest grandchild to Barbados
l~ Jan. They were glad they did so, because
since then, Jack has had a third stroke that will
curtail travel. Now they will be content with
the~r .own lovely yard and pool _ at least
until it gets too hot in Houston.
Lila SUllivan Murphy attended a fine
Elderhostel 111 Santa Fe where she also visited
~lise Abrahams Josephson who is recover-
mg from a serious accident. "She has a great
~ouse and was most hospitable." Lila says,
Come to Newport. It's a great place to live."
"AfiCatherine Wallerstein White writes,
W rer three trips from the East Coast to the
est Coast, a couple of weeks in Spain and
tnps to AL and PA, I Swore that I wasn't
going t~ travel this year. But I had three
M
granhd.children graduate from college (U. of
IC rgan Law S c: .
S ' tan~ord BUSiness and Cal.
ht
ate/ Bakersfield). Now I'll stay put, but [
ave a grandso' 1
h - . n comIng to medical schooere In Richmond."
Caroline Townley Von Mayrhauser
is pleased with the apartment, good food and
many things to do at her retirement home in
Prairie Village, KS. Children and grandchil-
dren visit often, and she has been east three
times to visit the VA and RI families.
Martha Reid Hudson who lost her
husband in '93, paints, exhibits and teaches.
She lives on the eastern shore of MD - lots
of woods and water.
Ruthe Nash Wolverton enjoyed her
summer in ME observing eagles, seals and
other wildlife. When it is cool, she wears her
50th reunion jacket to keep warm. Quite a
change from the weather at their home in
MD. For them, it's the best of both worlds,
climate-wise.
Virginia Weber Marion reports lots of
travel and winters in Captiva. FL. She had
her knee replaced in April. "First time I've
had a straight leg in many years - very
exciting." Virginia's grandchildren are grow-
ing up - she has a 24-year-old in med.
school, three out of college, one in college
and twO in high school.
Stratton Nicolson McKillop is spend-
ing three months in Old Lyme, CT, with
lots of children and grandchildren visiting.
"Great winter and spring with life treating
me very kindly."
Jean Loomis Hendrickson drove to
Richland, WA, to visither son, Paul; daugh-
ter-in-law, Kay, and grandsons,Jon and Jay,
during Memorial Day weekend. She
watched the boys play Little League, and
heard Jon sing a duet in Latin. The family
took roses to the grave of jean's infant
granddaughter, who died at the age of four
1110S. after the death ofJean's husband, Hal.
Elizabeth Swisher Childs writes, "My
beloved husband of 50 years died of cancer
in April at age 82." You and your family
have the sympathy of your classmates,Libby.
45 Correspondent,: Beverly BonfigCody, P.O. Box 1187, Harwich,MA 02645 andMarjorieLawrence Weidig,77 QuansetRoad, Box 1176, Orleans, MA
02653
Doris McEvoy Molowa writes, "I lost my
husband almost 10 years ago and my oldest
son two years ago. A terrible time to go
through, but we survive." Dee plays golf and
tennis and volunteers at Children's
Specialized Hospital and on the Town Board
of Adjustment.
Elaine Parsons Ruggles has been ill
and could use an encouraging word from
classmates. Send her a card: Towne Hill
Road, Box 364, Montpelier, VT 05602. If
you know of anyone else who might appre-
ciate a card, let us know.
Jeanne Mendler Davies went on a
safari to Tanzania and Kenya in Feb. and
photographed many African animals. "They
didn't seem fazed at all by Our presence."
She saw lions, wildebeest, zebras, impala,
"UPON ARRIVAL,
THE RESIDENT GIMFFES
GREET YOU BY POKING
THEIR HEADSTHROUGH
THE FRONT DOOR,
LOOKING FOR A SNACK."
Jeanne Mendler Davies '45, OH her
stay at GirciffeManor ill Nairobi
gazelles, but Jeanne's favorite was the giraffe,
"so graceful and serene." In addition to the
Serengeti in Tanzania, they visited Olduvai
Gorge, where the Leakeys excavated, and the
fossilized Ngorongoro Crater, "an extinct
volcano that is a Shangri-La for wildlife." The
high point was staying at an inn called Giraffe
Manor in Nairobi. "Upon arrival, the resident
giraffes greet you by poking their heads
through the front door, looking for a snack.
Don't miss Africa. It's rruly wonderful!"
The Class of '45 sends sympathy to the
family of June Sawhill Proctor, who died
on Jan. 18. Our freshman year song leader, a
dorm president, senior class president, cum
laude graduate and Phi Beta Kappa member
- June was definitely one of our stars.
46 Correspondent: Marilyn (Skip)Coughlin Rudolph539 Ford Ave.Kingston,PA 18704
Anne Woodman Stalter, our 50th reunion
chair par excellence, reflects on the wonderful
weekend: "As I look back on our 50th
reunion and the five years before it, I feel that
I have gained so much in personal friendships
with classmates. Let's keep in touch! Those
who were not able to attend were sincerely
missed, and 1 hope 'Glimpses' helped them
feel connected.
"Pres. Claire L. Gaudiani '66 has a won-
derful vision for the college and society, and
she acts on that vision. I hope the 'civil soci-
ety' that she promotes on campus will spread
across our country and the world. Everything
is possible if people really care.
"The campus was beautiful and has grown
without losing the basic appearance we all
remember. Thank you all for coming and
making this so much fun."
Following the weekend, Ann, attended
her granddaughter's graduation in Needham,
MA, and later in the week spent five days
relaxing in Quebec City.
Catherine (Sis) Tideman James and
Tom extended their visit to the East with a
cruise from Newport to Nantucket and
Martha's Vineyard.
Janet Kennedy Murdoch, our capable
president, and John went north to MIT for
John's 50th reunion, rind Jesse MacFayden
Olcott and Bob went west to Williams
College for Bob's 50th.
Windham was made even more welcom-
ing with exquisite flower arrangements from
Bobby Miller Gustafson, Barbie Smith
Peck and Lee Minter Goode and the artis-
tic arrangement of classrnate s' work and
memorabilia by Ann Bloomer Patterson.
Without the tireless efforts of Bobby and
Bob, who made coffee, h auled ice and
stocked refreshments for us, we probably
would have spent the entire weekend shyly
eyeing each other hoping to remember
"who" and "where."
Sarah Nichols Herrick and Alice Willgoos
Ferguson, on the piano, led a wonderful and
nostalgic song fest in Windham living room.
They even provided song sheets for those
who forgot the words!
Honeymooning at reunion were Ethel
Lawrence Woodbury and her husband,
Henry Herbert Allen.





48 CorrespolldCllt:Peggy Reynolds Rist,43 BalsaRd.Santa Fe, NM 87505
Nancy Head Bryant and Harry are "barely
retired," but on the go. Their travels have
brought them as far west as Manitoba, visiting
friends who tend 900 horses producing estro-
gen for us old females. "Don't believe those
stories about the horses being treated poorly,
not so at all," writes Nancy. Nancy is in good
health, though she sets all the gongs and
whistles off in airports with her two knee
replacements and the metal rods in her back.
Nancy and Harry are very happy with their
rebuilt house in Kanai. Nancy talks with
Emily Estes Whalen and Bobbie Kite
Yeager and Bill.
Mary Alice Clark is relishing retirement
- going to art classes, growing orchids,
indulging her pup's whims, being a great aunt
and discovering the wonders of her Pc.
Janet Alden Carrick and Bill enjoyed
their Chicago winter; Janet worked hard at
duplicate bridge. She asks., "Any other bridge
buffs out there?"
Nancy Beam Harnett and husband,
Joe, spent the winter, as usual, at Lost Tree
ConnecticutCollegeMagilzilte CD
Village. North Palm Beach, FL. Nancy
reports, "My favorite activity is my art
lessons: brush painting and watercolor _
mostly entertaining myself. Also I dabble in
the computer world. After several courses,
I'm getting up to speed with Windows '95."
Joe is very active in the village, as he is
responsible for both its water and sewage util-
ities and also beads up the Grants Committee.
Mter spending a month in Egypt and 10
days in Israel visiting friends, Phyl Hoge
writes from HI, "I have had a year like no
other - visiting the V A Center for Creative
Arts for six weeks, the Wurlitzer Foundation
in Taos for a month and Yaddo in upstate
NY for five weeks." Phyl is writing two
books and beginning a third. During literary
lulls, she takes care of her two grandchildren
for daughter, Kate, who is teaching Hawaiian
at a nearby college. By the way, Polly
Amrein was host to Kate over Christmas
vacation in Berkeley, CA. We are wondering
if Phyl has official duties as winner of the '95
Hawaii Award for Literature?
Ginny Keifer Johnson occupies herself
with various stimulating Elderhosrel trips _
one featuring Habitat for Humanity and
another a tour of Spain.
Mary Lou McCredie Apgar saw Jean
Ritti MiIler and Alice (A V) Smith
Barrett at a reunion on the shore in Aug.!
Peggy Lucas Gunther, with the help of
daughter Tess, continues to enjoy her import-
ed Italian fashion jewelry business. In the
spring, mother and daughter go to Italy to
find the newest designer temptations. In the
fall, they take their traveling boutique on the
road, attending shows in Milwaukee,
Louisville and Oklahoma City. On the home
front, Peggy's son,Jon, married in Oct. '94.
Shirley Ross Donahue, FL snowbird,
missed "the worst winter in a century in
NH." Shirley says that the FL sun is what
brightens every day.
Prudence Tallman Wood attended the
big animal rights march in DC in June. She
and Marge Reichgott Sosnik carry on a
lively correspondence.
Marilyn Sullivan Mahoney and Jack,
retired physician, are really making up for all
the years they couldn't travel. This year, they
joined five other couples for a week's stay in
an Irish Manor House. This was their base for
a week of day trips Second and third weeks,
the Mahoneys traveled most of Ireland and
Northern Ireland. They enjoyed the pastoral
chann of Erin, waiting for example, for sheep
to cross the road. Each night they stayed at a
different B & B and ate lunch in pubs, where
the life of Ireland is. Marilyn also toured
NYC for a few days with her lawyer daughter
and granddaughter, Caitlin, 9.
49 Correspondents: Phyllis HammerDuin, 827 179th Court, NE,Bellevue, WA 98008,R.A.DUIN@worldnet.att.netand Lynn Boylan, P.O. Box 316,
Duxbury, MA 02331
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''I'M BEING PULLED, KICKING
AND SCREAMING, INTO THE
COMPUTER ERA!"
Phyllis Hammer Duin '49
Ruth Fanjoy King is enjoying retirement
with skiing, tennis, taking courses and a work-
study with the Heifer Project International
that took her to Thailand and Vietnam. She
also is active in volunteer work, "proving that
retirement can be even busier than full-time
employment. "
You will notice that my e-mail address is
included with this column, making it oh-so
easy to Contact me with your news. I'm being
pulled, kicking and screaming, into the com-
puter era, but as I watch my o-year-old grand-
daughter work the computer like a pro, r
know I have no choice but to join the flow.
From Jane Smith Moody, the sad news
that Jean Hurlbut Compton's husband,
Bob, died in Feb. And from Ann (Dallas)
Grayson, the news of the sudden death of
Maxine (Mitzi) Hillman Augenblick in
July. Mitzi and her husband, Gil, had recently
celebrated their 40th anniversarv, To Jeanne
and her family, and to Gil and Mitzi's family,
we extend our sincere sympathies.
50 COffespondenr:Ruth Kaplan82 Halcyon Rd.Newton Center, MA 02159
Joanne Cohan Robin wrote from an airport
while waiting for a flight to Eastern Europe
with her daughter. (See, classmates, you can
correspond with me from anywherel) Joey
represented CC at the inauguration of Joanne
Creighton as president of Me. Holyoke. Joey is
a music therapist who works with people who
have Williams Syndrome (WS) and, who,
despite this developmental disability, are
extremely musical. In the summer of '95,
while working at a WS music and arts camp in
Lenox, MA, Joey met Dr. Oliver Sacks, who
was there with a BBC television crew for a
series called "Perception." Dr. Sacks spent two
days with Joey and one of her students dis-
cussing what life is like for Someone with the
disability. The segment is scheduled for release
in England this fall and will come to this
country at a later date. Joey finds it "very
exciting to be involved in an area with new
discoveries going on
During Christmas weekend '95, Holly
Barrett moved to a small retirement village,
Apache Junction, 40 miles east of Phoenix.
Although she is a long way from the ocean,
Holly calls this home her "sea shanty" and has
decorated it with a nautical theme. Holly's
exercise routine includes hiking in the
Superstition Mountains.
Remember '50 + 50 ::::2000! Several of
us are already looking forward to our reunion.
Sue Little Adamson urges lOO-percent
attendance, and Selby Inman Graham
wants to "walk the landscape of memory."
Hope to hear from all of you!
51 Correspondent:Iris Bain Hutchinson7853 Clearwater Cove Dr.Indianapolis, IN 46240
Reunion: May 30-June 1, 1997
Correspolldellt:
Catherine Kirch Dietrich
4224 9bt Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
53 CorrespOlldelll'Judith Morse Littlefield3 Whittier Terr3ce, Box 187West Boxford, MA 01885
54 Correspolldellts: Lois KeatingLearned 10 Lawrence St.,Greenhwn, NY '11740 andM'Lee C;'ltledge Sampson, 62Ph111ipss-. Stratford, CT 06497
Joan. H~rnlan Nabatoff is doing remedial
ruronng 10 NYC after leaving the admissions
office of the Hewitt School. Her daughter,
Diane, is a Hollywood movie producer. Her
most recent movie was "Operation Dumbo
Drop." One of Joan's Sons Richard is with
Warner Studios in Burbank, CA. H'er other
son, a lawyer in DC, has three children. "1am
a proud grandma," notes Joan. She often sees
roommate Judy Y;mkauer Astrove, as well as
Dr. Robert Strider, who lost his wife in the
sununer of '95. Joan's husband Dr Robert
Naba toff continues to do varicose vein
surgery and lecture.
In Nov. '95, Carol Bernstein Finn and
her husband PI ·1· I
' 11 ip , lasted a talk at their
home by Professo M·I I .
, r lC rae Burlingame who
had just Wntten a new book. '
Pl· Tk?e children and grandchild of Martharc rngej- Sch d .
h - roe e r and Ted surpnsedt err parents with 40 h
. M I I a t anniversary vacationin attla's V·
th tneyard MA, then surprisedem even Illore b - . .
S h d Y J.Ollllng them there. Thec roe ers nov Ii
S G· v ve III a house they built inea i rt NJ "I'
, . t s only three and a half
blocks from the ocean. We look forward to
guests, so do come." Contact the Office of
Alumni Relations for Martha's address, 860-
439-2300.
Jean (Midge) Briggs Quandt writes
that she has made many trips to Nicaragua in
the past few years. She is writing about what
remains of the Sandinisra revolution, as well
as about Nicaraguan feminism. Her son, a
theater lighting designerliveswith his partner
in NYc.
Your correspondent, M'Lee Catledge
Sampson, is proud to announce that her
sixth grandchild was born on 5/14/96 to her
daughter, Nancy, and son-in-law, Bill, in
Syracuse, NY. Leigh Carolyn joined her SlS-
ters, Elizabeth and Annie.
Many thanks to those of you who take
the time to complete and return the post-
cards the magazine sendsout. We depend on
you for that all-important class column in
every edition of Conneaicut College Magazi/le.
55 Cottespondeut:Nancy Brown HartHaddam NeckRD I, Quarry HillRd.East Hampton, CT 06424
I already shared the news that I garnered
from Reunion and new news is getting thin.
Please let me know of any big and little
changes in your lives.It is immensely satisfy-
ing to hear from old friends (and also those r
did not know so well
During a recent tour of Turkey, Gail
Andersen Myers became fascinatedby evi-
dence of the millennia-old worship of the
(generously proportioned) morher/goddess
Cybele. Eager to promote the revival of god-
dess worship, Gail is sculpting her own
ceramic and bronze" cult figures."
Dee Dee Deming Bundy writes of a
wonderful lunch with Dorothy Rugg
Fitch and Dave and Shirley Smith Earle
and Skip lastJuly.
Dottie Rugg Fitch and Dave were
thrilled with the marriage of their daughter
Laura Leigh to Jon Mattson lastSept. Laura is
a marketing assistant,and Jon is an associate
with an investment firm. The Pirches are
enjoying their retirement in FL with sum-
mers in New England.
Carol Struble Baker writes an update
on ~er life. "I'm still performing music pro-
fessionally. I worked with my husband's
orchestra since I left college. He retired in
'78 bur I continued to play. We were mar-
ried 41 years when he died in Jan. '95. I have
two daughters - one in Miami and one
here in Inverness (FL), and there are two
grandchildren in Miami. I'd love to hear
from anyone from Our classthat may live in
FL or GA.
Constance Tauck Wright sponsored a
Community Building Workshop this spring
111 Atlanta.
Bob and I (Nancy Brown Hart) are still
DURING A RECENT TOUR OF
TURKEY, GAIL ANDERSEN
~YERS'55, BECAME





NatJcy Brown Hart '55
living in the firsr house we bought in 1958. I
have dug so many rocks out of this glacial till
in order to plant gardens that it is beyond
imagining moving to another plot. Some of
you have moved many times, can anyone tie
our record for immobility? Who out there
has the record for number of moves?
56 Correspondents: Edith FayMroz,2075 Sharon Hill Rd., Dover,DE 19904 andJan AhlbornRoberts, 39 North Main St.,Pennington, NJ 08534
Farewell and warmest thanks to Ellie
Erickson Ford, who has resigned as co-cor-
respondent; she and Bud have undertaken a
serious volunteer counseling project at their
church in Westbrook, CT.
Welcome and thanks to Edie Fay Mroz
for her offer to share the job of class corre-
spondent with me. You will receive two
postcards to gather news for the magazine
each year. One .will be sent in the spring, and
the other will accompany Margie Lewin
Ross' president's letter in the fall.
Of course the reunion was great -
thanks to the large number of '56ers present
on Friday (and more came on Saturday).
There was reminiscing with old friends -
some for the first time in 40 years - and dis-
covering new ones. Class members joined
forces in J.A. dining room to collate the
Reftecuons booklet. Owing to time gaps, we
were all a bit cautious at first, but almost at
once there was a lot of talk and laughter.
Chairmen Anne Browning and Debbie
Gutm.an Cornelius credit the success of the
reunion to the large number of volunteers
who helped with the event - from fundrais-
ing to the hospitality suite on the weekend.
There were some rather amazing talks
during the weekend: Pres. Claire 1. Gaudiani
'66 spoke about the college, and Doris Keams
Goodwin gave an awesome lecture. The food
was very good (and prepared with our futures
in mind), and the weather positively glittered.
At our class meeting we decided to create
a class history and planned to hold group dis-
cussions of serious issues at the next reunion.
AIl agreed that sleeping, eating and meeting in
the same dormitory worked very well.
What's ahead? Who knows? Reading the
class notes from the earlier classes in
COIII/eetiCH!College Magazille makes me wonder
if there might be a rule: "the older one gets,
the more active one becomes"?
When you receive a postcard requesting
news for the magazine, answer at once. And if
you have updates at any other time, be sure to
send them to us. Also, there's a space on the
annual giving return envelope for class notes:
fill it out and the news will get to us.
We sadly report the death of John Ladley,
the warm, generous-hearted husband of
Janice Simone Ladley, in May. Our sympa-
thy goes to Ginger and sons, Mark and Chris.





Gwen Evans Jensen is president of Wilson
College in Chambersburg, PA.
Kate Crehan Bowman's son, Jeffrey,
married Alicia Garner on 5/13/95 in MD.
Nancy Keith LeFevre and Ned and Anne
Detarando Hartman attended the wedding.
Jeri Fluegelman Josephman is giving
tours in French at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Husband, Buddy, is still a practicing
dentist in NYc. Last Sept., they spent a few
exciting weeks in Botswana and Zimbabwe.
Daughter, Andrea, is still living in London
with her husband, Peter, and their son, Jack,
3. Andrea is a lawyer and head of marketing
for a cable network. Son, Steven, is a gas-
troenterologist in FL.
The class sends its sympathy to Toni
Garland Marsh, whose husband, Barry, died
2/1/96.
The class also extends its sympathy to the
family of Alexandra Taylor Coburn, who
died on 612/96.
58 Conespcndent :MargaretMorssStokesP.O. Box 911Waitsfield,VT 05673
Evelyn Woods Dahlin writes, "Roland and
I celebrated our 36th anniversary in Feb., very
quietly. More recently came an even greater
cause for joy - bach our 20-something chil-
dren have MOVED OUT! This is our first
long-term alone since '69]"
Connec1icutCoilegeMagazine CD
59 CorresprJlldellls: Virginia ReedLevick, 10 Sargem Ln., Atherton,CA 94027, DGGL@aoLcomand Jane Starrett Swores, 920Rye Valley Dr., Meadowbrook,
PA 19046
60 Correspondent:Nancy Waddell, 321 S.E 14thSr., Portland, OR 97214,nJncyw@bessky.gate,bes.portlaud.or.us
What an interesting group of people in this
issue. The theme seems to be (loosely) art and
the art ofliving.
Ruth Bamgrove Sauer left NYC in
'91 after 25 years but goes back several days a
week to work as a grant writer for the Ford
Foundation. She and husband, Peter, live in
Salem, NY (near the VT border) in a reno-
vated hunting cabin with a studio for each of
them. He is now a writer, after a career as a
museum director. She paints and teaches art
to adults and children both privately and
through the New York State Council on the
Arts, Their children are in Schenectady,
Brooklyn and Dallas. Ruth sees Aggie
Gund and stays in touch with Jeanie
Chappell. She says she realizes what a good
education she got at CC, including a great
foundation in the am.
On the West Coast, I interrupted another
painter, Fielden Willmott Harper, who
was stripping wallpaper on the honest week-
end of the summer. She and husband, Alex,
moved to CA from KY right after college.
He's a stockbroker, she does her art and
teaches. When CA gets to be too much, she
escapes to their married daughter's home in
ID! They also have two children in Santa
Barbara and one in Los Angeles. Fielden
drew on her quilting roots from Kentucky
for a show of small boxes, thematically tied
together with the use of cloth. She has a
show at Watts Towers in jan. '97. Art inter-
ests rake her to NYC occasionally, where she
sometimes stays with Aggie Gund. Fielden
also stays in touch with Frances Gillmore
Pratt and Debbie Morreau Bogen, who
lives nearby.
Mardie Roth Brown lives in a row
house in the middle of DC, behind the
Capirol. She can walk to the Mall, and enjoys
a very diverse, supportive atmosphere in a
city whose reputation is not always the best.
Mardie has an administrative position at the
Library of Congress, helping to preserve the
library's collection. Her son, George, is in the
eighth grade, so his activities keep her busy,
bur she managed to take a watercolor class on
Monhegan Island in Maine tlus summer.
I caughr up with Carolyn Sharp
Brodsky, and found out why I haven't
reached her before. I was calling her home in
Newport, Rl, while she was in FL for the
winter. She and husband, David, are avid
boaters, sailing to Martha's Vineyard,
CD Honor Rolf oj CilJi/lg 1996
"ROLAND AND I CELEBRATED
OUR 36TH ANNrVERSAR Y IN
FEBRUARY, VERY QUIETLY,
MORE RECENTLY CAME AN
EVEN GREATER CAUSE FOR JOY
- BOTH OUR 20-S0METHING
CHILDREN MOVED OUT!
THIS IS OUR FIRST LONG-TERM
ALONE SINCE '691"
Evelyn Woods Dahliu '58
Nantucket and ME. David sold his business
(manufacturing disposable medical products),
and now they're doing things they didn't
think they would be able to do for another 10
years. They traveled to Greece, Turkey and
Israel for the first time - Carolyn, a former
history major, really enjoyed the archaeology.
She has done interior design work, and raised
three children. Son, Jim, went to CC and
then transferred, and is now in marketing.
One daughter is in graduate school at
Wharton, and the other is married with two
children in Boston. Carolyn enjoys the grand-
children, and her rwo dogs.
Judith Solloway Kleiman works part
time as a program director for the Union of
American Hebrew Congregations and is on
their regional board. She has also done volun-
reer work for the American Heart Association.
Her daughter lives in Atlanta, and her son is a
city conunissione- in FL. The Kleiman's have
four grandchildren. Husband, Elliott, is a col-
lege professor and Owner of an electronics
business. Judith met Karen Widder Lewis
for lunch and occasionally sees Sally
Feinberg Aronson.
Once again, Our lives weave together in
ways we would never suspect. It's wonderful
to hear the connections and share them with
you. Please let me know what you're dOing so
we're not strangers when we meet again at
Reunion 'OO!
61 Correspondents: Lee White Brown19 Foxridge Lane, Avon, CT '06001 and Nancy CozierWhitcomb, 60 Parkman Sr. #1,Brookline, MA 02146
The Class of'~ 1 sends sympathy to Robin
Foster Spauldmg on the death of her farhD ~r. Frank (Whit) Foster, in May.





Ellen Watson Payzant has moved to
Boston, where her husband, Tom, is superin-
tendent of the public schools. They had been
living in DC, where Tom was assistant secre-
tary for elementary and secondary education.
Ellen enjoyed her years in the nation's capital
where she often met Ginny Wardner
Bradford. She did volunteer office work for
the U.S. Vice President's staff and rook in all
the museums she could. Ellen's tWO daughters
live in San Diego; one is married with a 9-
month-old son. Ellen's SOil, who lives in
Minneapolis, is also married and has two chil-
dren, 5 and 2. Ellen plans to attend our
reunion.
Barbara Nichols Bennett still resides in
Panama, where her husband, John, is deputy
chief of mission at the embassy. She writes
that this will be an interesting four years for
Panama as they prepare to take over filUoper-
ation of the Canal. She met Melva Lowe
Goodwin '68 while there.
While on a British garden tour of
Cornwall and DeVOll wirh the Delaware
Center for Horticulture, Louise Brickley
Phippen met fellow alumnae Pam Goff
Sapko '78 and Ellen Con·oon p'etersen '64.
See the photo 011 the next page! You never
know when you willl1leet LIp with alums!
I hope you enjoyed the '62 June
Newsletter that Sacha Martin produced. I
got: chuckle from all the old photographs.
Don t forget our reunion next year; it would
be great to see all of you!
63 C()frCsp(Jl/dflll:Sue Bernstein Mercy1111 Par-k Ave.New York, r-iv 10128
SUBe212@:lo1.coll'l
Married: SUsan K B'
Gross 12/94' B ~ne rertrnan to Lester
J W' , onms, Campbell Billingstooe auters, 4/95.
To catch yo
hild u up on Illy life both OUtc renareb k ! ,
< ac In school (T d '91 . , hisecond year at C " a IS III IS
Andy' 'I olumbld Business School and
IS at t 'i e U of C . ' .
master's and Ph 0", olo.rado getting hIS
continue to ," In Enghsh.) Gene and I
and golfing tnJOY. our empty nest, traveling
of the N' COntInue to serve on the boards
ew York PI 'II
AUdiences and C ~I lar01onic, Young
I J I' onneCtlCut Collegen u y 9S N .
Joe joined a ' aney AlIen Waterfill and
cruise arol;n~tO~lP of CC alurns on a 12-day
active Atlant ~ le Greek islands. She 1San
player and s a Yl11phony volunteer, bridge
M . 0l11etlme golfer.
arlan Bin ha .
finally grad g In majored in art and
uated f .
received her rom CC 111 '91. She
l1laste' fi
r s rom Wesleyan in '95.
Marian has been in numerous shows in the
tri-state area and runs a B & B called
Woodbridge Farm in CT.
Laurie Blake Sawyer still loves HI. She
keeps herself busy with ceramics, painting,
tennis, golf, scuba diving and, true to her CC
spirit, volunteer work.
Carol Borden Taylor is still selling real
estate in VA, MD and DC. She works at
Planned Parenthood as an R.N but still finds
time to travel - spending a month in
Mexico this past winter.
Nancy Budde Nightingale and Bob
spend their spare time sailing, on Lake Erie
and "roughing it" at their cabin in Ontario.
Nancy loves her work as vice president and
rrustee of the Friends of the Hudson Library
and Historical Society.
Sarah Bullock Desjardins' daughter,
Gillian, is a sophomore at Cc.
Bonnie Campbell Wauters invited a
number of classmates to celebrate her mar-
riage: Roberta Slone Smith, Carolyn
Boyan Torok, Diana Altman and Elana
Brown Anderson.
Agnes Cochran Underwood had
another banner year as headmistress of
National Cathedral School. Aggie and Jill
Davidson Brett, who is the public affairs
officer of the Library of Congress, had lunch
together in May.
Although Kit Converse Schelter left
Connecticut after her sophomore year, her
daughter, Jennifer, graduated in '88. Kitsie
runs trips abroad, and two years ago Nancy
Schoepfer Sanders joined her. They met
Faith Gilman Cross in Venice for dinner.
Retired after 25 years of teaching English,
Nancy Cooper Rustic! is now writing
mystery novels and short stories. Two of her
four children are alumni
Theodora Dracopoulos Argue man-
ages a church bookstore and volunteers at the
Seattle Art Museum.
Connie Cross and Lou went on a barge
trip in France with Barbara Drexler
Lockhart, George and Helen Frisk
Buzyna, Haig and Ginny Olds
Goshdigian and Chantal Le Honerou.
We seem to be a class of travelers, but I
think that Jane Engel Francoeur takes the
prize. Jane, who is an interior designer, par-
ticularly enjoyed her trip to eastern Turkey
with her daughter, Laura '90.
On second thought, Becky Holmes
Post and her husband, Bob, are right up
there as world-class travelers.
And I certainly can't leave out Ruth
Roney McMullin and Tom who have been
to China, HI, Africa and Denmark while still
remaining active in the volunteer and busi-
ness conununities.
Sally Haines Welty and Dick love San
Diego. Sally teaches third grade in a "won-
derful" school district.
For Sally Hobson, Ph.D., teaching at
Adelphi takes second place to the Internet
and obedience and field work with her gold-
en retriever. Sally's e-mail IS
THREE CAMELS IN A BOWER. While on a British garden tour of Cornwall and Devon with the Delaware Center
for Horticulture, Louise Brickley Phippen '62 met fellow alumnae Pam Goff Sa~ko '78, director of the center,
and Ellen Conoon Petersen '64. The three are silting in a living willow bower In the garden olthe Manor
House, Upton Grey, on July 2,1996.
Hobson@Sable.adelphi.edu.
Sarah Hewson Seiler sent me a fabulous
picture of her branding calves in her
Connecticut sweatshirt.
Josephine (Joey) Johnson Williams is
busy looking for a full time job.
We have our very own presidential expert
in Martha Joynt Kumar, who teaches polit-
ical science at Towson State U. Martha served
as the co-chair of the editorial board of
Presidential Studies Quarterly, a post she has
relinquished to become co-editor of Congress
and the Presidency,
Irene Lau Ku is a nutritionist exuoordi-
naive and received her master's in dietetics,
food and nutrition. Both Irene and her hus-
band are ordained pastors and volunteer their
services at a small church in NY.
Still enjoying her empty nest years, Diane
Lewis Gately remains active in the art world
as a volunteer - when not traveling, garden-
ing or going to the opera.
Judith Long, editor of The Nation maga-
zine in NYC, loved attending Susan Kane
Breitman's wedding - an added bonus was
seeing Patsy Wyhof Norman (computer
wizard and producer of educational science
videos) when she visited the Gross's in FL.
Molly-O Lore Wagner and Jack were
volunteers at the Olympics this summer.
Gail Martin Reed says that she's too old
to be the mother of a teenage boy (son, Jay, is
15). She writes that "the teenage issues of the
'90s are horrifying."
Marcia Mueller Foresman and her hus-
band are fulfilling their dream of living year
round in Chatham, MA. Last winter, they
traveled to Australia and New Zealand with
some Boston friends, including Nancy
Schoepfer Sanders. . .
After 12 years of living abroad, SIX In
Bonn, Germany, Judith 00) O'Donnell
Lohmann has returned to the USA.
Bea Robinett Enright sells "Magnetic
Relax Products" - part of the alternative
medicine revolution.
Beverly Ruffle Brookes went to the
Republican National Convention as an elect-
ed delegate from PA.
After 20 years of raising children and vol-
unteering in her community, Patricia Said
Adams is starting a practice as a hypno-thera-
pist.
Chick Schriner Barnes is a VP of
investments with Prudential Securities and
music director of several community theater
productions.
Deborah Scott and her partner, both
practicing psychologists, have been together
for 10 years. Deborah is enjoying her empty
nest, gay and lesbian activities and owning her
first home ever.
Diana Sherman Peacock loves to travel
and play golf.
Marcia Simon Bernstein continues to
teach deaf kindergartners and sing; with the
DJA (Disabled in Action) Singers - one of
the few "temporarily able-bodied" singers in
the group.
Substitute teaching, tutoring students for
their SATs, volunteering with the elderly,
travel and kayaking keep Margot Smith
Gilbert busy.
Joan Snyder Abelson works as a com-
munications consultant - editing magazines,
writing brochures, annual reports and case
statements.
Susan Stietzel Schilke writes that she is
"busy, busy, busy and loving everything Ido!"
Joan Weisberg Keiser devotes most of
her time to the Rosenbach Museum and
Library in Philadelphia and advocacy for the
learning disabled.
The Class of '63 sends sympathy to the
family of Bibi Besch, who died on Sept. 7
See Obituaries on page 93.
ConnecticutCollegeMagazille CD
6th Annual
alumni sons & daughters
admissions program
Sunday, February 16, and Monday, February 17,1997
This program is for secondary school
juniors. Our goai is to provide insight into
the coilege admissions process so your
son or daughter will be better prepared to
make informed decisions throughout the
college search. Please watch Connecticut
College Magazine for more details or con-
tact Liz Lynch Cheney '92, 860.439.2310,
elche@conncoll.edu with any questions.
64 Correspondent,Sandra Bannister Dolan1 Canberra Ct.Mystic, CT 06355
65 Cortespoudents: Leslie SetterholmFox, 26 Conestoga Way,Glastonbury, CT 06033 and SuePeck Repass, RR 2, Box 3184,Manchester Center, VT 05255
66 Correspondent:Antoinette Carter Rogers1692 Saefem WayAnnapolis, MD 2140 I
Jill McKelvie Neilson's son Jack Hill is a Sf.
at Trinity studying economics. Daughter,
Cynthia, joined her brother there and plays
varsity lacrosse.





68 CorrespondentGail Weintraub StemP.O. Box 1804Ross, CA 94957
Jane Wiener Taber and Fred are approach-
ing 23 years in Los Angeles. "We are
practically natives!" Their daughter, Jennie,
16, is ajr. in high school and is very active in
local theater. Son, Joshua, 10 is active on the
• Honor Roll rif Gil'illg 1996
Internet. They are all enjoying life in their
dream home that they built in '90.
A year ago, Terry Reimers Byrnes and
her husband took up flying. Now they are
both licensed private pilots and have bought a
small, single-engine airplane for family vaca-
tions and weekend fun. "It's a great way to
travel and see the country. Our son, 13, wants
to bump one of us to the back seat, so he's
learning, too!"
Allyson Cook Gall still lives in
Morristown, NJ, and would love a call "out of
the blue" from the past! She is assistant direc-
tor of the American Jewish Conunirree in NJ
("what else would a zoology major do?"); one
of her perks last Ocr. was leading a group to
Israel and Jordan. She also traveled to Israel for
two ,,:-eeks in April to visit her 16-year-old,
who lived there for a year.
Ricki Chapman McGlashan writes
that the only change in her family is that son,
Scott, 26, is in the Dominican Republic in the
Peace Corps, and that Tyler, 23, is working in
Costa Rica. She and her husband visited both
over Christmas. "It's a global life!"
Susan Kennedy Bishov teaches public
school music 111 Haverhill, MA. She is also the
accompanist for the Acton Community
Chorus. Susan lives in Chemsford with her
husband,. daughter and three cats. Daughter
Deborah ISan avid high school violist with the
Greater Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra.
In the summers, Deborah is a Russian lan-
guage student at Concordia in MN.
Barbara Brodsky Ringel of Manhattan
writes, "My husband, Paul, and I took Our
son, Peter, to CO'« Alumni Sons and
Daughters Program last Feb. It was an eye-
opener for all of us! Peter had a great time and
met many CC students who have invited him
back to visit again! He learned a great deal
about the admissions process, as did the whole
group. Paul and I found Claire Gaudiani's
energy and vision for the college inspiring."
Jane Ranallo Goodlnan still works as
director of COlnn1.unicatiol1s for the Plight
Attendant Union. She states that all IS well in
DC, "despite politics that keep the city on the
edge of financial collapse." ~~n, Alex, plays
soccer. Husband, John, is wnnng a book on
retirement - "which he will never do - nor
I!" She spent her 50th birthday in Paris and lS
in the process of purchasing a house in the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
Cynthia Stork Gerber writes, "Carla
Marcus looks exactly the same so it was easy
to recognize her outside our daughter's door
during Middlebury's Parents' Weekend, Sept.
'95. I know that Dinny Stearns Taylor also
has a daughter there. Anyone else? We could
have amini-reunion!"
In her work as a fitness specialist, Joan
Pekoe Pagano of NYC has been focusing
on women's health issues, especially those that
pertain to our age group. She has been devel-
oping and presenting practical fitness pro-
grams for osteoporosis, weight management,
cardiovascular disease, menopause and breast
cancer. She spent a long weekend in Paris
"for winter mental health therapy - very
restorative to the spirit!"
Donna Matthews is busily working on
her next employment opporcunirv. She enjoys
having options! Presently, she is a certified
teacher and a registered nurse and SOon she
will cO~1ple,:e an internship as a school psy-
chologISt. Who knows what will come
next]"
" .Mayda Pasternack Podell writes,
ThIS 1S the first time I've ever written any
ne,,:s, bur I wanted to express my positive
feellOgs about the school. I transferred after
one year 111 search of an urban environment
and a co-ed experience, However, my elder
daughter graduated 0'0111 CC with the CI
of '95 Sh _ ass
. e greatly benefited from the CISLA
(The Tool' Cummings Center for
IntematlOn,,1 Studies in the Lib I A )
d h I era rts pro-
gram an t e close relationship with profes-
~Ors.111 the Japanese dep::lrtrnent. She is work-
mg in Japan and I .
, OVlllg evelY minute of it."
69 CorrespO/ldCIII:Mary lhrlow Mueller4 Woodl'llont Ct.
Barrington, RI 02806
70 Crnrespo.llt!('/I{: Myrna Chandler~o~~stel1l. 17 Deer Pond Road11 lilY. MA 01776 '
MAGMD@M1TVMA.MITEDU
I keep hoping that [ .
One day and it will b will go CO the mailbox
responses from C e filled to capacity with
yet to happen I C classmates. Alas, that has
. nstead I'
One note every I '. 111 :lVeraging about
Karen N" °It ncr mOllth. Let's do berrenB Ie sen B .
ronxville, NY re evan, who lives in
, POrts that she and husband,
..WITH RUNNING WATER AND
SEWERS, THE AURORA
BOREALIS BLAZING OVERHEAD
AND MOOSE AND CARIBOU
WANDERING NEARBY, KIANA IS
CONSIDERED THE GARDEN





Stuart, "sang small leads in a special 'Tribute
to Gilbert and Sullivan' at Carnegie Hall with
Skitch Henderson and the New York Pops."
Alexandria, VA, resident Lucy
Thomson, reports that her older daughter is
a top student, busy Girl Scout and athlete
who "sings in the choir and plays a cello as
large as she is." Younger daughter, Tory, is
also an excellent student who is involved with
rh.e Brownies and soccer. Last year, Lucy
JOined all the Thomsons in Sr. Maarten for a
"spirited celebration" of her parents' 50th
wedding anniversary. She is a member of the
planning committee "for a first-ever DC Bar
sumrrur on women in the legal profession."
Russ Josephson is teaching at the Kiana
Elementary School in AK. The town of Kiana
i~ north of th~ Arctic Circle and has a popula-
n~n of 450. We have two lazy rivers which
Jc!o together nearby and mountain ranges all
around. With runnmg water and sewers the
aurora borealis blazing overhead and moose
and caribou wandering nearby, Kiana is con-
sidered the garden spot of the Northwest
Arctic school district," When not in Kiana
Russ and wi~e, Vera Benedek, visit family and
work on then house in HI.
71 CorrespOIldem:Lucy Van Voorhees3430 Quebec St., NWfashington, DC 2001604120.471@compuserv.com
Reunion: May 3D-June 1, 1997
Co"espondellls: Deborah Garber
King, 548 Mattakeesett St
Pembroh-, MA 02359 an·ci
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uling. Four years ago, Holly left IBM and its
demands of travel and long hours. Since then,
she has become active in community affairs
and also works locally in advertising sales.
Barbara Bakach Ferrer officially feels
"old" now that she has a son in high school:
Rodrigo Jr. is 15, Christian, 12, and Sara, 10.
Barbara works as a Sf. software engineer at
United Health Care, formerly Merrahealth,
originally known as the Travelers. Barbara has
been married to Rodrigo for 19 years. She
keeps in touch with Debbie Portman
Peter. Life is busy with work, kids and two
ferrets, Juan and Felipe.
Two years ago, Margaret Beard left the
field of social work and is now working as the
extension ministry director at the Continental
Headquarters of the Unitarian Universalist
Association of Congregations. After living in
the south for 20 years, she and husband, Rick
Eddy, are learning to adjust to winters in MA.
Cynthia Campbell Hitchcock has
requested that her latest entry be corrected to
73
Cotrespondetus: Mary Brady
Cornell, 12 High Point Rd.,
Scarsborough, ME 04074 and
Mary Ann Sill Sircely, P.O. Box
207, Wycombe, PA 18980
74 Cotrespondaus :Janice Curran,19 Tudor Rd., Redding, CT06896 and Paula Marcus-Platz,100 Evergreen na.. Auburn, ME04210
Born: to Mark Gero and Natasha Ban,
Chiara Nicole Gero 4/16/96; to Elise
Mallon Ford and Mills, twin girls, Brinley
Rhodes and Haslan Stone 1/9/96.
Holly Babbitt Cobb's rwo daughters,
Whitney, a high school sr., and Blair, a fresh-
man, are both great tennis players. Whitney
will be captain of her high school's team this
year. Holly's husband, Bill, has his own busi-
ness providing software for retail bank sched-
ConnecticutCollegeMngazille CD
-_ .. --------
say that after teaching high school and surfing
in CA for many years, she now lives in TX,
where she is busy with children, volunteer
work and painting.
Nancy Cannon is married to Bob Zajac
and they have two children, Charles, 5, and
Valerie, 2. The family spent this past summer
fishing for Atlantic salmon in Quebec.
Donna Lee Cartwright has been hap-
pily married to Steven Smith since '84. They
have a daughter, Kristyn, 7-1/2. For the past
year, Donna has been an assistant professor of
marketing at St. Louis U. This fall, she began
teaching at Webster U.
Barbara Childs is a travel agenr and
teaches other prospective travel agents at PC
Community College in MD. She keeps busy
with her two cats and horse and enjoys trav-
eling and sailing in the Chesapeake Bay.
Caroline Louise Cole and Bernard
Zelitch were divorced in March '96 follow-
ing a three-year separation. They maintain
separate homes in North Andover, MA, and
are happily co-parenting, Rosie, 11, and
Sam, 9. Caroline continues as a reporter for
TIle B051011 Globe, and Bernie is a computer
systems administrator at NYNEX in Boston.
This past year, Karen Davidson has
traveled to the Dominican Republic, Los
Angeles, England and Scotland. She also
went to Atlanta with Roz Rustigan '73 to
visit Mark Wasley and his significant other.
Last winter, George Aelion visited with
Karen; he is doing well in Rome. Being a
trial lawyer continues to be fun and challeng-
ing for Karen.
Sarah Dean Peck has become friends






Barbara Bakactt Ferrer '74
their ninth grade sons were in the same confir-
marion class last year. Their daughters, who are
in seventh grade, are also good friends.
As a result of the merger of Connecticut
Mutual and Mass Mutual, Warren Erickson
has been promoted to second vice president,
Corporate Human Resources, as head of the
company's Leadership Institute. Warren enjoys
his new responsibilities but dislikes the long
daily commute from his home in Ashford, CT.
fu a trustee of the college, Warren is pleased to
be pan of the positive changes his alma mater.
He also enjoys seeing both Anita DeFrantz
and Carol Ramsey at trustee meetings.
jody Fabso Cassell just performed her
own choreography in the Decatur (IL) Arts
Festival. She also participated in the Fringe
Festival of Contemporary Dance and
Performing Arts in Atlanta prior to the
Olympics. Jody was accepted to the Arts
Education Partnership for the State of GA, the
Touring Roster of the State of GA and the
ANSWER TO "JUST MISSED THE LIST" CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ON PAGE 96
• HOllorRoll ~ Giving 1996
A di s pcogram. She also writesYoung Ll renee .
d therapy for the magazll1. e,articles on ance .
Dancer. Jody writes that she's happily married
and likes to garden and 1110:"" (.he la.wn.
Cheryl Freedman still bve~ 111 the. s.ub-
b f PI 'II where she recrurts phYSICIan.,ur s 0 -n y, .
and spends every spare moment cycling. ~hlS
,I,,' "ode with the Toronto BikeSUI11ITIer, , ... , .
Club on a five-day trip, coveTing more than
500 miles from the Grand Canyon to
Nogales, Mexico. She is stil.1 lll.lmarried, but
continues to search for a significant other.
Cheryl says that she is a gre:lt catch and wel-
comes any and all refclTals. Contact the Office
of Alumni Relations, 860-439-2300, for
Cheryl's address and phone number.
Mark Gero recently spent almost three
years in Italy carving wood and living quietly.
In Aug. '93, he met Croatian Narasha Ban in
Florence. They were married last year in
Zagreb, Croatia, :1I1d their daughter, Chiara,
was born in upstate NY this April. "At the
end of the year, we will return to find a home
Zagreb, capital of the young and beautiful
country of Croatia."
Pam Gleason Swearingen has been a
pediatrician at the Lahey Clinic in Burlington,
MA, for the past 15 years. She, husband,
Christopher, and their H-year-old son vaca-
tioned in London and Deer Isle ME last
year. During the winter months, 'the f~11lily
cross-COUntry skis in VT.
Kathleen Hanagan Fi m m e l is verv
busy with her three children (18, 16 and 15)
and her practice in psychotherapy. To keep
?t, Kathy does yoga and enjoys spending time
111 DC. This .Sul1ll1ler she toured Italy with her
daughter, Sister, ni ccc and same friends
Although separan-d from her husband, the
two are d01l1g a good job of co-parenting.
Scott Jezek may be forced to give lip his
East H.addam law pr::lctice in order to have
more tune for the Lions Cl I L' I· L
School Build' .. L1), Itt e eague,
'ng COlllllllttec meetings fish-
tng golf . 1 ' , ''li ,nlalat lOll tralllillg. hUllting skiing
eye ng If .. "
f ". anyone has ideas 011 how he can
PHay cor son Jesse's tuition at the U of
arttord and Z;lk'. '. .
S I I I < s tUItiOn at the William's
c 100, P ease let him know
Laurie Lesser H d .
FL to North. M 0 gso n traveled from
CIn I on the f '1 bsunu-ner with be' I l: :11111 y oat this
(Emily 16' J . J lllsband. three daughters
, , essie 13 dEI'
their dog 0 i .:lll Izabeth, 1) and
Hodgsons' vis'~t t~e~.yay LIp the coast, the
wife, Yael. e onald Kane and his
Many, rnan v th;lnks
updated us 0 <.' to all of you who
h n YOUI' hves W .t an 42 respons' , I) . e reclcved more
es. ue to th~ Inotes alld lin1.it d e :lrge amount of
e anl011nt of bI' 1 'sante. notes \V-II h pll ISling space
I aVe to b· bl' 1 ' 'next ISSue of C e pLl IS led Il1 the
(JIII/cajc/il Collcnc 1'" .
~, Vm"?ClZIIIC.
75 Cnr/"C5}JOlldfIlf5: MiriamJBosephsollWhItehouse POox68C ".04014 ' I,:lPCPorpoise, MEC I an( N:lllcy Gnlver 212755° Uillbus Ave., Duluth, MN
.803, Ilt'b'TUve...tn\-'oI'~ •. com
76 ComspolldelllS: BernardMcMuilan, 1622 Riverside Dr.,Trenton, NJ 08618,RIVER VUE@aoLcom andNancy Hershaner, 760 Bronx
River Road, Apt. A-63,
Bronxville, NY 10708
Pamela Greenhalgh Brown published an
article in Hopscotch, The Magazille for Girls.
The article, "The Secret Code in Your
Garden," gives a brief history of and instruc-
tions on how to make the floral nosegays
known as tussie mussies.
Reunion: May 3D-June 1, 1997
Corresporldellts: Wendy Crandall,
24 Landing Ln., North
Kingstown, RI 02852 and Sheila
Saunders, 608 Milan Ave.,S.
Pasadena, CA 91030
78 Correspotldmts: Tom Kobak, 2Dewal Cr., Norwalk, CT 06851and Susan Calef Tobiason, 70Park Terrace East, Apt. 41, NewYork, NY 10034
Married: William Sheffield to Eve
Vanderschmidr, 6/1/96.
Born: to Catherine Tharin and Monty,
Cecelia Stefania 3/18/96; to Sarah
Rabinowitz and RussMagnani, Elizabeth
Rebecca 11/4/95.
David Keep was recently involved in
selling the company he works for to a larger
company, Tenneco Automotive Wife
Molly, conducts corporatestressmanagement
programs and helps individualsto quit smok-
ing. Sons, Jamie (6) andBrit (8), love to play
soccer. For fun, David isbuilding a sailboat in
his garage. He extendsan invitation to all to
visit rum in ML
Kate Halsey left the deli business she
started with her sisterin CT. After traveling
to New Zealand, Bangkokand Hong Kong,
she ~vorked at a ranch inJackson Hole, W'I.
While there, Kate was inspiredto study mas-
sage t?erapy and is now a licensed massage
thera~lst with certificationin sports massage.
Kate IS on the NationalSportsMassageTeam
and was chosen to work the finish line in the
VIP tent at the BostonMarathon. She lives in
Great Barrington, MA, doing massage, per-
sonal tramm,gand strengthtraining.
Ca.therme Tharin retired in '95 from
the Enck Hawkins Dance Company _ she
~ad toured with the companyfor more than
SIX years: Catherine is now a choreographer
but conunues to teachdance.
Sarah Rabinowitz sent an impressive
resume full of art exhibitions, classes and
workshops. She enjoys rural life in N], and
w~ reports that her son, Joshua, had his bar
JIlltzvah 111 June.
And now, ;om (Bear) Kobak's report:
lsa Borras writes from sun P
rr , . I ny uerto
l:'...JCO Wit 1 her two Sonsat he id 0r 51 e. scar,
~ ..!!:!" :!" ~'::!'..I Faculty and Staff
F. Edward Cranz, Rosemary Park Professor
Emeritus of History, received the Paul Oskar
Kristeller Lifetime Achievement Award from the
Renaissance Society of America. The award is given "in
recognition of a lifetime of uncompromising devotion to the highest standard of
scholarship accompanied by exceptional achievement in Renaissance studies. Dr.
Cranz received the honor on April 16 at the annual meeting of the Renaissance
Society at the University ofTndiana, Bloomington.
10, wanted to note that his mom received her
master's degree from NYU in administration
and supervision of schools. Isa is planning to
start her Ed.D at the U. of Puerto Rico.
Daniel, 5, through the use of crayons, depict-
ed that lsa has been working as a guidance
counselor at the Caribbean Preparatory School
for seven years and that she still plays volley-
ball, softball and a game that is either tennis or
some type of roller ball derivative. Isa keeps in
couch with other '78ers, including Carol
Riley Berwind, Michael Berwind and
Martha Forger,
Donald Capelin and his wife, Beth, have
three children: Alexandria, 3, and twins,
Jonathan and Daniel, 1. He plays basketball
once a week. A personal call to his boss
revealed that Don sells high yield institutional
bonds (Don, please note, per your instruc-
tions, we did NOT say "junk") for Chase
Manhattan in the Really Big City and that his
desk is very neat.
Bruce Collin got married in Dec '93 to a
southern belle - a blind date/long distance
romance set up by CC'er Mark Zashin.
(Movie rights still available.) The blissful cou-
ple lives in Plano, TX, near Dallas. Bruce says
he is an account executive with McGraw-
Hill. Wife, Sara, is a first grade bilingual
teacher. Bruce runs a co-ed softball group,
promotes Republican politics and still dreams
of the day when Miss Piggy will win the
Academy Award.
In Algodones, NM, a small village halfway
between Albuquerque and Santa Fe, Julie
Grey IS building an adobe home. (Although
she didn't mention it, we're sure she'd love to
receive any mud bricks you have laying about
the house.) She married lucky guy Jeff Revels
in June '95 and changed jobs from sr. editor of
communications at a local utility company to
public relations at The National Center for
Genome Resources in Santa Fe - one of
four genetic research centers world-wide. Julie
has lived in NM for 15 years. (She'd probably
love it if you also wrote a personal note on
that brick you'll be sending so it can become a
personal part of her home.)
Dana Pierson has left the field of CD-
ROM development and accepted a position as
managing editor of a public relations firm in
New Haven that works primarily with nOI1-
profit organizations. She leads rituals in earth-
based spirituality for groups around CT and
teaches a class in sacred circle dance at
Educational Center for the Arts in New
Haven. When she isn't in New Haven, Dana
can be found dancing at Noyes R..hythm
School in CT; the dawn dances in
Brattleboro, VT; the Clearwater Hudson
Revival and Falcon Ridge Festival, NY; the
contras in Concord and Greenfield, MA; at
NEFFA in MA and NOMAD in CT; and the
sacred circle dances in Fairfield, Storrs and
Mystic, CT.
Charles Cissel did not write, but we
caught him acting in an off-Broadway play.
Our review, "Good stuff." TIle New York
Times stole our review and said the same. We
attempted to interview him post show, but he
apparently feared TIle National Enqllirer-type
approach some "other" CC class notes
reporters take and refused comment.
Peter Gibson wrote a great letter which
we LOST! We believe it got sent along with
our mortgage payment to Ciribank. Peter,
please write again. Our entire staff apologies,
and we have revamped our filing system to
include a file.
79 Correspondents: ChristineFairchild,60 Winrhrop St.,Charlestown,MA 02129 andChristine Martire, 1571 BeaconSt., Apt. 53, Brookline,MA
02146, chrisma@Silverplatter.com
Adopted: by Barbara Lynch and Greg
Sinay, ZoeJing.
Born: to Nina Sadowsky and Paul
Kleiman, Raphaela Devin 6/93; to Kathleen
Boluch Dickerman and Kevin, Ariel
Summer 8/5/95.
Where, oh, where has the summer gone>!
I am staring Aug. 1 st in the face and frankly
have no idea what happened to June and July!
(l have a feeling the same thing can be said
about one's 30s.) Thanks to everyone who
responded to our request for news. Those
postcards worked like a charm.
David Stern wrote back in Feb. (sorry,
David) that he has joined Showtime as vice
ConnecticutColleget'vtag,lzilJe CD
president of business affairs. He's r~sponsi.ble
for business aspects of the company s monon
picture production. He still lives i.n Los
Angeles with wife, Nancy, and their tWO
children, Jacob, 6, and Rachel, 2.
Mary Brown has been living in Ithaca,
NY, since graduation and, for the past seven
years, she has worked as a political advocate
and grass roots organizer for Planned
Parenthood. In her spare time, she shovels
out from under frequent snow storms to
study modern dance and performs with the
Firehouse Dance Co.
John Wait wrote that he and Barbara
Hricko Wait moved from Plymouth to
Andover, MA, in '92 and have since had tWO
children, Andrew William (8/14/92) and
Elizabeth Carrie (6/1/95). John has worked
in publishing at Addison Wesley since '90.
Barbara Goodman Wilson changed
jobs last year and is now a landscape designer
at Millone Nurseries in CromweU, CT. In
Peb., she was nominated as full commissioner
of the Inland Wetland and Watercourse
Agency in Middletown. Last summer,
Barbara and her family hosted a relaxing CC
reunion on Lake Winnipesaukee, NH, with
John Wait, Barbara Hricko Wait, Bill
and Barbara Spiess Miller, Cathy
Wrigley Lincoln and Carolyn Shores
Ness.
Kathleen Boluch Dickerman; hus-
band, Andrew, and Ariel, 1, divide their time
between Little Compton, RI, and their home
in West Tisbury on Martha's Vineyard.
Kathy is a freelance copywriter with Saabye
and Co. in Providence, Rl.
Chris Martire and Christine Fairchild
had a ball watching Vance Gilbert perform
at Club Passim's in Cambridge. He is fantastic
- the same old Vance in many ways, but he
bas obviously been honing his craft and has
emerged as a wonderful, accomplished per-
fanner. Run, don't walk to the nearest cof-
feehouse!
Joan Prescott Busk l.ives in Cohasset,
MA, with husband, Joe, and sons, Andrew,
10, and Prescott, 8. She works part time as a
sales rep. for a cordage company and is sur-
rounded by CC alums, including three in her
neighborhood!
Allison Davis Barnow ran into
Professor Woody at the Arendt/ Schurmann
Symposium at the New School in Ocr. '95
and was subsequently invited to dinner at his
sabbatical apartment with Mimi Ginner '77,
Larry Eyink and Sue Schulman. Allison
says that she is "taking forever to finish her
master's degree in philosophy." She has been
working at various businesses, most recently
Memorial Sloan-Kettering.
Cindy Gray Carey lives in New
Canaan, CT, with husband, Chris, and chil-
dren. Liza, 8; Sam, 4, and Caroline, 2. Cindy
is di'rector of sales for Chartrek Travel in
Norwalk and reports that at the age of 40 and
after 10 years of marriage she's still having
lots of fun. Cindy sees John Bush, who is
the godfather of her oldest child, and Carter
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"WHERE, OH, WHERE HAS THE
SUMMER GONE" I AM STARING
AUGUST 1 IN THE FACE AND
FRANKLY HAVE NO IDEA WHAT
HAPPENED TO JUNE ORJULY.
(I HAVE A FEELING THE SAME
THING CAN BE SAID ABOUT
ONE'S 30S.)"
Christine Fairchild '79
Sullivan and Anne Dempsey Sullivan, who
live nearby.
Barbara Lynch and her husband, Greg
Sinay, are happy to announce the adoption of
their daughter, Zoe jing, born in Hengyang,
Hunan Province, China. They traveled to
China for two weeks and brought her home
on 11124/95. Congratulations!
Barbara Bates Sedo ric and husband,
Tom, live in Rye Beach, NH, with her two
children, Holly and Boone Davis. Barbara
sings in the Portsmouth Women's Chorus,
which performs twice a year, and also plays
UST A tennis and is involved in fundraising for
the Rye library and schools.
Kathy Moser, M.D., M.P.H., lives north
of San Diego in Poway and since '89 has run
the tuberculosis unit at the San Diego County
Health Department. Husband, Rick
Channick M '80, is on the faculty at DC, San
Diego Medical Center, Pulmonary Division.
Kathy and Rick and their children: Thomas,
9; Kimberley, 7, and jessica, 4, live on several
acres in the country and have 130 avocado
trees.
Tina Gould Reardon continues to live
in Litchfield, CT, with husband Michael
Reardon '79 and their three daughters: Libby,
8; Claire, 6, and Brigid, 3. Tina works part
time at the Harvey School doing college coun-
seling and has begun teaching a course in Asian
studies at the UConn campus in Torrington.
Tina ~nd fa:nily travel to CC frequently,
mcludmg a tnp to Michael's reunion in june.
Vicki Chesler writes from NY of last
summer's busy activities, including a sailing trip
from Newport to Edgartown with her hus-
band, .Matt, and kids, Melissa, 8, and Kelsey, 5
;he VISited .Amanda Marshall, Chris Zing~
77 and their three-year-old son, Marshall, on
Block Island. Martha Rago and H .. ,. OWle
B.ernstem. 76 and. theIr daughter Emily, 2, also
VISited WIth Vicki. Vicki and Matt's ,n'= .at>~zlne,
. doing well and
The New York Coopcm{or, IS & C d
Vicki completed a new book, Co-op on 0
Ownership, last spl;ng. h L
Nina Sadowsky writes from t e os
Angeles area that she, her husband, P~ul
Kleiman, and daughter, Raphaela Dev~~,
moved into a new house last Nov. In ad .f
tion Nina started her new job as preSident a
Prufrock Pictures, Meg R.yan's company at
20th Century Fox. "Whew!"
Anne Garrison is an architectural pho-
tographer ill business with her husb,:1I.1d, DaVId
Hewitt. Their photographs for architects and
trade magazines, have appeared in Arclllfa,:"e ,
Architectural Record, Tue Los Aligeles Tinies
i\![agazille and Progressive Aranteaure. Anne and
David moved to San Diego from Boston In
'90 and welcomed their daughter, Alice, in
June '93.
Chris Martire, has, at last, returned to
Boston from the tundra known as Syracuse,
NY. "When I wasn't shoveling snow in
Syracuse, I was marketing director for New
Readers Press, the educational publishing divi-
sion of Laubach Literacy International. I am
n o w product rn an nge r for SilverPlarrer
Information, an electronic publisher of refer-
ence database products on CD-R.OM and the
Internet. (1 note with much satisfaction that
the CC library is a very large customer of my
emplo yer.) I'm busy r r avcling around the
country (and to a couple of international des-
tinations) in search of the world's great refer-
ence databases. I continue to have fun with
my Connecticut College pals: Christine
Fairchild (my trusty class co-correspondent),
Jim De l.ucia '78, Jeer Siegel, Larry Menna
'80, and try to keep up with the busy lives of
Tricia Cutler Silber, Greg Silber '78, Betsy
Smith and Debbie Turner Steranka, My
latest adventure with CC :JIUlllS was a visit to
the .B:onx Zoo with j cff', Larry, jim and
Christine. If you see jdT or Larry, ask them
about the polar bear's 'rnoonwalk' _ even
Michael)a~kson \:-,ould have been impressed."
Chrisrine Fairchild is a lutle embarrassed
to report that after 17 years, she's still
employed by the same "parent company,"
Harvard U "Aft d i. . er spell lllg 10 years working
for the Harvard Art Museums in membership
development and public education I moved
over to the Harvard Business School as direc-
tor of alullllll rel-Ition< lts t ·0 . b' ,'. .. er'nnc JO -
great people, challenging work and lots of
~pportU11lty for travel. Finding the balance
i,etw~en w~rk and a personal life is tough but
111, etemune.j to make it a pri . I·'Bo t . " nanty t 11S years on Continues to bib .e rome ase (until I fig-
ure out a way to H
School t S < F .move arvard Business
o an rancrscol)."
80 f<H'Tt'spOlldrll/s: Ellen Harrisnoblock. I I Shennan StUell11ont, MA 02178 and·')aul~. (TOllY) Littlefield. 590 W. Rio
\..d., Charlottcwllle, VA 22901
81 Correspondellts: Mary GoldbergNash, 4 Woodland Dr. Pl~tsfie1d,MA 01201 and jeffrey Michaels,jmichael@capaccess.org
lf you weren't at Reunion '96, I hope you'll
start planning now to be back in 'at! We had
a fantastic time, and while we may have been
small in number, we were very big on fun.
Here's what's new:
Laura Allen lives in Brookline, MA, IS
married and has "no kids, but two very
demanding cats." Laura is enjoying the. invest-
ment business with the Wellington
Management Co. in Boston. Sh~ and
Norman Livingston did a great Job as
reunion co-chairs. Many thanks, Norm and
LJI
Andrea Bachike WaUace and husband,
Bill live in a convened bam in Stockton, Nj,
where she has her own graphic design adver-
tising business. Andrea keeps in touch with
bana Friedman Kiesel andJudy Ford.
Bill Barrack lives in Wellesley Hills,
MA, with his wife, Katie, and children,
Wilkie, 6; John, 3, andJenny, 1. Billworks in
commercial real estatefor Spaulding& Slye.
Tom Bates and his wife, Martha, have
two kids, Sara, 7, and Emily, 4. They live in
East Haddam, CT, 30 miles from CC.
Together, they operate Bates Accessories, a
manufacturer of belts- yes, the kind you put
around your waist.Tom hasbeen in the busi-
ness for 11 years.
Christy Beckwith Bensley and hus-
band, Christopher, live in Cambridge, MA.
She is taking time offfrom her publishing job
to be with baby lan, who is quite adorable.
Tom Burke got married in '90. He and
wife, Caroline, have two daughters, Emily, 3,
and Caitlin, 1. They live in Darien, and Tom
works for West Point Stevensin NYc.
Kim Carlson Stevens lives in East
Greenwich, RI, with husband,Jeff, and two
children, Myles, 6, andJulia,3.
Sue Cole Ross; husband,Jeff, and sons,
Matt, 13, and Tom, 11, are leaving the sub-
urbs for a sabbatical to Holderness, NH,
where she will continue her educational con-
sulting practice and homeschool the kids.
Our ever-faithful and charming Class
President Paul Escoll still lives in Los
Angeles where he is a personalmanager in the
entertainment industry - representing writ-
ers, directors and actors. Paul sees Dana
Friedman Kiesel and lotsof other CC alums
from various years.We are developing quite a
tradition at our classdinners - once again,
Paul serenaded us with "Mack the Knife"
truly a highlight of the weekend. '
David Geller wasmarried in June '95 to
Emily Walk. They live in Needham MA
and Dave sells warehouse equipmen; fron~
Boston to Worcestor.
Ken Goldstein is an attorney in general
practice in Brookline, MA. His wife, Demee,
is an ad manager for Natural Shopper magazine.
Ken serves on his town planning board and,
NINA SADOWSKY '79,




AT 20TH CENTURY FOX.
Chris Martire '79
in his spare time, is developing a dazzling
vaudeville act featuring plate spinning and
jumping poodles. He plans to take his act on a
Vegas tour in '97.
Ann Goode Quinn lives in Glastonbury
and works in public relations. .'
RusselL Gregg and his wife, Marcia, live
in Boston where Russ is an environmental
attorney. They brought along Christina, 4,
and Willie, 1, who, not to be outdone ?y
Paul, also entertained us during dinner with
his vocal talents.
Cindy Heston lives in Greenwich a~d
works for an investment firm. She stays In
touch with Anne Lane Jones, who lives in
San Diego with her two sons, ages 9 and 7.
Janet Hinkle Wilcox, lives In
Stonington, where she 1S renovanng a Cape
Cod house. (She's getting very good at roof-
ing and plasceringl) Janet just rerurn~d fr~m
Guangznou, China, with her baby girl, Lily,
who is "perfect." She works at a local co~pa-
ny teaching training rechniques. to RUSSIans
for the safe operation and maintenance of
nuclear power plants.
Holly Hofmann lives in Baltimore with
her husband, Jeffrey; Abigail, 1, and four ~ats.
Holly has exhibited paintings and drawings
throughout the mid-Atlantic area and teaches
at several colleges around Baltimore.
Martha Jove-D'Amato lives in. Gales
Ferry with husband, J~1l1,and two ~hildrel?,
Peter, 9, and Annemane, 7. Martha IS 111 ~n-
vate practice as a clinical. audiologist worki.ng
with hearing-impaired children and adults. J1111
is an anesthesiologist. ,
Brian Kelley and his wife, Judy Dow 83,
live in Wellesley, MA, with Drew, 3, and
T I 1 They both work for Fleet Bank andayor, . d S
keep in touch with Sally an cott
Williamson. . ,
Mindy Kerman was married In 89 to
K G II n They live in Westchester,en 'e erma . .
NY with Carly, 5. Mindy is the special edu-
cation director in an inclusionary model
preschool that mainstreams disabled children.
Sally Langer has been living in NY ~or
15 years. She edits law books, keeps up WIth
the music scene and stays in touch With
Marie Abraham, Amy Bernhardt and
Holly Hofmann.
Norman Livingston lives ill Manhattan
and works in real estate. His pre-reunion
bachelor party in NY was mended by Rick
Gersten, TotTI Sec1ow, Cris Revaz and
Laura Allen's husband, Ken. Details of the
event were sketchy; all I heard, according to
Cris, was that "Norm looks beautiful in
feathers. "
Andy Mahony and wife, Mary ~lle~,
have been married for six years and live Il1
Norwell, MA, Andy works for Bay Bank, and
Mary Ellen is in alumni affairs at Harvard.
Vicky McKittrick Oliva lives In
Cambridge, MA, with her husband, Mar~
Oliva '82. Vicky and Mark run a Montessori
preschool from their home.
Andy (Hick) McMurray was also spot-
ted at reunion. He is reportedly a contractor
living in New London.
Peter O'Connor moved from New
London to Boston two years ago where he is
a real estate lawyer. He sees Scott
Williamson and Brian Kelly.
Cris Revaz and wife, Cindy, live in
Alexandria, VA. Cris is an international trade
attorney, and Cindy is a flight attendant with
US Air.
Marie Richard Abraham and her hus-
band, Philip, live in Vienna, VA, with
Thomas, 6, and Jonathan, 5. The family has
plans to move to New England. Marie is
completing her doctorate in early. ime.rven-
non. Philip owns a "wild tavern" in Vienna.
Marie sees Sally "all the time" and Amy
"whenever I can catch her."
Kati Roessner writes, "Working for
Connecticut College Magazine and living only 10
minutes from campus, I had no excuse to skip
our 15th. Good thing. It was great meeting
classmates I didn't know, as well as hooking
up with long lost fellow Abbey-ire, Holly
Hofmann." Kati's been designing the col-
lege's award-winning magazine for the past
two years and lives in Mystic ("For those of
you who remember, the Mischievous Carrot
is no longer.") with kids, Tommy, 7, and
Annie 5. "To all other Abbey-folk out there,
time for another shindig of our own, yes?!"
Kati can be reached at kkroe@cOlUlcoll.edu.
I Chris Saxe Easton, live in
Farmingdale, NJ, with my husband, Chas, and
sons, Charlie, 6, and Michael, 3. Chas is mar-
keting manager for PCI Nonwove~s; I de~ote
most of my time to home and family, particu-
larly to my older son who has leukemia.
When ! can find a moment, I do network
marketing for a telecommunications company.
Dawn Schall Deslauriers has recently
gone back to work at WCVB- TV Boston fol-
lowing a six-year leave of absence and the
birth of three boys. She lives in Franklin,
MA, and looks forward to vacationing on the
family ranch in MT.
Tom Seclow lives in Orinda, CA, in the
ConnecticutColiegeMagazille 4J
Ces Fernandez-Carol '87 and Peler Hall were married on March 3D. Front row, left to right Carlos Garcia '88,
Richard Greenwald '87, Marcel Dardali '87 (with daughter, Alexandra), Matthew Charde '87, Duncan
Robertson '85 and Ross Dackow '87. Back row, letttc right: Lucinda Eng-Garcia '87, Debbie Eng Richter '86,
EddyCastell '87, Jennifer Croke '87, Hugh Fraser '87, the groom and bride, Toki Strong '87, Martha Denial
Kendler '87, Julia Moran Morton '87, Hedi Our '90 and Chris Durkin '89.
Sail Francisco Bay Area. He and wife, AIm,
have two kids, jonathan, 6, and daughter
Alex, 3, and two pet rats. Tom is an ad. exec.
at Foote, Cone & Belding. He also coaches
soccer and T -ball Tom reported on several
classmates: Rick Gersten lives in DC, works
as a management consultant and has a son,
Nathan, 5. Scott Hefter also lives in DC
with his wife, Ann, and Allison, 2. Scott is a
child therapist. Steve Rust is a lighting
director and lives in Montclair, NJ. Paul
19870nllne.............................. .
We now have an official
"Class 01 '87fTenlh
Reunion" Web site where
you'll find a class directory,
news about your classmates and
Reunion '97 information,
Questionnaires will be mailed
to you to update the personal
information on the site, Or you
can submit directly online.
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Costa is an attorney living in Niantic.
Demi Voudouris Frawley is an attorney
in NYC. She and husband, Michael, have
three children: james, 10; Justin, 6, and
Rebecca, 2.
Ruth Wagner Earl has two sons, 9 and 6,
and is moving from Long lsla n d to
Kinderhook, NY. She is hoping to attend
physical t he ra pv school. Pal Leona
Mazzamurro '82 joined Ruth at our dinner.
Natalie Ward Harris has three kids:
Morgan, 9; Phoebe, 6, and Madeline, 2, who
keep her running. Talie reports "If I'm not at
the Shop & Save or doing the car pool thing,
I'm writing the great American novel (possibly
screenplay if Andy Mahoney'S brother will
buy irl)." She is also studying for a master's in
psychology .
Scott Williamson and his wife, Sally
Everett '84, live in Wellesley, MA, with Laura,
4, and Reid, 2. Scott works for a software
company ill Cambridge, and Sally is an attor.,
ney in downtown Boston.
David Zieff and his wife, Alison, are both
attorneys in Boston. They have two kids
Katelyn, 3, and joseph jerry, 1 (named fo;
jerry Garcia, of course).
Jacqueline Zuckerman Tynan and hus_
band, Rob, have a new baby girl, Megan
Alexandra, born 12/26/95. jacquey has her
own markerinp research company,
Also sighted, but unfortunately not inter_
viewed, at reUl110n (I know some people hid
when they saw me approaching, pen and note_
boo~ in ?and) were Cathy McCormack
SUUI, Ned McLaughlin, Linda Rosenthal
Maness (and her little girl) and Joh
Terenzi. 1 apologlZe if] nussed anyone. n
One final note: there is still a lim.ited nUI1l._
ber of our beautiful Class of '81 15th Year
Reu~IOn hats whICh may be purchased for a
nomlIlal fee. Please COntact Paul E 11
r-._ _ SCo at310-477-8:):>2. See you 111 '01.
"DETAILS OF THE EVENT
WERE SKETCHY; ALL r HEARD
WAS THAT 'N R.M LOOKS
B.EAUTIFUL IN FEATHERS!'"
Christine Saxe Easton '81 on
classmateNorma" Livingston's
pre-reunion bachelor party




w,« WlIld\or, NJ 08691
!--.'"3y,blltn({/ fiIIllS.COIl1
83 Com'<I"'IU/l'lIf": Claudia Gould,SOl N. KctJrllorc St.. Arlington,VA 222(11 and Greta DavenportRlIt~tl·lll. J 723 Windmere Ave.,U:lltllllOrt', MI) 21218
84 ~:,'rrCSf1(',lrIr",s: Lucy MarshallS1ndllr, loW-/Wivnmr Dr.,ClnC1I111.ltl,01-/ 45255\~Ttk.12c(et prodigy.con< Sheryl
Edward~ 1Z.IJpolt. 24 Bugg Hill
Rd., Mollroc. CT 06468 and
Eli7,lbt,th Kolber, 400 East 71st
St .. 51 , New York, N.Y. 10021
Married' Linda D' k
3/28/95. - r r- s to Mark Sawyer,
Linda Dirks Sa .
busy in Jap . I ~wyce continues to kee.p
apan with h.,.t1 '.
ness. She bo' I e, . lrlVlllg pottery bUSI-
ugH:l lOUS' d I
two years ag dl t an and more .tllln
• 0 an ms csr bli ,the Warm <'::l rshed ber studioin
' ,green hill f .
KagoshiI1la. Lind., sel I ~ ° subtrop,.ca'
<> "'- S rer \V k ., hes necessary i J 0•. , mcstry dis -n "Pan esc .
wholesale and I ld 'CUIsIne, to shops
in various cities ao, slone-woman exhibitions
. n leI' fr .
practice aerobic d ec tlnle, she loves to
b· ance llld i .ICS Instructor 0' . s a cenlfled aero-
K . tlcrh bb' .won Do and K . 0 les Include Tae
Orean bngllage stUdy,
85 Corrcspm/(/C/1/S' L' L .Barter 174 . Isa evaggJ.4A, N~\V East 74th St., Apr.Nta York. Ny 10021 and[h:a!~h-~~~r~~~ordano, 1582
CA 94123 - 2, San Francisco,
Born: to L"
N· lnda.... I
Mapohtano<l, Lucas G lug lCS and Stephen
I\~ cD.onald FisCh·<I l'.'cl 5/14/96; to Paula
lVlarttn 4/7/9" ettl and Joe M h
0: to 0 b ,att ew
e orah Whipple
Bertensbaw and Steve, Jessica Mary
2/18/96.
Tom Curtis is living in Los Angeles,
working for the Disney Company.
Paula McDonald Fischetti and hus-
band, Joe, welcomed their second child,
Matthew Martin, on Easter '96. Big brother,
Nicholas, is taking it in stride. Paula says she is
enjoying her new role as a full-time mom.
She keeps in touch with Pam Walsh
Torsiello, Shari Passerman Turner '86,
Pamela Missal '84 and Marybeth Lee
O'Brien.
Deborah Whipple Bertenshaw 1S
enjoying motherhood with two daughters and
finds time to sit on the boards of a women's
group as well as her daughter Rebecca's nurs-
ery school. The family spends most weekends
at their cabin on Mark Twain Lake near
Hannibal, MO.
Lisa Mintz relocated from Boston to
Maui. where she is employed as a florist. She
says that living in paradise has its advantages,
but being on the most isolated land mass on
the planet can also be a bit bewildering! Since
her move, she has been in touch with Meg
McClellan McCarthy, who lives in
Honolulu.
86 Correspolldent·LauraMaguire Hoke13800LandingCourtProspect,KY 40059
Born: to Nina Calace-Mottola Kiess and
Kurt, Ryan James 5/4/96; to Kathy Martin-
Ocain and Gary, Chloe Esther 6/8/96.
Erik Haslun writes, "Recently relocated
to the Chicago area. I'm a Sf. consultant with
Mt:A [ Comp.anies and am working with
national ~OSPltal systems on medical malprac-
tice and risk management issues. r got married
in '92 (so much for staying in touchl) to Carol
Rhodes. No children yet, but we do have a
yellow lab named Hayley."
Reunion: May so-June 1, 1997
Correspondents: Michele M.
Austin, 506 Main St., Hingham,
MA 02043 and Martha Denial
Kendler, 137 Westwood Ln
Middletown, CT 06457 .,
••
Ces Fe~andez-Carol and Peter Hall were
marned In March in DC. The event was
marked with music and dancing. Ross
Dackow played a beauriC.ul 0 .. 1 .
'. II ngma guitar
plec: written for the occasion. Martha
Denial Kendler was one of th d· . e row y
bridesmaids who helped lead th I·e conga me
and the Macarena dance while 0, _ ' uncan
Rob. ertson 85 did the limbo! Al .. so struttlOg
their dance moves were T k i Sa I tro ng ,
Matthew Charde, Hedi Our '90 J 1·
M H h ' U re
.orton, ug Fraser (with broken ribs I)
Richard Greenwald Eddy C I·"if ,aste ,
lenni er Croke, Carlos Garcia '88,
VISIT PUERTO RICO!
Space limited to 24, First come, first served,
For fees and other information contact Grissel
at 860,443.6497 or GHODGE@wesleyan,edu,




former director of Unity House,
on a social and cultural tour,
Lucinda Eng-Garcia, Debbie Eng Richter
'86. Marcel Dardati and his wife, Helen,
introduced their baby girl, Alexandra, to the
way CC grads like to party! Now back from
the honeymoon, Ces is working on her
Ph.D. in psychology at American U.
88 Correspondents: Alison Edwards,P.O. Box 225, Index, WA98256 and Sandy Pfaff 35Highland Ave. #1, Newtonville,MA 02160
Married: Tim Killenberg to Dawn Coley,
6/1/96
Born: to Amy Wheeler Sullivan and
Tom Sullivan, Patrick 5/6/95.
Susan Evans is the photo editor for Buzz
magazine in Los Angeles. She sees Brett Fain,
Jaime Arze, Jason Kamm, Lucie Greer
and Keoki Flagg '87 in CA. She also saw
Laurie King Lenfestey and Jamie '89 in
Santa Fe, NM, all a March ski trip.
Tim Evans lives in Burnsville, NC, and
is working towards a MSW.
Karin Cassel Figueroa completed her
PhD. in clinical psychology at the UConn in
Aug. '95. She works for the V.A. Readjust-
ment Counseling Service.
Tom Garvey moved to Seattle in the fall
of '94 and is enjoying the courtroom life as a
Congratulations to Tim Killenberg '88 and Dawn Coley, who were married on June 1. Back row, left to right:
Paul Austin '88, Steven Wilson '83, Kevin Wolfe '88, Peter Kris '88 and Alex Mills '88. Middle row, left to
right: Rob Solomon '88, Melinda Vail Killenberg '60, Nancy Vail Wilson '51, Elizabeth McCullough Wolfe '88,
Lisa Peloso '88, Sandy Pfaff '88 and Larry Goldstein '88. Front row: the bride and groom
ConnecticutCollegellJagaziJlc CD
Stacey McFarland '91 was married 10David Smith
on Jan 14,1995. Picture above are (left to right)
Slacy Helmbrecht-Wilson '91, Charlie Wilson '91,
the bride and groom, Jill Avery '91, Chris Koehler
'91 and Jen Qazilbash Hariman '91. Having lived in
Seallle, the McFarland-Smiths moved to Richmond,
Va., where Stacey is working on her master's in
occupational therapy at Virginia Commonwealth
University.
prosecutor for King County, WA.
Thomas Laughlin works for the
National Park Service in San Francisco as a
landscape architect. He received his master's
in from the U. of Virginia in '95.
Bill Lychack works in St. Paul as a free-
Lance writer. One of his stories was included
in TIle Best Amen·alll Shorr Stories, 1996
John MacRae completed his master's in
education at Harvard. He worked in
Harvard's development office while going to
school and is glad to have time to relax now!
Will Meyer, an attorney on Long Island,
still spends a lot of time sailing and racing.
Anita Nadelson moved to Seattle in '94
and is now a partner in a handmade book and
COrporate gift business.
Laura Henricks Nichols teaches sixth
grade special education in Glastonbury, CT.
Husband Dean, is director of the Connecncut
Environ'mental Entrepreneurial C~nter
(CEEC) in Hartford. They purchased rheir first
home in W. Hartford. .
Paul Sharaf works for Eli Liil y &
Company in North American BUSIness
Development. .
Eric Wagner lives in the booming
metropolis of Georgetown, TX, where he IS
coaching Div. III men's soccer and tenms at
Southwestern U. He and his wife Leske
Carlson Wagner '89 keep in touch with Geoff
Buckley'87.
Amy Wheeler Sullivan works at
Lawrence Academy in Groton, MA, as an
English teacher, field hockey and lacrosse
coach, and dorm supervisor. Husband, Tom,
teaches philosophy at the U. of New
Hampshire.
89 Correspandenrs: Deb Donnan,5305 North Carlin Springs Rd.,Arlington, VA 22203, deborah ;dorl1lan@maiJ.amsinc.co111andAlexandra MacColl Buckley,
4826 Bradley Blvd., Chevy
Chase, MD 20815
Married: MichelIe Heidenrich to Peter
Barnes, 5/96; Elisabeth Peter to Hugh
Lavin, 6/96.
Caren Eishrnan is pursuing a master's in
social service administration at the U. of
Chicago.
Elisabeth Lavin-Peter is finishing her
Ph.D. in English literature at Tufts.
Michelle Pereyo '93 was married to Mark Walerysiak on July 15, 1995. Alumni at the wedd.
row, left 10right: Michelle Hyran '93, Kelly Grady '94 Jennifer Spencer '94 Matthew le v!ng were, back
. " 'a enworth '94 thbride and groom, Janet Cardona 93 and, an eVidently camera-shy, Daniel Malhews '93 F I ,e
right: Nat Damon '93, Pam Kocher '94, bridesmaid Nell Forgacs '93 and Emily Zimmer~ r~9n4row, left to
an .
CD HOllor Roll qf Givilil? 1996
--------;C.Jm'jpl"lf/rtllS: Rachel Reiser, 9
90 N,:WWIl s.. Apt. 3, $ol11erviUe,MA tJ.2I-tJ, rrciser@bu.eduandIlo~(."r (Ilxki) Prahl, 8200Sotldl\\(."'tc:m Blvd., Apt. 308,I).dl.h. I X 75206
91 ( :""0/11.'1111.-,,(:jl·lllllli.-r AlIlllli':ti Doyle11-1 (:J~·llVdlL· #:JAlI,ttlll, MA 02134
Mary Beth Holrnnn makes homell1adeSla~
tionery usin p h.m dvpro c essed black ana
white photo, ,Iud ucwvpaper collage. Her
business is c.rltcd Nmc Or.rnge Wings.
Reunion: May 3D-June 1,1997
(."1/1""I'""drl/(s: Liz Lynch
(·tWlll-', J I .uham Sr., Apt. #1,
I"lnill. ( J 06355, e1che@
l'OIl1110Ill·du and Lisa Friedrich,
120 ll.lh.od .. Sf. #2B, Brookline,
r; 11\ 02 J -I(J. I 1~:lMF@lIsa1.tom
Alex Barrett I' III hl\ third and final year of
archirecnm- -chool .il Yale. He spent the sum-
mer in 5:111 /-r.llll.'!'l"Il wuh jenny Powers '95.
93 ( :""'·""'11'/('11'M tk c ( ·.1"1101()4 B I'r\hpCCI St.Non\dl. 1\11\ 02061rvld,d ·ru pctx.com
Karen Spilker Wnll'\, "Since graduation life
has been illtl.'ll\cly mtvrcvnng, unexpected,
rewarding ,\Ill! fllll!·· Karen has traveled, lived
and workt'd (rolll I'Llt" to Australia and all
through tht' U.S. :-'hc 1I0W works fat a bike
touring Co!np,llIy III I),1\-1'. A, and recemiy
took a I1l0mh_lollg hl"l' tour in France. Karen
keeps in touch wllh Peis illa Pizzi, Matty
~ackl. C!lristy Burke, Hugh Ewart and
Lisa Dargll1sky SinlOll.
94 C'1/1l·.9"'"l/rm.<: Lee Rawles, 786Wl,,( 1 Ilh "'t., Claremont CA9171 J; M.lIl111llg Weir linPOp!.lr D.ll(', C,rcle #4',
MClllptll~. 1N 38120 ~ndTib




GreJter B. gcr 1,1" been working for the
< Oel Raton CI b f
<"ISa public relati . Ulll er 0 COtllll1er.ce
"'g and d - .ons .1~~lq.lnt. Along with wnt-
, t'slgnlng- I II
releases" d ,.11011t 1Y newsletters, press. <0\1 1l1:U'ket
st<"lf[ liaison co' I Ulg pieces. Christi is also a
lOr t 1(' eh b' IBusiness pI' . :l11l er s Imernationaogran1
Amy Moore· i" Ii I
of Portland OR Vlng In leI' hometown
sponsorship' . a.lld 'working as a grant and
S cOordl1l t 1
office of tl . I) a Or In t 1e development
1e ol·th, dO.
Contact With Sa I < 1 pera. She keeps ll1
ra 1 Lynch In Seattle.
95
CcrrespOlldefllS: Liz Lessman, 1304
Broadway, Apt. 2, Somerville,
MA 02144 and Matt Cooney, 79
Mayo Rd., Wellesley, MA 02181
Thank yOLl once again to everyone who sent
in a postcard!
First of all, congratulations to those of you
who ended your first year of graduate school!
Dianne Cupps is in a master's program for
social work at Western Michigan U. She
interns at the West Michigan Cancer Center
3S an oncology social worker and plays some
indoor soccer. Jill DeVito is pursuing a
Ph.D. in zoology at Oregon State U. She's
studying amphibian ecology and behavior.
Ruth Anne Geyer is at Brown working on
her master's and beinga discjockey on 95.5
FM, Sundays from 5-9:00 p.m. Deirdre
Hennessey is at UMass,Boston, completing
her degree in higher education administration.
Nicole Magnasco isin a Ph.D. program for
biochemistry at Rice U. in Houston
(nmag@bio.rice.edu), and Zach Manzella is
studying law at DickinsonSchool of Law. He
sees AJysaFreeman '93, who is also a first year
law student there. Gigi Stone is working
towards a master's at Columbia U. Graduate
School of Joumalism, specializing in televi-
sion. I know that severalof you are near the
end of your programs. Please let me know
when you graduate.
Overseas, Louise Brooks spent a semes-
ter in Belfast teaching primary school. She
moved to Boston withHeidi Merlini in Jan.
Louise saw Doug Jones and Sven Holch in
Dublin and traveledwith them to Galway and
the Aran Islandsbeforethey went on to tour
through Europe. Carole Clew had been
teaching English conversation to students at
Shanton U. in China. After her contract
ended in July, she touredaround Vietnam and
Thailand a bit. Meg McBride is also teach-
ing English, but in Taipei, Taiwan.
Occasionally she sees Andrew Watson.
Stephanie Record moved to London and
has been working at the National Maritime
Museum in Greenwich in the Publications
and Media Department.
People have plentyof things going on in
the U.S. as well. On the West Coast
!"leather Montgomery is with AmeriCorp~
III San.FranCISCOworkingin a group home for
emot.lOnally disturbed kids through
ArnenCorps. Kath Hambleton alsowrote in
from San Franciscosayingthat she works for a
company that runs educational programs for
General Motors. She's living with Erika
Buck and Sara Becton Kath Erik d. " n a an
Sa.r<lsee Dla~a Pulling, Angela Troth and
Nick KalaYJlan quite a bit Eri C. livi . . n orcoran
1S Vlll? III Seattle, workingat Starbucks, vol-
un~een~g at the American Cancer Society
takmg, m stray ca~ and planning to begin ~
maste~s program in education in Jan. Jessica
Archibald wrote 10 from SF·
here she t _ an ranclSCO
~v ~~ she IS workin~ as an assrstanr analyst fa;
nut Barney, coaching high school freshman
JEN HOLLIS '95 AND
SARAH SPOONHEIM '95
ARE CARD-CARRYING
MEMBERS OF CITIZENS FOR A
POODLE-FREE MONTANA.
Liz Lessman '95
crew and training for the U.S. National
Rowing Team. Go,jess!
David Houston is an AmeriCorps candi-
date in Connecticut working with senior citi-
zens. He is also teaching creative writing in
prisons for his fourth consecutive year.
Elizabeth Duclos is with the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps in Kansas City, MO, counsel-
ing at a shelter for battered women and eating
a lot of rice, beans and pasta dishes.
As if the state didn't have enough prob-
lems already, "Jen Hollis and Sara
Spoonheim moved to Missoula, MT. Jen is
delivering singing telegrams, and Sara is a disc
jockey at a Country-Western radio station.
Both are dating cowboys and are card-carry-
ing members of Citizens for a Poodle-Free
Montana. (It's all true.) Love, Sara and Jen."
Okay, East Coast: Andy Dousis is teach-
ing third grade at Hander's Elementary School
in East Lyme, CT, and Susan Dutton
moved across Williams Street and is helping
Derron Wood '88 run the Flock Theater
(sedut@conncoll.edu). Mahmood Shaikh is
researching a book on the manatee of the
Galapagos Islands. "Hopefully the work will
be ready to present to the publishers by Spring
'97." If you would be willing to send an
excerpt of this book, I'd be happy to substitute
it for a class notes column sometime. Cait
Gimpel is a graphic designer for Christie's
Auction House in NYc. She helps produce
the auction catalogues. Ellen Martin is work-
ing as a paralegal in NYC. And in Boston,
Amelia Gary is working at Brown Brothers
Harriman and Co. She runs into a lot of
Connecticut alums. I also know that Brian
O'Malley is in Boston because I saw him at
Supercuts in Harvard Square. Big city, small
town. Next issue, news from the South.96 Correspondent·Rick Stratton9608 N. Juniper CircleMequon, WI 53092
Carol Virzi is living in CA and working as a
full-time nanny to a 6-year-old boy with spina
bifida. "A great way to use a degree in child
development and elementary education."
Erik Raven is living in DC, working as a
staff assistant for Sen. Dianne Feinstein of CA.
"If there are any other alums in DC looking
for jobs on Capitol Hill, I'd be more than
happy to share some ideas and get people
headed in the right direction."
Obituaries
Amelia TutIes '19, M.D., of Hartford,
Conn., died on Sept. 12. She was 100. Dr.
Tudes earned her medical degree in 1921
from the Medical College of Pennsylvania and
was the first woman accepted on the medical
staff of New Britain General Hospital. She
leaves three nieces and two grandnieces.
Mary Darnerel '22, of Westerly, R.I.,
died on Aug. 16. A teacher in the Westerly
public schools for many years, she held a mas-
ter's degree in English from Brown U. She is
survived by a sister, Elizabeth Gongaware; two
nieces and a nephew.
Mary Louise Holley Spangler '31, of
West Chester, Pa., died on Sept. 18.*
Kathryne Cooksey Simons '32, of
Ridge, Md., died on Aug. 27.*
Margaret Nelson Hanson '38, of
Rochester, N.Y., died on March 31. She was
the wife of composer Howard Hanson, who
predeceased her in 1981. Mrs. Hanson is sur-
vived by five nieces and three nephews.
Cornelia Wales Reeder '45, of
Hopewell, NJ., died on Aug. 3.*
Mary Ann McClements Mason '53, of
San Diego, Calif, died on Aug. 31. She was
preceeded in death by her husband, Jack, in
1991. Survivors include three daughters, two
sons and seven grandchildren.
Bibi Besch '63, of Los Angeles, Calif,
died on Sept. 7 of cancer. An actress who
appeared on many of television's most popular
shows, Ms. Besch was on the board of the
Screen Actor's Guild. Mother of the actress
Samantha Mathis, she appeared on such tele-
vision series as "E.R.," "L.A. Law," "Family
Ties," and "Murder She Wrote." She
received Emmy nominations in 1992 and
1993 for her perforrnances in "Doing Time
on Maple Drive" and on "Northern
Exposure." Her film credits include "Steel
Magnolias," "Betsy's Wedding," and "The
Promise." In addition to her daughter, Ms.
Besch is survived by tWOsisters and a brother.
Brian P.V. Sarata M '68, of Lincoln,
Neb., died on Jan. 23. Dr. Sarara earned his
bachelor's degree at Bowdoin College and his
master's in psychology from c.c. He received
a Ph.D. in psychology from Yale in 1972. He
was an associate professor of clinical psycholo-
gy at the University of Nebraska. Surviving
are his wife, Irma Poots Sarara; one daughter
and a son.






















Make like a chao-chao
McMillan's book on authoring
Brearhillg LeSSOl/s?
Toe the mark









Mythic king of Crete
Grads-co-be
Vestment for John Paul
Lead
Take to court
One who gets net profits?
Tan's tale of getting off the dole?
Save, in a way
06320, for one













































Winding of Be-Bop jazz
Tomato type





























Blacken on the grill
Present on one's birth day?
Picture of health?
Meadow mamas













Peehllg Por-uoc-, for the mess,
possd1ly
Slll:l11 Ch,IIl.L:L' In Paris
Descend.lllt
Part of ,j duuhle..' chin
GJ.bncl'" u'll..h:rhng in Paradise
Lost
RClllain" I c:
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connecticut college
reunion
may 30 • june 1
1922 • 1927
1947· 1952
1972 • 1977

